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Abstract
Automated essay scoring (AES) of student essays aims to train an AES
model by applying machine learning (ML) techniques to predict grades on
essays written by students in, i.e. a primary school setting. There are many
published studies of AES on English student essays, however, there are no
known AES systems developed for Norwegian student essays in a primary
school setting.
This master’s thesis explores the possibilities for AES of Norwegian
primary school student essays. The KAL corpus provides a collection of
Norwegian student essays from two learning plans: M87 and L97, and
consists of essays paired with grades given by human examiners. The
master’s thesis investigates the outcomes from ML experiments for AES
on the KAL corpus, implementing traditional ML (TML) models and deep
learning (DL) models. The ML techniques are supervised, meaning that
essay grades can be predicted based on essay input and grade output
example pairs.
Findings are that DL models produce unstable results for AES on the
KAL corpus. A DL model may deliver classification results that can
fluctuate from weak to strong when classifying the KAL corpus. TML
models prove to be more stable models for an AES task on the KAL corpus,
not experiencing the same ups and downs in performance as DL models.
The results from this master’s thesis prove that ML models potentially
can be trained to classify Norwegian student essays. TML models generally
achieve stronger results classifying the KAL essays, however, results
indicate that if provided a larger essay corpus, DL techniques can be a
promising approach to solve an AES problem for Norwegian primary
school essays.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
”Snart kan en datamaskin bestemme karakteren din”
(”Soon a computer can determine your grade”)
The quote above is from a Norwegian news article published on Norway’s
largest website for consumer technology, tek.no1 , dated to April 2012. As
stated in the article, artificial intelligence is ”just as good as humans at
evaluating student essays”. The article, published eight years ago, is the
only news appearing when searching for automated essay scoring (hereby:
AES) in Norwegian. The article reports results from English AES studies.
Although the article praises AES systems as equal compared to human
examiners for essay grading, weaknesses are also pointed out saying that
AES system may easily be manipulated. It refers to the type of critique
made by Les Perelman on the Australian ABC news site2 stating that an
AES system is too easy to manipulate with verbose gibberish. Taking this
information into consideration, one can be curious as to why the tek.noarticle, that reviews AES with such a positive manner, still seems to be the
only news article in Norway mentioning AES as a potentially useful tool in
the future.
Until now, most AES systems have been developed for an English
audience. At the moment, no known AES system can be used directly for
grading Norwegian student essays in a Norwegian primary school setting.
Intercountry differences in terms of the evaluation criteria estimating
student performance can make it difficult, or even impossible, to fully
convert AES technology between languages, such as from English to
Norwegian.
A general challenge with AES is the accessibility to sufficient amounts
of proper data material for training the AES classifier, as student essays are
often difficult to obtain due to privacy laws. These limitations, in regards
to available student essay material, can be some of the reasons why there
are few AES resources ready for other languages than English today.
1 https://www.tek.no/nyheter/nyhet/i/GGnL04/snart-kan-en-datamaskin-bestemme-karakteren-din

(Visited: 04.05.20)
2 https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-12/us-academics-warn-against-automated-naplan-english-testing/
9039408 (Visited: 15.05.20)
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With most AES systems being English-based models, the purpose of
this master’s thesis is to look at possible outcomes when training AES on
a Norwegian student essay corpus; the KAL corpus. The goal is to see to
which extent it is possible to train an AES classifier that can successfully
grade the essays in the KAL corpus based on the evaluation criteria that
are regarded as important when grading Norwegian student essays. An
interesting aspect of this project will be to investigate the limitations AES
has on a Norwegian student essay corpus, specifically the KAL corpus.
The approach to AES for Norwegian in this master’s thesis project
will be through machine learning (hereby: ML) experiments. The AES
ML experiments are based mainly on the research of AES systems from
other languages, as well as background information of the evaluation
criteria from the KAL project on the KAL corpus with Norwegian student
essays. The grades given by human raters on the KAL corpus essays
follow guidelines for essay evaluation from the Norwegian primary school
system. From experiments, the goal is to find the best performing ML
algorithm and compare different ML techniques that are suited for AES
of Norwegian student essays.
Many well-known AES systems are based on traditional machine learning (hereby: TML) techniques using feature-based supervised learning
methods. TML approaches with supervised learning algorithms for AES
has a history dating back to the 1960s with the PEG system by Page and
Paulus (1968). Throughout the years, AES systems based on TML techniques are reported to show promising results and are even implemented
as an essay evaluation tool in some parts of the United States today. The
PEG software has been under constant development and continues to deliver as a state-of-the-art performing system among AES software on the
market to this day.
In recent years, deep learning (hereby: DL) algorithms for supervised
learning tasks have allowed for creating more complex language representations of student essays. A goal will be for the DL models to capture
important aspects of the essays that are, by many, considered impossible
for a computer system to learn. Such an aspect may be a sense of contact
between the essay text and the reader. A DL approach with, e.g. word
embeddings, can be able to identify different classification patterns than a
feature-based TML model is able to.
The best ML models are trained on large amounts of data. The filtered
KAL corpus used for this AES classification task is rather small and consists
in total of 2,263 essays for training, development, and testing. One detail
presenting a challenge with the KAL corpus is that it is composed of
texts from two different grading schemes. The two grading schemes
are a result of the transition from an old learning plan for Norwegian
language education in the primary school to the learning plan with the
grading scheme that is used for grading essays in Norway today. Therefore,
AES experiments for the thesis project on the KAL corpus also focus on
classification on the two grading schemes and if the essays from the two
grading schemes can be merged or should be treated as separate corpora.
Genres and the importance of the type of essay task chosen by the
2

student may also be important factors when grading essays. Thus, this
thesis project will also evaluate the ML models’ performance by first
classifying essays from a corresponding in-domain test set. These results
may then be compared with the classification of a held-out essay task that
the model has never seen before.
The goal of this master’s thesis will be to establish the best performing
ML model on Norwegian primary school essays using the KAL corpus as
data material for an AES classification task. The overall combination from
evaluating the AES classifier across various dimensions, such as corpus
versions, class sets, ML algorithms, and feature selection, yields results that
will propose the best ML model for AES classification of the KAL corpus at
the end of this master’s thesis.
Hopefully, results from this master’s thesis can provide suggestions for
future ML approaches that can be used to investigate further the potential
for AES of Norwegian student essays on a primary school level.

1.1

Outline
- Chapter 1 provides a general introduction to the objective of this
master’s thesis. The chapter identifies AES of Norwegian student
essays as the area of study and defines the problem. The chapter
explains the need for research on AES of Norwegian student essays.
Some of the key terminologies for this master’s thesis are established.
- Chapter 2 presents background information on existing AES systems
and projects. The chapter gives an overview of the research that was
conducted on AES in order to start the thesis project. The information
gathered in this chapter acts as an inspiration for AES experiments on
Norwegian student essays.
- Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the data material used in this
master’s thesis. The chapter presents the KAL project, which is
the provider of the KAL corpus used as data material for the AES
experiments. The chapter describes the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL
corpus, which play an important role in the experiment choices and
the evaluation goals of the end-results.
- Chapter 4 describes the process of preparing the KAL corpus for AES
experiments. The chapter includes a description of data filtering and
textual preprocessing using UD-pipe. The distribution of grades in
M87 and L97 after data preparation is also presented.
- Chapter 5 describes the splitting of the KAL corpus into training,
validation, and test sets. Different versions of the KAL corpus are also
created and presented. The chapter explains the evaluation methods
used throughout all AES experiments on the KAL corpus.
- Chapter 6 provides information on all components that go into the
AES experiments with traditional machine learning (TML) models on
3

the KAL corpus. Learning algorithms, feature extraction, and feature
selection for TML are explained in this chapter.
- Chapter 7 presents the results produced from the TML experiments.
The results in this chapter are evaluated across six dimensions
relevant for AES on the KAL corpus. The dimensions discussed in
this chapter include corpus versions, class sets, TML algorithms, and
feature selection.
- Chapter 8 describes the procedures related to deep learning (DL) experiments, including data preparation and DL tools for the experiments. RNN learning algorithms implemented with the KAL corpus
versions are elaborated in this chapter, as well as the importance of
tuning hyperparameters.
- Chapter 9 presents the results produced from the DL experiments.
The DL results are from experiments on the original parts and the
seven-labelled parts of the KAL corpus. The main focus of this
chapter is to analyse and compare the DL results with the TML results
from chapter 7.
- Chapter 10 presents the results from the final evaluation of the best
TML and DL models on the final test sets. The ML models are
evaluated on in-domain and held-out test sets.
- Chapter 11 highlights and summarises the outcomes from the AES
ML experiments on the KAL corpus. Suggestions for future work
on AES in Norwegian are proposed based on the findings from this
master’s thesis project.

4

Chapter 2

Automated Essay Scoring
The purpose of chapter 2 is to present a theoretical and conceptual
framework to understand the mechanisms and performances that go
into automated essay scoring (AES) related tasks. In this chapter, AES
is described through a presentation of previous AES projects. AES
experiments included in this master’s thesis on Norwegian student essays
are inspired by some of the work and research described in this chapter.
AES can be defined as ”the computer technology that evaluates and
scores the written pose” (Shermis and Burstein, 2003). An AES system aims
to provide the student with feedback on more complex tasks rather than
simple short-answer exams or tests conducted in a multiple-choice format.
The feedback is often in the form of a grade on an n-point grade scale.
Today, automated scoring of simpler tasks, like multiple-choice exams,
is already well developed. Automated scoring systems that solely rely
on letting a computer score exams seem to provide an efficient way for
teachers to test students without consuming a lot of time or resources.
However, when it comes to evaluating more complex tasks, e.g. student
essays, automated scoring is more challenging. It is challenging to define
the requirement of building a connection with the reader, which is an
evaluation goal when grading Norwegian student essays. Because the
author has to connect with the reader, essays may not only follow set rules
of grammar or specific genres but rather context and references within a
cultural boundary that the reader is already expected to know (Berge et al.,
2005b). Such context-based beforehand knowledge is difficult to formalise
into content that can be learned by a computer system.
A teacher or an examiner mostly evaluates student essays and give
feedback either in the form of numbers or alphabetic letters representing
a numerical scale. An AES classification task would be to classify textual
entities into discrete characters, represented as essay grades. For an
AES task, the essays scored by human teachers are compared against the
predictions made by the computer. Training the AES system on student
essays already scored by teachers is a supervised ML task; supervised
meaning that the outcome (essay grades) are predicted on pairs of input
(essays) and output (grades given by humans) examples (Müller and
Guido, 2016).
5

2.1
2.1.1

Previous Work
Project Essay Grade

Page and Paulus (1968), with their Project Essay Grade (PEG) system,
explain essay grading by conceptualising two dimensions that are referred
to as content and style. As stated in their research, these two dimensions are
necessary to understand better how essay grading works in practice and to
illustrate how the content vs style dimensions may cause difficulties when
working with AES.
Similar to the dimensions explained by Landauer et al. (2003) in the
Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) system (see section 2.1.2), Page and Paulus
(1968) describe the content dimension that represents the judgment on
an essay made by a human scorer. The style dimension refers to ”the
’accurate’, ’deep’, ’true’ analysis of the essay” (Page and Paulus, 1968).
The content and style dimensions are expressed as the two most essential
variables to be considered by the PEG system.
Page and Paulus (1968) divide the content and style variables into prox
variables and trin variables. Prox stands for approximation, and trins are
the intristic variables. Prox variables are measurable variables that are
supposed to represent the approximation done while assessing the essays.
Trin variables are intrinsic, meaning they represent the interests of the
human scorer during essay scoring. Trin variables may, therefore, not be
directly measurable by a computer. They further explain that trins can be
variables representing ”aptness of word choice” (Page and Paulus, 1968).
However, the two types of variables correlate as proxes are immediate
measures done by the computer being the index variables, where the
index variables function as the direct approximations or correlations of the
estimation of some trin variable.
As an example, Page and Paulus (1968) describe a prox variable that
measures the proportion of uncommon words in an essay. This example
illustrates how the trin and prox variables correlate because the uncommon
word might also be a trin. It is clear that the human scorer’s interest would
be to know the content of uncommon words to make up a judgment of the
essay, with knowing the concept behind trin variables.
The PEG system is based upon statistical calculations made with proxes
and trins identified in the student essays. It is a feature-based system,
where the system is trained on the correlations between feature proxies
and the grades given by human raters.

2.1.2

Intelligent Essay Assessor

The Intelligent Essay Assessor (IEA) system computes a total essay score
based on the combination of three types of variables; content, style, and
mechanics variables (Landauer et al., 2003). According to Landauer et al.
(2003), the content component will always be given the greatest weight in
essay scoring. Two other variables are also taken into consideration when
scoring the essays; validity and confidence variables. The IEA system differs
6

from other AES systems because of a so-called latent semantic approach
(LSA), which is said to evaluate essay content rather than mainly focusing
on grammar and syntax, like the PEG system described in section 2.1.1.
According to Landauer et al. (2003), the IEA system’s default setup
scores essays based on an attempt to recreate an approach similar to a
human rater. They explain this approach by using a form of constrained
multiple regression. This means weighting the variables, where some
variables are more important in the overall calculation of the total
score. The output provided by the IEA system is based on summarising
the constraint variables, creating a prediction that is similar to human
judgment on the essays. Some variables, like the content variable, directly
predict human judgment through an LSA vector. Other variables, like style
and mechanics, make up the weights that consider details like coherence
and misspelt words. The style and mechanics variables are added to the
calculation of the overall score.
The content, style, and mechanics variables, or what Landauer et al.
(2003) have described as constraints which the essay scoring procedure is
based on, represents predictions done to grade an essay. The content score
will, therefore, represent the direct prediction which tries to simulate the
judgement of an essay made by a human scorer. To predict the opinion
output of an essay similar to those of human scorers, they explain that the
variables in which evaluation is based upon, need to be ”natural”, referring
to human judgment. Thus, the content component cannot be variables like
index variables or proxies, which are the most important weights during
evaluation in other AES systems, like the PEG system (Landauer et al.,
2003).
Landauer et al. (2003) claim that the LSA vector more realistically
reflects the human judgment of an essay. Hence, essay scoring will be
more accurate in terms of what the human scorers weigh as important
content when assessing an essay. Interestingly, Page and Paulus (1968)
also mention the problematic choice between finding an average score
among human scorers or having the computer read the essay and make
a judgement based on the content. Using the LSA approach means that
a computer can evaluate essays by comparing the student essay with
other texts. The computer detects similar features between the domainrepresentative texts and the student essays. Therefore, the LSA simulates
how a human scorer assesses a text. The examiner will most likely base
an opinion upon a comparison with previous essay experiences when
assessing a student essay. Thus, Landauer et al. (2003) state that the IEA
system through LSA facilitates for the computer to make up an evaluation
of essay content.
Landauer et al. (2003) give a brief explanation of the components
behind LSA but summarise LSA as an ML model that uses mathematically
complex methods to compare phrases or sentences of the same content
type. In general, LSA compares the student essays with other domainspecific available texts, e.g. blog posts, news articles, and argumentative
articles. LSA creates a high-dimensional semantic space where words are
represented as vectors based on the domain-representative texts. Semantic
7

similarities are found by calculating the cosine similarity between the
angles of words in the texts. The LSA vectors are then compared with
word vectors from the essays. It is possible to estimate similarities between
known content quality and the essays (Landauer et al., 1999) by looking at
the angle between words in the domain-representative content. Based on
such a comparison, the resulting output is described as more intuitive, as
opposed to the sole use of math-based statistical measures. Hence, the IEA
does not predict judgements based on index variables, and Landauer et al.
(2003) argue that LSA takes into account the likelihood of variance in the
human-made judgments.
According to Landauer et al. (2003), another important property of the
LSA is the possibility to separate and judge content that might be different
but equally as good. As LSA facilitates the use of a direct prediction
approach, they claim that this method can be applied to other features, in
addition to the overall essay score, for example, to predict characteristics
specific to certain essay genres, finding a common notation or scale.

2.1.3

e-Rater

In the article titled ”Automated Scoring Using A Hybrid Feature Identification Technique”, Burstein et al. (1998) describe the methods used to develop an AES prototype which is known as the first version of the e-Rater
system. The e-Rater system was originally evaluated on 13 sets of essay
data from the Graduate Management Admissions Test (GMAT) and two sets
of essay data from the Test of Written English (TWE) (Burstein et al., 1998).
The e-Rater system is based on the scoring guidelines for human scorers
described by the GMAT board. GMAT provides the human scorer with a
guide containing a description of essay characteristics to indicate the level
of essay strength. These traits include evaluation of argument structure,
which evaluates if texts are coherent and display variety in terms of
vocabulary and syntax. Each of the traits receives a numerical score on
a scale from 1-6. 1 is defined as the lowest score on a rising scale, where 6
is the highest. Higher scores, like 5 and 6, indicate that the essay optimally
fulfils the characteristics requirement as described by GMAT (Burstein
et al., 1998).
The e-Rater exploits a hybrid feature methodology through combining
features for rhetorical structure, syntactic structure, and topical analysis
using a linear regression model. The variables are obtained statistically
or extracted with NLP techniques. The e-Rater features are attained by
identifying syntactic features through rhetorical structure analysis and
topical analysis (Burstein et al., 1998).
One of the characteristics of the GMAT guide is that it looks at the
essay’s syntactic variety. The syntactic variation structure is assessed by
parsing the texts with a tool developed by the Microsoft Natural Language
Processing group (MsNLP)1 . The information extracted using the MsNLP
1 www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/group/natural-language-processing (Visited: 08.02.20)
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tool yields information that can indicate syntactic variety in terms of
identifying clauses or verb types. Information obtained through parsing
with the MsNLP tool, together with ratios of variety in syntactic structure
both on a sentence level and word level, are combined to measure the
syntactic variety (Burstein et al., 1998).
Rhetorical structure analysis is, as claimed by Burstein et al. (1998),
necessary because the GMAT essays consist of two types of questions.
These two questions involve that the student essays need to fulfil the
requirements of analysing an issue and analysis of an argument. The
student is supposed to provide reasons or examples to respond to the
essay’s requirement of an issue. In regards to the argument requirement,
the text should include a rational presentation that has the purpose of
persuading the reader.
The e-Rater performs an automated analysis of the rhetorical content by
searching for parallelism and contrast between, e.g. paragraphs, phrases,
and sentences to identify rhetorical relations. Rhetorical cue words and
structures are identified using computer-based discourse analysis. eRater developed an automated argument partitioning program (APA) that
annotates each essay with argument units, marking the beginning of an
argument and any argument development. The relevant argument cue
words and structures are then stored in a lexicon (Burstein et al., 1998).
According to Burstein et al. (1998), a well-written essay stays relevant
to the assigned topic. It is expected that certain topics will contain specific
words and content. Well-written essays within the same topic should
consist of similar content, and poor essays should resemble other poor
written essays (Burstein et al., 1998). A topical analysis is performed by
comparing the lexical and topical content of an essay with the manually
scored essays consisting of texts from GMAT and TWE.
The GMAT and TWE essays were scored on a 1-6 scale, which contains
information on poorly written essays graded to 1, and well-written essays
graded to 5 or 6. The manually scored essays can be compared with the
AES essays and indicate if the content of an essay is better than other essays
through identifying similarities between the GMAT/TWE scored essays
and the essays assessed by the computer. This would be similar to the
LSA approach explained in section 2.1.2, where known content quality is
compared with the essays that are being assessed.
Burstein et al. (1998) explain that they implemented two programs in
order to perform a topical analysis of the student essays. One program
compares word frequency in the AES essays against human-scored essays.
For each essay, the word frequency is gathered into a vocabulary. The
vocabulary is further converted into a single vector where the elements of
the vector represent the six score categories. The program will calculate a
word frequency score by finding the cosine correlation between the vector
made from the AES essays and the human scored essays. The other topical
analysis of the essays is a program to assign weights to the words. This
is done by converting the vectors for word frequency into word weight
vectors. According to Burstein et al. (1998), the method is similar to
those used in information retrieval applications, known as term frequency9

inverse document frequency (td-idf). The weighting of the words is done
by dividing the frequency of a word i in a scoring category with the most
frequent word found in the same category (tf). The word frequency is then
multiplied by the logarithm of the number of training essays in all of the six
categories divided by the number of training essays that contain the word
i. The logarithm function represents the inverse document frequency (idf).
This way, the program calculates word weights for each argument of an
essay (Burstein et al., 1998). The arguments are evaluated by finding the
cosine correlations between the word weights in each of the six categories.
The arguments are then assigned a category according to the most similar
class, which makes up the score for what Burstein et al. (1998) describe as a
topical analysis.
Burstein et al. (1998) conclude that the e-Rater achieves a holistic
assessment of the student essays by combining the rhetorical, syntactic,
and topical analysis approaches to solve AES tasks, which recreates the
most accurate results based on the GMAT guide for manual essay scoring
(Burstein et al., 1998).

2.1.4

AES for Swedish

In a Swedish AES study, Östling et al. (2013) point out that essay grading
principles differ between countries. Hence, an AES classifier for Swedish
must follow an evaluation criterion that includes the Swedish guidelines
applied to the Swedish upper secondary school criterion for assessment
of student essays. According to the Swedish guidelines, evaluation of
student essays should focus on the student’s ability to write coherent texts.
The students should also be able to compose texts that display the usage
of convincing arguments towards the reader within a variety of themes
(Östling et al., 2013).
Östling et al. (2013) chose to focus on the content in the Swedish student
essays. They explain that the reason for not focusing on scoring guidelines
regarding, e.g. the student’s ability to convince the reader about a topic,
is the broad array of 19 different topic choices that Swedish students
can choose to write during essay exams. Therefore, topics, like personal
experiences, are not evaluated during the Swedish AES assessment by
Östling et al. (2013).
The Swedish AES classifier is based on a supervised ML technique
with a Linear Discriminant Classifier model. Each text has a feature
vector which contains features defined as simple features, corpus-induced
features, and language-error features. These features consist of subfeatures.
Simple features are features that can be directly measured in the
text. The simple features include text length, average word length, a
lexical diversity measure using the OVIX method, and Part-of-Speech (PoS)
distribution. The OVIX method that measures lexical diversity in texts,
published by Hultman (1994), is explained by Östling et al. (2013) to be
developed for research purposes of the Swedish language to identify the
lexical diversity in Swedish high school student essays.
10

According to Östling et al. (2013), text length may contain information
that reflects the students writing fluency with the reasoning that students
are given a time limit during examination conditions. This statement is
made with the assumption that students who write longer essays have a
higher fluency in the Swedish language. Therefore, Östling et al. claim that
text length is an important feature component in AES for Swedish.
Corpus-induced features can extract statistical information based on
feature information gathered from other texts. According to Östling et al.
(2013), the word-size content of the Swedish student essay corpus is rather
small, but there is a variety of texts available in Swedish that are not
part of the Swedish student essay corpus. Because of these available
texts, it becomes possible to use information about features from other
types of texts that are written in Swedish, and then make up statistical
measurements to extract information that can become variables. These
variables can act as weights when scoring student essays. The corpusinduced features include PoS-tag cross-entropy, vocabulary cross-entropy,
and hybrid n-gram cross-entropy.
The third set of features mentioned by Östling et al. (2013) is defined
as language error features. Language error features are spelling errors and
split compound errors. Both the Swedish and the Norwegian language
consist of many compound words. Although Östling et al. claim that the
amount of word-split errors in a student essay does not necessarily play
an important part in the overall score when scoring a student essay, it is
known that proper word splitting is a fairly common mistake made by
inexperienced writers. Therefore, language error features are included in
the evaluation of the Swedish student essays believing that language errors
contribute to the total essay score, but may not be as important compared
with, e.g. the simple feature variables.
The output score produced for every feature is compared with the
judgements of the same essays by two human scorers to evaluate the
importance of each feature variable when scoring the student essays.
Östling et al. (2013) claim that the system demonstrates its usefulness and
that the system also identifies instances of incorrect grading. Incorrect
grading is found when results produced by the AES system do not
correspond with the final essay grade given by the two human scorers.
According to Östling et al., the AES system validates essay scores based
on a linear weighting of numerical grades that correlate with the grades
given to essays written by Swedish students. This weighting shows that the
AES system should be more consistent when grading an essay compared
to taking the average of two human scorers considering the possibility of
variance between different pairs of human scorers (Östling et al., 2013).
In the recommendation section regarding future work found in the
publication ”Automated Essay Scoring for Swedish”, Östling et al. (2013)
mention that it would be interesting to further apply methods from the
Swedish AES study to other languages. In terms of developing an AES
classifier for Norwegian-based AES on the KAL project corpus, the results
from the Swedish AES project will be of interest. One may assume
that there are similarities between Swedish and Norwegian, and the two
11

countries’ language education goals. Additionally, research on other AES
systems like the PEG, IEA, and e-Rater presents background information
on work that is done within the field of AES in general. Throughout this
master’s thesis, feature-based methods inspired by the AES projects in this
chapter will be used.
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Chapter 3

The KAL project
Kvalitetssikring av læringsutbyttet i norsk skriftlig (The quality assurance of
the learning outcomes in Norwegian writing) (hereby: KAL) was a collaboration between professionals at several research and development environments in Norway. This collaboration included Institutt for språk- og
kommunikasjonsstudier (The Department of Language and Communication
studies) at NTNU with Lars S. Evensen and Wenche Vagle, Institutt for nordistikk og litteraturvitenskap (The Department of Nordic and Literature studies) with Kjell L. Berge), Institutt for lærerutdanning og skoleutvikling (The
Department for Teaching and School Development) at UiO with Frøydis
Hertzberg, and Det Nasjonale læringssenteret (The National Learning Center) with Sissel Anderson (Evensen, 2003).
The purpose of the KAL project was to assess the learning outcomes
in Norwegian writing in primary school using the students’ final exams
from the 10th grade between 1998 and 2001. One of the goals for
the KAL project was to gather and arrange a nationwide representative
selection of Norwegian student essays with associated assessment data
by the examiners. The representative selection consists of essay data
from a four year period. Namely, the last two years with the former
Mønsterplanen (Pattern plan - hereby: M87) from 1998 and 1999, and the
first two years using Læreplanen (Learning plan - hereby: L97) from 2000
and 2001. Altogether, they gathered and published 3,368 student essays,
with 2,294 written in Bokmål and 1,074 written in Nynorsk (Berge et al.,
2005a; Evensen, 2003).
The KAL researchers wanted to document how the trial with L97
would function in a given historical period and evaluate the differences
between M87 and L97. Another reason was to promote and facilitate
research, investigation, and training both within the assessment of the
student essays and within young people’s moral-communicative writing
skills. KAL stratified their corpus and created an extensive selection of texts
because they also wanted to draw general conclusions about the linguistic
and textual characteristics of texts on the different quality levels. From
these extensive selection texts, they described a more significant number of
features and more complex properties of the texts, and the types of tasks
and genres that the various texts belonged to (Berge et al., 2005a).
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M87
L97

Lg
1

Grades
Ng
G
2
3 4

M
5

S
6

Table 3.1: Comparison of grades from M87 and L97.

3.1

Differences Between M87 and L97

The examiners for the student essays in 1998 and 1999 assessed the essays
using M87 with five word-grades: S (særdeles godt - especially good), M (meget
godt - very good), G (godt - good), Ng (noget godt - somewhat good), and Lg (lite
godt - failing grade). The M87 grades were replaced by numerical values
from 1-6 when introducing the L97 learning plan, with 1 being the lowestand 6 the highest-scoring grade.
The purpose behind replacing the learning plan was to provide better
conditions for expressing and highlighting academic progress. Berge et al.
(2005a) claims that the old scale was not nuanced enough and did not give
ample opportunities to guide and motivate the students through grading.
As illustrated in table 3.1, M87’s G was replaced with the numerical grades
3 and 4 in L97. The grades 3 and 4 captured a more significant proportion of
student essays, with two-thirds of the students, while the previous middle
group with the grade G captured around 50% of the students (Berge et al.,
2005a).
While also introducing new features that achieved a high impact on the
project from a language perspective and weighting of linguistic content,
the L97 learning plan used essential elements from M87. Whereas M87
adapted a more functional view of the language, L97 introduced a so-called
discursive perspective on the Norwegian language, where they considered
a text as a form of interaction between people (Evensen, 2003).

3.2

KAL’s Studies and Results

During the KAL project’s research, they conducted both quantitative
and qualitative studies. The studies were based on, among others,
the old and the new learning plan, the examiners’ assessments of the
student essays, genres and tasks, and grade distribution regarding genders.
Their results and conclusions can be found in their summary report
”Kvalitetssikring av læringsutbyttet i norsk skriftlig” (Evensen, 2003) as
well as their complimentary two books ”Ungdommers skrivekompetanse
bind 1” (Berge et al., 2005a) and ”Ungdommers skrivekompetanse bind 2”
(Berge et al., 2005b).
The averaging results from M87’s letter grades converted to numbers
between 1 and 5, is 3.0, while L97 with the numerical grades 1 to 6 averages
at 3.5 (Evensen, 2003). These results do not produce a significant change in
the students level of performance, as it is reflected in the assessment by the
examiners. The KAL project claims that the change in learning plans has
not led to any weakening of the results. The grade distribution under the
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two learning plans is qualitatively different; far more students are in the
middle group of the distribution, where introducing the new scale seems
to have made it more challenging to receive both bad and good grades. The
KAL project identified the introduction of the new scale as the qualitatively
most significant difference in replacing the old learning plan (Evensen,
2003).
The KAL project carried out studies on the correlation of the examiners’
grading in their research. For their correlation study, they used Pearson’s
correlation and Cronbach’s alpha. Cronbach’s alpha is used to measure
internal consistency - how closely related a set of items are as a group
(Tavakol and Dennick, 2011). Pearson’s correlation measures the strength
of a linear relationship between paired data (Asuero et al., 2006). With the
two original examiners, the correlations for the four collected years varied
between 0.65 and 0.72 for the Pearson correlation and between 0.89 and
0.91 using Cronbach’s alpha. These correlations lie in the upper part of the
correlation field (Evensen, 2003; Berge et al., 2005a).
The Cronbach correlation was calculated using the complete KAL
corpus, while the Pearson correlation calculation was based on the
extensive selection of the corpus. The KAL project concludes that Cronbach
and Pearson’s correlations are medium-high. However, the project further
states that the correlations are lower than what an international standard
demands as a requirement for reliability (which is above 0.80). They further
claim that, at the same time, the correlation is higher than what has been
achieved in several international studies (Evensen, 2003).

3.3

Assessment of Essays by Examiners

Examiners assess student essays based on the guidelines provided
by ”Sensorveiledningen” (Examiner guidance) by Skoletjenester (Eksamenssekretariatet, 1999). These guidelines describe what generally
defines a good text and a bad text. In Bokmål, if a text is communicative towards the reader, and the content is relevant based on the genre of
the task, the student may receive a high grade. Creativity and commitment
to the text are positive features and may also impact the students’ grades
positively.
The guidelines explain the student’s capability of conveying emotions
and experiences, understanding, insight, and knowledge as positive features. Additionally, critical and logical thinking are explained as important
features in the guidelines for some essay genres (Eksamenssekretariatet,
1999). Examiners view the structure of the text as fundamental, where they
look for a genre selection that suits the theme and the recipient, use of composition, structure, and focus. The language of the text is important, with
proper grammar as well as a nuanced, varied, and personal language (Eksamenssekretariatet, 1999).
In Norway, at least two examiners grade each exam and discuss the
grades they decided on with each other, which results in the student’s final
grade.
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3.3.1

Description of Grading Schemes

The purpose of this section is to describe the different grades from
M87 and L97. The guidelines from ”Sensorveiledningen” for Bokmål
give descriptions of which elements and features should be present in
the students’ essays, varying between the individual grades. How the
examiners assess the essays with the different grades is further explained
using the descriptions from the guidelines.
The two lowest-scoring grades are Lg (M87) and 1 (L97), meaning
that the student failed their exam. Students receiving the lowest-scoring
grade usually write texts that are not communicative enough towards
the reader. The students are not able to present content as a coherent
feature or their texts are too short to cover what the task asks. Usually,
the texts have a large number of formal errors, often grammatical. Poor
orthography and punctuation will not necessarily result in a failing
grade if the student otherwise manages to communicate with the reader
(Eksamenssekretariatet, 1999; Berge et al., 2005a). Often, the failing
grades are given to students who have written incomplete answers to the
examination task.
The lowest passing grades are Ng (M87) and 2 (L97). Students receiving
Ng or 2 have written texts that, to some extent, can communicate with the
reader. Often, these texts have poor focus and often a straightforward or
unclear language. Formal errors may be present, and the student’s text is
usually not in line with the intention of the task (Eksamenssekretariatet,
1999; Berge et al., 2005a).
G (M87) and 3 or 4 (L97) are the middle-scoring grades. Students who
can write a text that communicates with the reader can often receive a
middle-scoring grade. The students may also be able to write a text that
becomes a coherent written presentation and can use elements from the
genre they have chosen. An understandable language is an important
feature, but students whose vocabulary is limited can also receive one of
these grades. Students who have a more varied and conscious formulation
ability sometimes end up with these grades, if their texts do not stand out
otherwise (Eksamenssekretariatet, 1999; Berge et al., 2005a).
The grades M (M87), S (M87), 5 (L97), or 6 (L97) are given to students
whose texts communicate well with the reader. The students can structure
their texts and exploit the opportunities that the genre offers. A nuanced
and personal language with a good textual binding is present, and there is
an indication of a high level of knowledge and ability to convey emotions
and experiences in fiction texts. The grades S and 6, even though they
are the highest-scoring grades, accept some formal errors in the student’s
answer if the text otherwise stands out (Eksamenssekretariatet, 1999; Berge
et al., 2005a).
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Chapter 4

Data Preparation
This chapter describes the process of preparing the KAL corpus for
experiments on AES tasks. The KAL corpus is available from Tekstlab’s
website1 , which contains 3,368 documents in HTML format. All essays
from 1998-2001 are written in Bokmål or Nynorsk.
Tekstlab provides a data dump with all of the KAL corpus data. The
data dump contains one HTML-file per essay with their corresponding
identification pattern; student ID, final grade, urbanisation level, language
form, task number, and the student’s essay. All HTML-files are named by
Tekstlab, where each file is identified with a unique student ID number.
Apart from the HTML-files, Tekstlab’s website also has a feature for
expanding information regarding each essay. The expanded information
shows each essay’s identification pattern in addition to the grades given
by two examiners. This information is also available through the Tekstlab
data dump in a separate TSV-file identifying the essays with the student’s
ID. The TSV-file with the expanded information consists of the columns:
student ID, class ID, year, number of words, region, urbanisation level,
language form, task, grade from examiner 1, grade from examiner 2, final
grade, and overall grade.
For the data preparation, the HTML-files from the data dump (KAL
documents) were downloaded and compared with the expanded information from the TSV-file (expanded information). Compared to the HTMLfiles, the TSV-file contains more information about the essays’ assessments,
which can be interesting for further evaluation of experiments.
Further, this chapter explains the textual pre-processing of the corpus
with variations of textual representations presented. For instance, all
essays will be converted into CoNLL-U format and UD-piped to find the
Universal Part-of-Speech tags that are useful for extracting textual features.
In section 3.3.1, the assessment of the essays is explained based on the
guidelines provided by Sensorveiledningen. The essays from M87 and L97
use different grading schemes. Therefore, the grade distribution will be
further discussed with possible limitations of experimenting on a smallsized corpus consisting of many labels.
1 http://tekstlab.uio.no/kal/sok/dok/kal.html
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4.1

Filtering

The initial KAL corpus consists of 3,368 student essays written between
1998 and 2001. The corpus contains about 840 essays from each of the
ongoing project years, with a total of 308 examiners assessing the essays
(Berge et al., 2005a).
Each essay participating in the KAL project was assessed by at least two
examiners, where the majority of the student essays were assessed with
three grades: examiner 1’s grade, examiner 2’s grade, and a final combined
grade. During data preparation, the KAL documents and the grades given
by the examiners were analysed to produce corpus versions that can be
used in an AES task.
In the KAL corpus, the students could choose between writing their
essays in Bokmål or Nynorsk, which give a variety in the language forms.
Of the essays, 2,294 are written in Bokmål and 1,074 in Nynorsk. As a
preparation step, all documents containing essays written in Nynorsk were
filtered out and discarded from the corpus using regular expressions to
identify the language form in the documents, since the two languages have
different vocabularies and grammatical rules. Consequently, the corpus
was reduced from 3,368 essays to 2,294 essays.
To further filter out and prepare the data, the KAL documents were
manually analysed and compared with the expanded information from
Tekstlab’s website.

4.1.1

Representation

The data gathered from the KAL documents and from KAL’ studies show
that each essay file is comprised of a unique student code of six digits;
the first two identify the school, the second two identify the year of the
exam, and the last two are the student’s unique identifier. During KAL’s
studies, they used variables such as the student’s region (north, east, west,
and south), urbanisation level (high or low), written language (Bokmål or
Nynorsk), task number, and the student’s final grade (Berge et al., 2005a).
When manually examining the KAL documents containing the essays,
a few inconsistencies occurred in the identification patterns where some of
the student ID’s did not match the formatting specified by the KAL project.
Additionally, some documents were listed with the wrong language form
and wrong task number. Likewise, some documents were labelled with
the incorrect grade compared with the grade provided in the expanded
information.
Given the number of inconsistencies, all available correct data was
added manually to the documents using information from the expanded
information. Additionally, the grades assigned by both examiners were
added to the documents. The examiners’ grades were named K1 and
K2, and the student’s final grade was named K3. The representation of
all downloaded and adapted KAL documents include information on the
student’s ID, K3, K2, K1, year and task number (e.g. 01-2), and the student’s
essay.
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4.1.2

Format

The KAL documents consist of HTML-files created by the KAL project,
containing student essays. The KAL project digitised the students’
handwritten exams. For AES experimentation purposes, these files were
downloaded, stripped of their HTML-encodings, and saved as txt-files.
The txt-files were named after the student ID’s, separated into two
folders; one for txt-files from M87 and one for L97. The txt-files were also
imported into two Comma Separated Value (CSV) files; One file for essays
written in M87 and one for L97. Both CSV-files contain the student’s ID,
essay, year of exam and task number (e.g. 00-2), grade by examiner 1, grade
by examiner 2, and final grade as separate columns.

4.1.3

Comments

Most essays were originally handwritten by the students and manually
digitised by the KAL project. The examiners’ assessments with grades
and comments, e.g. with corrections of spelling errors, were added to
the students’ examination answer during digitising. Comments added to
the files by the KAL project are, e.g. about examiners dropping out of the
KAL study and, therefore, not completing the assessment, markings of new
pages, and about the removal and anonymisation of sensitive information
written by the students (e.g. personal names). Additionally, words or
sentences that were handwritten and not readable were commented during
digitising as unreadable by the KAL project.
In the KAL documents, ”# ”is written both in front and at the end
of comments. Examiners have commented corrections in spelling, which
have been identified during digitising with ”<” before a spelling error
and ”>” after a spelling error. Comments about new pages are marked
with ”§sideskift§”. All types of comments may contain a single word or a
sentence.
These changes made during digitising mean that the essays do not
necessarily look exactly like what the students wrote. In the interest of
keeping the essays as similar to what the students wrote, the formatting
of all comment types was manually analysed. With regular expressions,
comments and corrections in the essays from the txt-files were removed, as
they were not part of the student’s examination. The regular expressions
captured the formatting of the comments, although not all comment types
were captured because of typing or symbol errors in the comments. Similar
types of errors in the comment formatting were analysed from the essays
and thereby removed from the txt-files with regular expressions.

4.1.4

Missing Data

When the KAL documents were examined and altered as a part of the
data preparation steps, it was determined that some of the documents
were missing parts of the student’s essay. The KAL documents that were
missing large parts of the student’s essay were discarded from the corpus.
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However, KAL documents that were only missing a sentence or a word,
due to being unreadable during digitising, were not discarded.
It was also discovered that some KAL documents were not labelled
with a task number. These documents were compared with the expanded
information and added to the KAL documents if available. KAL documents with missing task numbers were not discarded from the corpus.
Some KAL documents were missing the student’s final grade. Documents without a final grade were compared with the grades provided in
the expanded information. All essays not labelled with their final grade
(K3), neither in the KAL documents nor in the expanded information, were
discarded.
As a total, 31 KAL documents with important and essential data
missing were detected. All of these essays were discarded from the txtfolders and the CSV-files. After preparing and filtering the KAL documents
and essays in the CSV-files, there are 2,263 essays left that can be used for
experimentation and testing.

4.2
4.2.1

Text preprocessing
UD-Pipe

Universal Dependencies (UD) is described on the project’s website2 as
”a framework for consistent annotation of grammar across different
human languages”. The UD framework includes Part-of-Speech (PoS),
morphological features, as well as syntactic dependencies. The UD project
is a joint effort by the open UD community, which consists of more than
200 contributors. UD covers over than 70 languages and more than 100
treebanks.
UD-pipe provides a helpful text pre-processing tool for natural language processing (NLP) tasks as the UD pretrained linguistic models cover
a wide selection of multiple languages. The UD-pipe tool is described by
Straka et al. (2016) as an easy-to-use tool of one binary model and one language model, and the UD-pipe pipeline does not require external language
resources other than language models provided by UD, which makes an
easy pipeline for converting raw text files into CoNNL-U formatted files.
UD-pipe is also a trainable pipeline that can process CoNNL-U files and
raw text corpora to perform nearly all language processing tasks available
from the UD treebanks, such as tokenisation, morphological analysis, partof-speech tagging, lemmatisation, and dependency parsing (Straka et al.,
2016).
Although other pipelines are available for NLP tasks, whereas the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK)3 has an option for creating pipelines using
NLTK’s language resources, the idea behind UD-pipe is to offer an NLP
pipeline that is easy to understand and intended for users without much
pre-knowledge in linguistics or advanced programming skills. As with an
2 https://universaldependencies.org
3 https://www.nltk.org

(Visited: 19.10.19)
(Visited: 10.11.19)
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NLTK, most other NLP pipelines require the user to separately perform text
processing steps, such as tokenisation, lemmatisation, tagging, or dependency parsing. The SPACY pipeline4 is another open-source available NLP
pipeline similar to UDpipe but does not cover as many language models
as the UD project. All UD-pipe releases are available as open-source on
GitHub in the udpipe repository5 .
The UD treebank has a pretrained language model for Norwegian
Bokmaal that can be used with the UD-pipe pipeline for language
processing. Like all linguistic models that are offered by UD, the
Norwegian Bokmaal model is trained on the UD treebank data. According
to the UD website6 , the treebank is based on open contributions from
members of UD, and treebank models are available as open-source on the
udpipe website.
The KAL essays are processed using the UD-pipe pipeline with the
pretrained UD Norwegian Bokmaal model. The easy access to pretrained
language models and the easy-to-use functionality of the UD-pipe pipeline
implies that UD-pipe can be a good choice to pre-process the KAL essays.
The KAL corpus, after data preparation, consists of student essays in text
format as txt-files. To access linguistic information for further textual
processing, the essays were tagged, lemmatised, and parsed using the UDpipe pipeline on the essay txt-files, where data is stored in a CoNNL-U
format.
4.2.1.1

CoNLL-U

The UD-pipe pipeline offers an output option to convert text into CoNNLU format. Thus, plain text can be used as input, and CoNNL-U formatted
files can be chosen as an output option. The default CoNLL-U format
for UD-pipe is called CoNNL-U v2, which according to the UD-pipe
documentation, differs from the v1 version where empty nodes will be
ignored, and spaces in lemmas and forms are changed to underscores.
According to the format documentation on the UD website7 , annotations
in the text files are encoded using three types of lines:
1. Word lines with annotated words
2. Blank lines marking sentence boundaries
3. Comment lines starting with hash (#)
The output sentences in CoNNL-U format consist of word lines
according to the number of words in a sentence. Each word in a sentence
contains the fields: ID, form, lemma, upos, xpos, feats, head, deprel, deps, and
misc8 . The fields hold information about:
4 https://spacy.io

(Visited: 10.11.19)
(Visited: 27.10.19)
6 https://universaldependencies.org (Visited: 15.10.19)
7 http://universaldependencies.org/docs/format.html (Visited: 04.10.19)
8 https://universaldependencies.org (Visited: 04.10.19)
5 http://github.com/ufal/udpipe
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1. ID
Word indexing for sentences, counting from 1 for the first word of
each new sentence
2. FORM
Word form including punctuation marks
3. LEMMA
Lemma of the word (wordstem)
4. UPOS
Universal Part-of-Speech tag
5. XPOS
Part-of-Speech tag (language-specific)
6. FEATS
Morphological features (list defined from a language-specific extension).
7. HEAD
Head of current word. HEAD and DEPREL can be used to encode
dependency trees from words.
8. DEPREL
Universal dependency relation. HEAD and DEPREL can be used to
encode dependency trees from words.
9. DEPS
Enhanced dependency graph (list)
10. MISC
Other annotations. May include language-specific annotations,
information about the linguistic level, projective heads, dependency
relations.
Xpos tags, known as more language-specific part-of-speech tags, are not
trained for the Norwegian Bokmaal UD model, hence, not an available tag
option for the KAL essays9
For further access to the information after using the UD-pipe pipeline
to process the KAL essays and create CoNLL-U formatted output files, the
CoNLL-U files were stored in a directory of one CoNLL-U file per text. The
KAL texts were mapped to their individual text ID provided from the input
txt.-files with essay texts, similar to the text identification for the original
KAL corpus versions’ texts.
9 https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/UD_Norwegian-Bokmaal/blob/
master/README.md (Visited: 15.09.19)
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4.2.1.2

Tokenisation

The KAL corpus was not tokenised before entering the data preparation
stages. Thus, un-tokenised plain text essays were processed through
the UD-pipe pipeline. The UD-pipe output in CoNLL-U format is built
as a multi-level structure, which means CoNNL-U formatted essays are
structured in the form of one document per essay consisting of paragraphs
that contain sentences. These sentences consist of tokens, where one token
usually represents a word.
By default, UD-pipe does not allow white spaces in tokens. Therefore,
the model does not need to separate out end-of-token spaces, since tokens
cannot contain any white spaces. This is done by the UD-pipe as a
default; SpaceAfter=No is a feature setting that stores information with
additional language information in the MISC field of the CoNLL-U files.
The tokens are further split into words by UD-pipe with the help of a case
insensitive dictionary that match the words for a chosen language (Straka
and Straková, 2017).
The UD-pipe tokens were used for feature extraction for traditional machine learning experimentation. Features here included general features,
such as word count, and word counts that identify the so-called lexicalmorphological features.
In addition to feature extraction involving word counts, different types
of sentence counts (i.e. short and long sentences) were a part of the general
feature extraction for traditional machine learning on the KAL corpus.
The NLTK sentence tokenising module was used to tokenise the essays to
sentences. The NLTK sentence tokeniser is based on the punct sentence
segmenter by Kiss and Strunk (2006), trained to recognise punctuation
marks and other characters indicating the end of a sentence for many
European languages, including Norwegian.
4.2.1.3

Tagging

Extracting information from the Universal Part-of-Speech (UPoS)-tags may
provide a way to measure the lexical diversity of the student essays. By
counting the word tags and how many times they occur in a text, some
degree of variation in language written by the students throughout the
essays can be estimated. A text that contains a higher percentage or
a higher number of different word tags can indicate that the sentences
written by the student are complex and with a broader vocabulary. Thus,
the student’s language skills may be at a higher level compared to students
that show less use of different types of words.
The UPoS field in the CoNLL-U files provides PoS tags for each word
segment in the essay texts. The tagset trained on UD models are recognised
as UPoS tags and are divided into three distinct word classes: Open class
words, closed class words, and others. An overview of the specific tags
included in the UPoS tags library can be found on the PoS-tag site of the
UD websites10 .
10 http://universaldependencies.org/docs/u/pos/index.html
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The PoS-tags tagged in the KAL essays were paired with word tokens
as word-tag tuples for each word segment. The tagged essays were stored
in a dictionary mapping the text ID to the tagged texts. For fast and easy
access to word-tag information for the AES TML experiments, the PoStagged essay corpus is saved as a pickled dictionary.
After pre-processing the essay texts with UD-pipe and extracting
information from the UPoS tags, there are four versions of the KAL corpus
available in different formats:
1. KAL documents
Essays as txt-files, stripped for comments.
2. CoNLL-U
Essays pre-processed with UD-pipe to provide additional linguistic
information.
3. CSV-files
Essays converted from the txt-files to CSV-format. The CSV-files
additionally contain all expanded information provided by Tekstlab.
4. UPoS-tagged Python dictionary pickle
Essays as tagged lists mapped to student ID in Python dictionary
format
4.2.1.4

Dependency Parsing

Dependency parsing is a method of showing the syntactic structure of
a sentence based on the lemmatised words and the binary grammatical
relations between the words. The root of a sentence is often referred to as
the head word. A dependency tree shows a grammatical relation between
a head-word and a dependent. The remaining words are either direct or
indirect dependents of their head-word (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019).
With a CoNLL-U parser available from Github11 , a parser parses
a CoNLL-U formatted string into a nested Python dictionary. When
constructing a dependency tree, the algorithm identifies all the headdependent relations in the structure and the correct dependency relations
for these relations (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019).
The KAL corpus is parsed through the CoNLL-U parser11 , which
returns a dependency structure or tree for each sentence. The results can
show the subject and object of a verb in addition to which words are
modifying a subject. It is also possible to loop through all dependents
of a root node and find the depth of a dependent or how many direct
dependents a root node has. As a result, one can find a root node’s deepest
dependent and, therefore, calculate, e.g. the deepest dependency depth of
a sentence. An essay’s average sentence depth can be compared with other
essays to determine if the structure of sentences can have an impact on the
student’s grade.
11 https://github.com/EmilStenstrom/conllu
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Count
Percent

Lg
6
0.5

Ng
274
24.3

G
553
49.2

M
272
24.2

S
19
1.6

Total
1124
100

Table 4.1: Distribution of grades in 1998 and 1999 after altering the corpus.

Count
Percent

1
9
0.7

2
145
12.7

3
356
31.2

4
394
34.5

5
196
17.2

6
39
3.4

Total
1139
100

Table 4.2: Distribution of grades in 2000 and 2001 after altering the corpus.

4.3

Grades

Each essay in the KAL corpus is given a final grade, which is a result of
a discussion between examiner 1 and examiner 2 after their assessment.
The final grade is the grade that the students receive. Since M87 and L97
used different versions of the guidelines for the assessment of Norwegian
essays, there are eleven different grades in the merged KAL corpus. There
are similarities between the two learning plans and their grading schemes,
but because L97 uses six grades and M87 uses five grades, combining the
two can be challenging. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show that most students end up
with the middle-scoring grades 3, 4, and G. Combining M87 and L97 can be
conducted with various methods: Combining the grades 3 and 4 in L97 to
G, and converting all other grades from L97 into the corresponding grades
from M87. Doing so will result in more data in the smaller classes/labels
compared with the original classes, but consequently, also provide a lot
more data in the middle-scoring class. Combining the grades 3 and 4
results in 65.86% of the students from L97 receiving the middle-scoring
grade, which is a high number for just one grade label.

4.3.1

Grade Distribution

The altered KAL corpus consists of 2,263 essays. The corpus is split
between M87 and L97. The M87 version consists of 538 essays from 1998
and 586 essays from 1999. The L97 version consists of 572 essays from 2000
and 567 essays from 2001. In 1998 and 1999, the students had the option to
write their essays based on six different tasks each year, while they could
choose between seven tasks in 2000 and seven tasks in 2001. Because the
grades and tasks are different in M87 and L97, having them separated can
provide more data and results to analyse. The whole corpus consists of
2,263 essays from M87 and L97 with eleven grades: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Lg, Ng, G,
M, and S. M87 consists of grades between Lg and S, while L97 with grades
between 1 and 6.
Table 4.1 and table 4.212 show how many students received each grade.
These tables show that a small percentage received the highest- (S and 6)
and the lowest-scoring (Lg and 1) grades. 49.2% of the students received
12 The distribution in table 4.2 includes the grades from the test set containing essays
from year 2000 task 2.
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G, the middle-scoring grade, in 1998 and 1999. The highest percentage for
2000 and 2001 is 34.5% for grade 4, with grade 3 at 31.2%. The lowestscoring grades, Lg and 1, are only given to, respectively, 0.5% and 0.7%
of the students. Lg and 1 are the smallest classes in the KAL corpus,
with a total of 0.66%. The highest-scoring grades, S and 6, are given to,
respectively, 1.69% and 3.42% of the students. Combined, they only make
up 2.56% of the essays. Likewise, combining the middle-scoring grades,
3, 4, and G, makes up for 57.57% of the entire corpus. The middle-scoring
grades are quite large classes, containing over half of the prepared KAL
corpus.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation
5.1

Splitting

Before conducting AES experiments, the corpus versions (M87 and L97) are
split into a development and a test set. The test set is used to evaluate the
final models and remains unseen during the training of the models. The
development set is further split into a training set and a validation set. The
training set is used to train the models, and the validation set is used to
evaluate the models.

5.1.1

Task 2 year 2000

Before splitting the corpus into a development- and test set, all essays
written in the year 2000 answering task 2 are extracted into a separate
test set in CSV-format, hereby called the y00t2 test set. The KAL corpus
is a result of students answering 26 different tasks, where 205 students
answered task 2 in the year 2000; the highest number of essays written
for a task in the altered KAL corpus. These essays are chosen to be kept
entirely unseen during training and experimentation.
It can be interesting to see if the y00t2 test set can impact the final results
compared with in-domain test sets. Testing on a held-out essay task can
give more realistic results from the final models than essays with tasks that
are present in the training set can. Also, it is important to test an unseen set
if a trained system is going to be used for classifying and predicting future
student essay tasks.
Since the task description in y00t2 is different from other tasks, the
essays can contain a different set of features and traits than other essays.
Although the task numbers are not used as parameters or features in the
experiments, their traits and descriptions can aim for different types of
answers both in length and type of genre. With these possible differences, it
can result in the features being dissimilar from the development set, which
the models will use for training and validation. Thus, when extracting this
task as a separate testing set, the final results may differ if the features and
traits for the task are particular for this task compared with the other 25
tasks. Usually, there are some task descriptions in each year that are quite
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Development
Testing

M87
1011
113

L97
840
94

y00t2
0
205

Total
1851
412

Table 5.1: Distribution of essays used for development and testing.
similar in genre and writing style, while some task descriptions are unalike
from other tasks.
The 205 essays result in 9.06% of the altered KAL corpus in one final test
set. All of these essays are extracted into a separate CSV-file unavailable
during the training of the models. These essays are assessed with the
grades 1-6 from L97, where all grades, except grade 1, are represented.
Since the y00t2 test set contains almost 10% of the entire altered KAL
corpus, it gives a fair number of essays for a final test set, in addition to
the general test sets from M87 and L97, and can be used for evaluating the
models.

5.1.2

Development and Test Set

The M87 corpus and L97 corpus are split into development sets and test
sets. Scikit Learn’s train test split1 model supports stratification and splits
arrays or matrices into random train and test subsets. The model gives
approximately the same percentage of samples from each target class as the
complete set (Pedregosa et al., 2011). Using stratification during splitting
can give a more realistic representation of each grade. Approximately 90%
of each grade label is split into the development set, and 10% of each grade
label is split into the test set. Thus, all experiments will have data from each
label, even though some of the classes contain few essays. Table 5.1 shows
the distribution of essays used for development and testing for M87 and
L97. The test sets are put away for final testing when the experimentation
is completed. Together with the isolated essays from the year 2000 with
task 2, these 412 essays will be tested when the models are ready for final
testing.

5.1.3

Training and Validation Set

The development set is further split into a training set with 90% of the
essays and a validation set with 10% of the essays. The training set is
used for training the different models, while the validation set is used for
evaluating the models after training.
Splitting the development set is done using Scikit Learn’s train test split
model with stratification. Because some classes are quite small, it is
essential to have all classes represented in both the training set and the
validation set. Performing splitting on M87 and L97 separately showed
that there was an uneven sample distribution in the classes, where there
were no data available for the class 1 in L97 in the validation set. With the
1 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.model_
selection.train_test_split.html (Visited: 12.12.19)
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Training
Validation

M87
909
102

L97
756
84

Total
1665
186

Table 5.2: Distribution of the corpora after splitting the development set
into a training set and a validation set.

Higher
Lower
Same grade

1
0
0
9

Assessment of the KAL corpus by examiners
2
3
4
5
6 Lg Ng
G
M
13
30
49
7
0
1
65 169 17
4
29
54
35 13 0
9
75
79
128 297 291 154 26 5 200 309 176

S
0
11
8

Table 5.3: The assessment of essays where the examiners have given a
higher, lower, or the same grade as the final grade.
settings in the train test split model, it showed that the usual settings for
the random number generator worked for M87, but not for L97. Therefore,
the settings for the random number generator were changed for the L97
corpora to have all classes available during training and validation. The
settings were manually fine-tuned to fit for both the M87 and L97 corpus
and helped provide a fair representation of each label for each corpus. Table
5.2 shows the distribution of essays after splitting.

5.2

Corpus Versions

A consequence of conducting an AES task on a small-sized corpus
consisting of many labels is that the smaller labels can be challenging to
predict. In section 4.3.1, the distribution of the grades is described, where
the middle-scoring grades are the largest labels. Because of the uneven
distribution, the training set will include a relatively small number of the
minor classes, such as Lg and 1.
To fine-tune the classifiers and features that will be used, converting
the grades can prove helpful. Training on a corpus with fewer classes
consisting of more material can be useful for further improving the
classifiers. Concatenating the M87 corpus with the L97 corpus is practical
for creating a larger corpus, but will give eleven labels to predict. Therefore,
the labels in both corpora will be combined into a merged label to increase
the number of essays in each label. Similar grades, such as Lg, 1, Ng, and 2
are combined into one label in the three-labelled corpus. Because the threelabelled corpora will not be able to represent all grades with their diversity,
a merged corpus consisting of seven grades is also created.
When converting the grades, the examiners’ grades can be used as
variables in addition to the student’s final grade. Students only receive
their final grade, but the examiners can disagree in their assessments. Table
5.32 shows the number of essays receiving one higher or one lower grade
2 Table 5.3 includes the essays from task 2 the year 2000. Higher grades: 15.5%, lower
grades: 13.65%, same grade: 70.8%.
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Total
351
309
1603

from one of the examiners than the grade the students received. In total, 234
essays were assessed with examiners disagreeing with one grade higher or
lower. As a result, 20.5% of the examiners disagreed on the assessment
of the 1139 essays that are being used from L97. In M87, 37.9% of the
examiners, on 426 essays, disagreed with one grade in the assessment. Of
all 2,263 essays, 15.5% received one grade higher from one of the examiners
than the final grade they received. 13.65% of the 2,263 essays received one
grade lower from one of the examiners than the final grade they received.
Thus, almost 30% of the essays received a total grade that was one grade
higher or lower than one of the examiners gave.
Additionally, for the essays from M87, one assessment had a deviation
of two grades where the final grade was M, but one examiner gave Ng. In
M87, eight essays were assessed with the final grade G, while the examiners
gave Ng and M. Likewise, four essays were assessed with the final grade M,
while the examiners gave S and G. One essay in L97 was assessed with the
final grade 3, where the grade 1 was given by one of the examiners. Two
essays received the final grade 5, where one examiner gave the grade 3. No
essays from L97 are labelled with one examiner giving a higher grade and
one examiner giving a lower grade than the essays’ final grade. Given the
above, results for the final grade sometimes deviate with one or two grades
higher or lower during the examiners’ assessment.

5.2.1

Original-Labelled Versions

The original-labelled corpus consists of two different CSV-files: M87 and
L97. The M87 corpus consists of 1,124 essays containing the letter grades
Lg, Ng, G, M, and S, while the L97 corpus consists of 934 essays containing
numerical grades ranging from 1 to 6. As a result, the merged corpus
consists of 2,058 essays, with the eleven grades Lg, Ng, G, M, S, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 6. Table 5.2 shows the distribution of each of the corpora after splitting.
In M87, there are 1,011 essays split into the development set, while there are
840 essays split into the development set in L97. Combining the M87 and
the L97 corpora give 1,851 essays for development.

5.2.2

Three-Labelled Version

In early experimentation with using the original corpus combining essays
from M87 and L97, it proved challenging to predict the labels correctly.
The corpus consists of inequitable distribution of essays per label. The
combined corpus with M87 and L97 was converted from an eleven labelled
M87
Lg, Ng
G
M, S

L97
1, 2
3, 4
5, 6

New grade
F
P
A

Total
415
1164
479

Table 5.4: Conversion of grades from M87 and L97 into three-labelled
corpora.
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M87
L97
Total

1
6
9
15

2
274
125
399

3
178
265
443

3.5
292
84
376

4
83
263
346

5
272
156
428

6
19
32
51

Table 5.5: Distribution of seven-labelled grades after conversion from fivelabelled M87 grades and six-labelled L97 grades.
corpus into a three-labelled corpus. The three-labelled corpus consists of
the grades F for below-average, P for average, and A for above-average.
Table 5.43 shows the conversion of the grades from the original corpus
into the new corpus. The lowest-scoring grades from each corpus type
are converted into F. Middle-scoring grades are converted into P, and the
highest-scoring grades are converted into A.
Although the new labels will not represent the diversity of the grades
used in the assessment, they can assist in providing more reliable results
for performance evaluation. Section 5.3 describes metrics that are chosen
for the evaluation of a model’s performance on the KAL corpus. The
three-labelled version has a class distribution where all classes contain
at least ten samples in the validation sets. Classification on a dataset
with more than, e.g. ten samples in every class will create more stable
estimates for evaluation that are less prone to random events compared
with datasets that have classes with very few samples. Metrics, like the
macro F1 -score that is used to evaluate classification performance on KAL
essays, are highly influenced by the classification outcome on the smallest
classes, where the macro F1 -score can vary from high to low depending
on the classification results on the smallest classes. Macro F1 -score as an
evaluation metric is described in section 5.3.5.

5.2.3

Seven-labelled Version

As described in section 4.3, merging M87 and L97 into a five- or six-labelled
corpus version can give a very large middle-scoring class compared to the
other classes in the corpus. Alternatively, one can convert the letter grades
Lg, Ng, G, M, and S into numerical grades. Since there are five grades in
M87 and six in L97, the grade G is converted into 3, 3.5, and 4.
Essays assessed as G, where one examiner has given the grade Ng,
receive the numerical grade 3. Essays assessed as G, with one examiner
giving the grade M, receive the numerical grade 4. Essays assessed with
G by both examiners receive the numerical grade 3.5. Lg is converting into
1, Ng into 2, M into 5, and S into 6. For the numerical grade 3 in L97, it is
converted as 3.5 if one of the examiners has given the grade 4. The grade 4
is similarly converted to 3.5 if one of the examiners has given the grade 3.
3 The distribution shows the whole corpus converted, excluding test set y00t2. Test set
y00t2 is also converted.
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M87
L97

1
Lg
1

2
Ng
2

3
3.5
4 5
G1
G2
G3 M
3 34 and 45 4 5

6
S
6

Table 5.6: Explanation of grade conversion
from original labelled corpus into a sevenlabelled corpus.
1 if K2/K1 = Ng.
2

if K2/K1 = G.
if K2/K1 = M.
4 if K2/K1 = 4.
5 if K2/K1 = 3.
3

All other numerical grades stay as before. Table 5.54 shows the distribution
of the grades after conversion.
The merged seven-labelled M87+L97 corpus provides a larger amount
of data with fewer classes than the original corpus. Although the grades
are not consistent with what the student received originally, the corpus
provides a somewhat more evenly distribution of the middle grades. Thus,
predicting the labels can be easier, and the classifiers can be more reliable
as there is more data in each label to train and test.
Table 5.6 shows the rules for conversion from the M87 version and the
L97 version into a seven-labelled corpus version.

5.3

Evaluation Methods

AES is a multi-class classification problem where essays are categorised
into one of n grade classes on a grade scale. The goal with AES is to predict
the essay labels from an unseen test set based on the models that are trained
on essay training data. Performance metrics can be used to evaluate how an
AES model categorises the essays. This is done by comparing the predicted
labels from the model against its true labels, which in the case of AES are
given by the human essay examiners. Multi-class classification, like AES,
can produce evaluation metric scores known as; accuracy, precision, recall,
F1 , and mean absolute error (MAE). These metrics are used to evaluate the
performance results from classification tasks.

5.3.1

Confusion Matrix

Compared with performance evaluation based on focusing on the accuracy
score alone, a confusion matrix can provide a more detailed picture of
a model’s performance. A confusion matrix is a useful tool for multiclass classification problems. The accuracy score from datasets with an
imbalanced class distribution often produces a score that does not reflect
information properly on the overall classification results for all classes.
The confusion matrix can reveal information that is hidden when only
4 The distribution shows the whole corpus converted, excluding test set y00t2. Test set
y00t2 is also converted.
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True Label

Lg
Ng
G
M
S

Predicted Label
Lg Ng G M
1
0
0
0
0
10
6
1
0
14 33 8
0
0
8 12
0
0
1
2

S
0
0
3
2
1

Table 5.7: Example of a confusion matrix with true and predicted labels
after classifying the M87 corpus.
focusing on the accuracy score; as an accuracy score alone will not reveal
information on classes that were left out by the model during classification.
Additionally, the accuracy score can be misleading as imbalanced class sets
might only require the classifier to predict the largest classes to achieve
high accuracy scores.
A confusion matrix can be viewed as a sort of summary for the
classification task. The confusion matrix illustrates the confusion of the
classifier when predicting labels for each class. Therefore, the confusion
matrix shows the errors that were made by the classifier and reveals
where the predictions went wrong. Since the confusion matrix shows
the classification for all classes, it is possible to get hints about where
classification errors occur. When looking at the confusion matrix, it
becomes clear if all items from class A are classified as class B or C, for
example, and may tell if an error is made closer to one class or another
class.
The confusion matrix does not produce a score that can be used to
compare the performance of different systems against each other, but can
be a helpful tool to identify which classes are wrongly classified and into
which classes most data tends to be classified towards for a classification
task.
Creating the confusion matrix requires the set of true labels and the
labels predicted by the model. The correct and incorrect predictions are
counted for each class and arranged as predicted labels against true labels.
The confusion of a classifier is illustrated with an example of the confusion
matrix for M87 shown in 5.7.

5.3.2

Accuracy

The accuracy score is a metric for performance evaluation. The accuracy
score provides an estimate for comparison of different systems with binary
or multi-labelled classification and classification on balanced datasets
(equal amount of samples in each class). However, for many classification
tasks, the accuracy score can produce misleading results for comparing
system performance. A problem with performance evaluation based on the
accuracy score is partly described in the section above, where the confusion
matrix is described as a good supplement for evaluation and detecting
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classification errors. For many cases dealing with imbalanced class sets, the
accuracy score may not give accurate information that includes all classes
in the dataset.
The accuracy score for a multi-class problem may be calculated
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2019) as:
true positives
(5.1)
all items
The accuracy score gives an estimation of the ratio of true positive cases
that were predicted from all cases of all classes. The equation takes the
number of all predictions that were true and divides it by the number of all
items in the dataset. The true positives are the cases in the test set that were
correctly predicted by the model, and all items are all cases of correct and
incorrect classification cases in the test set. Calculating the accuracy score
for multi-class classification can be done using the confusion matrix, where
the sum of the diagonal (true positives) is divided by the total number of
items in the test set. From the example with the M87 confusion matrix in
table 5.7, the accuracy score is:
accuracy =

1 + 10 + 33 + 12 + 1
= 0.559
1 + 10 + 14 + 6 + 33 + 8 + 1 + 1 + 8 + 12 + 2 + 3 + 2 + 1

(5.2)

The accuracy score is based on the overall prediction ratio of true
positives in the test set. This means that an imbalanced class distribution in
the dataset, where some classes may not have many samples, will not affect
the accuracy score much if cases from smaller classes are wrongly classified
into the larger classes.
The class distribution in the KAL corpus is slightly imbalanced.
Imbalanced class sets seem to be the tendency for AES material in general,
as most students tend to score in the middle classes of the grade scale,
where few students stand out with neither a below- nor above-average
performance. A general problem seen with many AES tasks is that
close to all classification concentrates towards the largest classes. As
the classifier most likely will categorise most essays towards the middle
classes, the accuracy score will not be able to give accurate information on
the classifier’s ability to distinguish the small classes from the big classes.
Other performance metrics, like precision, recall, and F1-score, will be
regarded as important evaluation metrics for AES on the KAL corpus.

5.3.3

Precision

For multi-class classification problems, the task is to categorise the essays
into their respective grade classes. The precision score is a measurement
of how many times a prediction is correct within a predicted class. The
precision score for a multi-class problem is the ratio of correctly predicted
cases per class across all predicted instances of the same class. Therefore,
the precision score is like an accuracy score per class while also taking into
consideration the small classes. Precision for multi-class classification can
be calculated (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019) as:
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precision =

true positives per class
all predictions per class

(5.3)

Given this equation, precision as an evaluation metric is based on
confirming that the predictions the model makes are relevant. Relevant
predictions are made when the model is correct when predicting a class.
Precision can be a metric to measure how exact a model predicts a dataset
and provides a mean to estimate the model’s quality.
The precision score can be calculated from the confusion matrix. In the
example with the confusion matrix in 5.7, there are five classes (Lg, Ng, G,
M, S). The precision score can be calculated per class:

1
1+0
10
P( Ng) =
10 + 14
33
P( G ) =
33 + 15
12
P( M) =
12 + 11
1
P(S) =
1+5
P( Lg) =

=1
= 0.417
= 0.688
= 0.522
= 0.167

The average precision score can be computed to find:
• macro-average precision:
1 + 0.417 + 0.688 + 0.522 + 0.167
= 0.5588
5

(5.4)

• micro-average precision:
1 + 10 + 33 + 12 + 1
= 0.559
1 + 24 + 48 + 23 + 6

(5.5)

The macro-average treats every class equally, which means the macroaverage score can be more interesting than the micro-average score in terms
of evaluating precision for all classes in the dataset. The micro-average
computes an average score when predicting the classes, where information
on smaller classes in an imbalanced dataset may be lost, creating the
problem discussed in the 5.3.2 accuracy section.
Precision is also used to calculate the F1 -score, where F1 can be
described as calculating the harmonic mean between precision and recall
(Jurafsky and Martin, 2019).
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5.3.4

Recall

The recall score for multi-class problems is the number of correctly
predicted instances of a class out of the total number of true instances of
the same class. Recall can be informative in terms of estimating all true
positives that the model may potentially miss during classification. Recall
for multi-class classification can be calculated (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019)
as:
true positives per class
recall =
(5.6)
samples per class
Recall is an evaluation metric used to find the highest number of true
predictions per class. The recall score is important in imbalanced class sets,
as it can provide a picture of the model’s ability to cover true positive cases
for the minority classes.
From the confusion matrix example in table 5.7 from the M87 corpus,
the recall score per class can be calculated using the numbers of true
positives and the number of samples per class in the matrix. The number of
samples per class is found row-wise, by adding the number of all samples
on each row for each class. For the example with M87 in table 5.7, the recall
score can be calculated class-wise:
1
1
10
R( Ng) =
17
33
R( G ) =
58
12
R( M) =
22
1
R(S) =
4
R( Lg) =

=1
= 0.589
= 0.569
= 0.545
= 0.25

The average recall score on the dataset can be computed to find:
macro recall =

1 + 0.589 + 0.569 + 0.545 + 0.25
= 0.5894
5

(5.7)

1 + 10 + 33 + 12 + 1
= 0.559
1 + 17 + 58 + 22 + 4

(5.8)

micro recall =

Macro-average is the most interesting score for recall on an imbalanced
class-set. Since the micro-average score is the average recall score over
all classes, the information on classes that the classifier did not recognise
during classification will not be included in the micro-average recall
score. Hence, the micro-average score may not reveal enough accurate
information on an imbalanced class set, as illustrated with the M87
example.
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5.3.5

F1-Score

The F1 -score, or F-measure, is computed from a weighted harmonic mean
of precision and recall, and it incorporates aspects of both precision and
recall. It can be calculated (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019) as:
F1 =

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision + recall

(5.9)

The harmonic mean of two values is closer to the minimum of the
two values than the arithmetic mean is, and weighs the lower of the two
numbers more heavily (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019). When computing the
F1 -score, the precision and recall scores are weighted equally.
The macro F1 -score is interesting because, although achieving a high
classification accuracy score for a model, in some cases the macro F1
score may deliver low results compared with the accuracy score if not all
classes produce correct predictions. The macro average of F1 can give a
measure of how the classifier is performing across all classes without losing
information on the classes that the classifier could not predict.
Taking the example from the M87 confusion matrix in table 5.7, the F1 score can be computed to find the macro and micro F1 -scores:
2∗1∗1
1+1
2 ∗ 0.417 ∗ 0.589
F1 ( Ng) =
0.417 + 0.589
2 ∗ 0.688 ∗ 0.569
F1 ( G ) =
0.688 + 0.569
2 ∗ 0.522 ∗ 0.545
F1 ( M) =
0.522 + 0.545
2 ∗ 0.167 ∗ 0.25
F1 (S) =
0.167 + 0.25
F1 ( Lg) =

macro F1 =

= 0.488
= 0.623
= 0.533
= 0.2

1 + 0.488 + 0.623 + 0.533 + 0.2
= 0.569
5

(5.10)

2 ∗ 0.559 ∗ 0.559
= 0.559
0.559 + 0.559

(5.11)

micro F1 =

5.3.6

=1

Mean Absolute Error

Mean absolute error (MAE) is a risk metric that corresponds to the expected
value of the absolute error loss. If ŷi is the predicted value of the i-th sample
and yi is the corresponding true value, the MAE estimated over nsamples
(Pedregosa et al., 2011) is defined as
MAE(y, ŷ) =

nsamples −1

1
nsamples
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∑

i =0

|yi − ŷi | .

(5.12)

Scikit-Learn’s mean absolute error model5 can be used to compute the mean
absolute error regression loss. With the multioutput uniform average, the
weighted average of all output errors is returned as a non-negative floatingpoint (Pedregosa et al., 2011). With MAE, the absolute difference between
each true label and prediction is weighted the same. MAE as an evaluation
metric gives an estimation of how the instances of wrong classification are
penalised by the classifier. Since MAE equally weights the true label vs
predicted label, larger classification errors and outliers are not penalised as
harshly compared to risk metrics, like calculating a Mean Squared Error
(MSE).

5 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.mean_
absolute_error.html (Visited: 08.11.19)
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Chapter 6

Traditional Machine Learning
Experiments
This chapter describes experiment procedures for applying traditional
machine learning (hereby: TML) models with the KAL corpus. The
experiments are based on feature extraction using logistic regression, linear
regression, and SGD classification algorithms to solve a classification
problem. The extracted features are organised into three main groups
of feature categories: General features, syntactic features, and lexicalmorphological features.
The approach for experiments on the KAL corpus with supervised TML
and feature extraction is mainly inspired by research on documentation
of previous work on AES systems. These systems are the PEG by Page
and Paulus (1968) and the Swedish AES project by Östling et al. (2013).
The KAL project’s research (Berge et al., 2005a,b) also provides some
interesting information on trending factors that seem to have an impact
during grading of the student essays by examiners. Factors that were
described by the KAL project to have an impact on the essay grades, such
as the length of each essay and usage of longer words as an average, are
anticipated to be important features in terms of classification of the KAL
essays.
The essays in the KAL corpus are already annotated with grades given
by Norwegian examiners. Each essay contains a label that represents a
grade. The approach will be to map the input feature vector from each
text to its grade label outputs, where the classification results are based on
the statistical relationship between the input features and the output labels
(Mehmood et al., 2017).
ML with deep learning (DL) models to automatise natural language
processing (NLP) tasks have become increasingly popular in recent years.
However, attempts to apply these methods to AES tasks for certain
languages seem to be limited due to unavailable language resources. One
example is AES classification on Swedish essays: Through AES on a
Swedish essay corpus of approximately 1700 student essays, a Swedish
master’s thesis by Lilja (2018) describes how a common challenge training
DL models for Swedish is the lack of accessibility to substantial amounts
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of training material for a DL model. Compared with the AES results
from TML classification by Östling et al. (2013), Lilja (2018) reports lower
results on the same Swedish corpus implementing a DL Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) model to grade the essays. Similar to Swedish AES,
limitations concerning the size of training material available with the
Norwegian KAL corpus suggests that a logical approach to AES on the
KAL essays is to conduct experiments with feature-based supervised TML
algorithms.

6.1

Feature Extraction

Selecting features that are relevant for assessing student essays is essential
when building classifiers for an AES task. Because feature extraction
typically is built through a process of trial-and-error, placing features into
distinct categories can be an advantage. It can be helpful to perform error
analysis on the features based on their categories to find which types of
features improve and which might impair the results.
The extracted features are divided into general features, syntactic
features, and lexical-morphological features. The motivation behind
categorising the features is to see if one category performs better than the
others. Additionally, the experiments use a method for feature selection to
find which features are weighted as important by the models.

6.1.1

General Features

The general features consist of extracted textual properties that are
represented numerically. Table 6.11 shows the features that are in the
general features category with their names and IDs.
KAL’s research and studies, as detailed in section 3.2, reveal that
there are some correlations between textual lengths of, e.g. words or
sentences in the essays, and the grades the students received (Berge
et al., 2005a,b; Evensen, 2003). Pilán (2013)’s master’s thesis on natural
language processing(NLP)-based approaches for sentence readability for
second language learning proposes several types of textual features for
assessing the difficulty level of Swedish sentences in the context of second
language teaching and learning. Both Östling et al. (2013) and Pilán (2013)
use general types of features that are based on the lengths of words and
sentences in their studies on AES and NLP-based approaches, respectively.
With combining aspects from Östling et al. (2013), Pilán (2013), and KAL’s
studies, 17 types of general features were extracted from the essays.
EssayLen counts the number of tokens in each essay, and NumSent
counts the number of sentences in each essay. AvgSentLen divides
NumSent with EssayLen to find the average sentence length in the
essays. Additionally, AvgWordLen is calculated by counting the number of
characters in the essays, excluding punctuations, and dividing this number
by the number of words in each essay.
1 All

percentage features are valued between 0.0 and 1.0
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General Features
#

Name

ID

1
2
3

Essay length
Number of spelling errors
Percentage of spelling errors

EssayLen
NumSpell
PercSpell

4

Average word length

AvgWordLen

5

Percentage of long words

PercLongWords

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Number of complex words
Percentage of complex words
Number of unique words
Percentage of unique words
Average number of sentences
Number of long sentences
Percentage of long sentences
Number of short sentences
Percentage of short sentences
Average sentence length
Number of argumentative words
Percentage of argumentative words

NumComplex
PercComplex
NumUnique
PercUnique
NumSent
NumLongSent
PercLongSent
NumShortSent
PercShortSent
AvgSentLen
NumArgWords
PercArgWords

Studies/research with
similar feature
Evensen (2003)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013),
Pilán (2013), Evensen (2003)
Lorentzen and Kringstad (2014),
Pilán (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Östling et al. (2013), Pilán (2013)

Lorentzen and Kringstad (2014)
Lorentzen and Kringstad (2014)

Table 6.1: List of general features extracted from all 2,263 essays.

Both the KAL project and Sensorveiledningen, as described in section
3.3, commend a diverse language in the student essays. Hence, features
based on the variety in the language and the use of more complex and
lengthy words can be practical for an AES task. NumComplex is calculated
by counting all words with more than eight characters, and PercComplex
is calculated by dividing NumComplex with EssayLen.
NumUnique is extracted by counting the hapax legomenon - the number
of words that are only used once per essay. NumUnique can count one
word twice, as there is a difference between upper and lower case because
the word may be used differently if it begins a sentence or is a word
in a sentence. PercUnique is calculated by dividing NumUnique with
EssayLen.
NumLongSent counts the number of sentences consisting of more than
30 words, while NumShortSent counts the number of sentences with less
than six words. PercLongSent calculates the percentage of long sentences
dividing NumLongSent with the total number of sentences per essay, while
PercShortSent calculates the percentage of short sentences by dividing
NumShortSent with the number of sentences in the essay.
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6.1.1.1

Spelling

Although the KAL project and Sensorveiledningen accept some grammatical errors in their assessment if the text otherwise communicated with the
reader, the numbers of words misspelt are also extracted as features (Berge
et al., 2005a). Two lists containing Norwegian words were downloaded
from Github2 and Norsk Scrabbleforbund3 . With these lists, a combined
Norwegian word list was created. Because these lists do not include Norwegian and English names, another word list was added with names from
both languages4 .
NumSpell counts the number of spelling errors based on the spellcheck
list created. PercSpell divides NumSpell with EssayLen to find the
percentage of misspelt words in the essays. The aim of using spelling errors
as a feature is to find whether some essays contain multiple misspelt words
compared to more well-written essays with less spelling errors.
During the implementation and testing of the spelling error method,
it showed that misspelt words often occurred more than once per essay.
Although it could be interesting only to count occurrences of spelling errors
once, it is important to find how often a student misspells a word. A reader
of a text can get a negative impression if there are many occurrences of
the same misspelt word. Therefore, all occurrences of spelling errors are
counted as separate spelling errors.
6.1.1.2

Pragmatics

Argumentative words are included as part of the Norwegian 10th grader’s
curriculum. Task descriptions for the 26 tasks in the KAL corpus often
include the student writing an argumentative text which is meant to
convince or influence the reader on a topic. The argumentative words are
used by the students to show arguments for or against a topic, although
it is seen as more convincing if the students give arguments both for and
against a topic.
Common words and sentences used to argument in a text are conjunctions such as og (and) and men (but). Additionally, adverbial expressions
(på samme måte som (in the same way as)) and subjunctions (selv om (even
though)) are common categories with the connective words for argumentative texts (Lorentzen and Kringstad, 2014).
With Lorentzen and Kringstad (2014)’s list of argumentative words,
counting NumArgWords is used as a pragmatic feature. The list includes
conjunctions, adverbs, adverbial expressions, and subjunctions, and consists of 50 words or expressions. PercArgWords is calculated by dividing NumArgWords with EssayLen to find the percentage of argumentative
words in the essays.
2 https://github.com/Haspaker/anagram.tips/blob/master/words/no/dict/

norwegian.wordlist.txt (Visited: 03.09.19)
3 http://www2.scrabbleforbundet.no/?attachment_id=1588 (Visited: 03.09.19)
4 https://github.com/dominictarr/random-name/blob/master/first-names.txt
(Visited: 03.09.19)
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Syntactic Features
#

Name

ID

18
19
20
21
22

Modifiers
Modifier ratio
Dependency depth over4
Average dependency depth
Deepest dependency depth

Mod
ModRatio
DepOver4
AvgDepth
DeepestDepth

Studies/research with
similar feature
Pilán (2013)
Pilán (2013)
Pilán (2013)
Pilán (2013)
Pilán (2013)

Table 6.2: List of syntactic features extracted from all 2,263 essays.

6.1.2

Syntactic Features

Syntactic features show the arrangement of words in sentences and how
they are connected. As a result, the grammatical relations and sentence
depths can be extracted. Table 6.2 shows the syntactic features extracted
with their names and IDs. With the dependency trees created in section
4.2.1.4, all sentences are printed with their syntactic dependency structure.
These structures allow for finding the relationships between the words in a
sentence. The idea behind the dependency structure is visualised in figure
6.1. The root word is the head of the sentence, while all other words are
direct or indirect dependents of the root word. Indirect dependents are
words that are dependent on a root’s or a dependents’ dependent.
Dependency trees are visualised in the CoNLL-U-format described in
section 4.2.1.4 as structures with indents for dependent words instead of
being typical tree structures. By looping through all dependency trees for
an essay, the depths in each tree or sentence can be seen by the indents
of the structure. The root word is without any indent, and any direct
dependent (DD) of the root word has one indent. DD’s of a dependent
word has further indents and is indented from the dependent word, while
an indirect dependent has no indent. The further indention is counted to
find the depths within a sentence.
The DeepestDepth for a sentence is calculated by counting the number
of direct dependents a dependent or a root word in a sentence has,
and finding the highest value. AvgDepth is calculated by dividing
DeepestDepth with the number of sentences the essay has. DepOver4 is
punct
obl
root

obj
adp

nsubj

Vi
pron

det

bestilte
verb

en
det

adp

taxi
noun

hjem
adp

til
adp

meg
pron

Figure 6.1: Dependency structure example
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.
punct

#
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Lexical-morphological Features
Studies/research with
Name
ID
similar feature
Number of tags
TagNum
Number of verbs
VerbsNum
Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of verbs
VerbsPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Number of adverbs
AdverbsNum Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of adverbs
AdverbsPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Number of adjectives
AdjNum
Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of adjectives
AdjPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Number of pronouns
PronNum
Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of pronouns
PronPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Number of adpositions
AdpNum
Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of adpositions AdpPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Number of nouns
NounsNum
Östling et al. (2013)
Percentage of nouns
NounsPerc
Östling et al. (2013)
Nouns/verbs
Noun/Verb
Pilán (2013)
Pronouns/nouns
Pron/Noun
Pilán (2013)
Östling et al. (2013)
Lexical words
LexWords
Lexical density
LexDens
Pilán (2013)
Type to token ratio
TTR
Pilán (2013)

Table 6.3: List of lexical-morphological features extracted from all 2,263
essays.
calculated by counting the number of sentences with more than four direct
dependents of a dependent of a root word.
In the illustrated dependency structure, this sentence will not have
more than four as a dependency depth, since neither the root nor any
of its dependents are connected to four or more direct dependents.
Argumentatively, the deepest dependency depth can be similar to the
length of a sentence, but it is also interesting to find the depth inside
a sentence by looking at the dependent’s depth. Additionally, Mod is
extracted by counting the number of modifiers (adverbs and adjectives)
an essay has, while ModRatio divides all tags with Mod. The syntactic
features are inspired by the features used in Pilán (2013)’s thesis named
”NLP-based Approaches to Sentence Readability for Second Language
Learning Purposes”.

6.1.3

Lexical-Morphological Features

To find the variety of the language in the essays, lexical-morphological
features are extracted, and the features are displayed in table 6.35 . Lexicalmorphological features analyse the words, or morphemes, in the essays
using their PoS-tags. The tagged morphemes can reveal a lot about the
word and its neighbours (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019) which can be used to
5 All

percentage features are valued between 0.0 and 1.0
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calculate the variety of the language.
All essays are UD-piped with their extracted PoS-tags as described in
section 4.2.1.3. This includes the tags noun, verb, adverb, adjective, pronoun,
and ad-position. TagNum counts how many different tags are in each essay,
and although the essays most likely include most or all tag types, it can
be an interesting feature to use if some essays have fewer tags types than
others. Occurrences of single tags are counted as VerbsNum, AdverbsNum,
AdjNum, PronNum, AdpNum, and NounsNum. These tags are also
counted and divided with the number of all tokens in each essay,
producing their percentages: VerbsPerc, AdverbsPerc, AdjPerc, PronPerc,
AdpPerc, and NounsPerc. NumNouns is divided with NumVerbs to find
Noun/Verb, which shows the ratio between nouns and verbs in the essay.
Likewise, NumPron is divided with NumNoun to find Pron/Noun.
LexDens counts the number of nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs.
LexDens is calculated by dividing the token count with the total number of
words. TTR is calculated by counting the number of tokens compared with
the types of tokens, which can tell more about the variety of vocabulary and
if the writer uses a varied language regarding the PoS-tags. A higher TTR
implies that an essay contains a greater level of lexical variety. The lexicalmorphological features are inspired by Östling et al. (2013) and Pilán (2013),
where both experiments used features based on words’ PoS-tags.

6.2

Learning Algorithms

Predicting the grades of the KAL corpus is a multi-class classification task.
The KAL corpus consists of two label versions, where the M87 corpus is
graded on a 1-5 letter scale (Lg, Ng, G, M, S) and the L97 version follows a
1-6 integer scale. The goal of the classifier is to categorise each essay into
the correct class based on probability calculations of observations from an
essay training set.
The traditional machine learning (TML) algorithms chosen for the
KAL essay classification task are logistic regression, linear regression, and
stochastic gradient descent classification (SGD). Although linear regression
is not technically a classification problem, on the KAL corpus, linear
regression results are converted to classification task results.

6.2.1

Logistic Regression

Jurafsky and Martin (2019) suggests that logistic regression is one of the
most important analytic tools, and in NLP, the baseline of a supervised
machine learning (ML) algorithm for classification. Logistic regression can
classify an observation into one of many classes and is useful for tasks such
as AES, which consist of multiple classes. The classifier is discriminative
and tries to learn to distinguish the classes, where the outcome is of discrete
values.
Multinomial logistic regression (MLR) is also referred to as the softmax
regression. The aim for the MLR classifier is to predict the probability of
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a target y being in each potential class c ∈ C, p(y = c| x ). The softmax
function computes the probability of p(y = c| x ) by mapping a vector
z = [z1 , z2 , ..., zk ] of k arbitrary values to a probability distribution with
values in the range (0, 1) and all values summing to 1. Jurafsky and Martin
(2019) defines the softmax for a vector z of dimensionality k as
so f tmax (zi ) =

e zi
∑kj=1 ez j

1≤i≤k

(6.1)

Jurafsky and Martin (2019) further explains that the softmax of an input
vector z is a vector itself:
#
"
e z1
e z2
e z3
(6.2)
so f tmax (z) =
,
, ..., k
∑ik=1 ezi ∑ik=1 ezi
∑ i =1 e z i
∑ik=1 ezi is used to normalise all values into probabilities. The dot
product between a weight vector w and an input vector x plus a bias is
used as input to the softmax, and the weight vectors and biases for each of
the K classes is calculated as
p(y = c| x ) =

e w c · x + bc
k

∑e

(6.3)

w j · x +b j

j =1

In MLR, features are presented as f i (c, x ) where i is a feature for a
particular class c for a given observation x (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019). For
the KAL corpus, it can be challenging to predict the smaller classes because
the development set is small, but also because the smallest classes have few
observations both in the training set and in the validation set.
There are few or no AES results or research papers using MLR without
adaptations, and there is little data to compare with for the KAL AES
classification. MLR is considered as an attractive model because ”it does
not assume normality, linearity, or homoscedasticity” (Starkweather and
Moske, 2011). Homoscedasticity6 means that the noise or disturbance in
the relationship between the independent variables and the dependent
variables is the same across all values of the independent variables.
Scikit-Learn’s model for logistic regression7 is a linear model for classification rather than regression. The model can fit multinomial logistic regression with optional regularisation, such as `2 . Scikit-Learn
recommends the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (lbfgs) solver when classifying small datasets. Lbfgs is an optimisation
algorithm that approximates the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm (Pedregosa et al., 2011), which is an iterative method for solving
unconstrained nonlinear optimisation problems8 . Lbfgs is one of the solver
6 https://www.statisticssolutions.com/homoscedasticity/

(Visited: 23.11.19)

7 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.

LogisticRegression (Visited: 20.10.19)
8 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno_
algorithm (Visited: 25.10.19)
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algorithms that support multinomial classification with either `2 penalty or
no penalty.
The logistic regression model offers multiple parameters that can be
tuned to fit the criteria of the classification task (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Regularisation with penalty is used to avoid the model from perfectly
matching the training data’s learning weights. A feature can be assigned
a very high weight if it is perfectly predictive of the outcome because it
only occurs in one class, as the weights will attempt to fit details of the
training set which can give noisy factors in the model that correlates with
the class. Jurafsky and Martin (2019) refers to this problem as overfitting
and suggests that regularisation can be used to avoid overfitting. `2
regularisation minimises the sum of squared errors (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
and uses the square of the L2 norm of the weight values (Jurafsky and
Martin, 2019). The regularisation can be specified as stronger using the
C parameter.
The class weight can be set as balanced or as the default none. A
balanced class weight uses the values of the target value to automatically
adjust weights inversely proportional to class frequencies in the input data
by dividing the number of samples in the training vector by the number of
classes times the bincount of the target values (Pedregosa et al., 2011). A
bincount refers to counting the number of occurrences of each value in an
array of non-negative ints (Travis, 2020).
The main parameter settings that will be used in the logistic regression
model are the default values and:
- Solver: lbfgs
- Penalty: `2 or none
- Class weight: Balanced or none

6.2.2

Linear Regression

Many AES systems are based on regression models, according to previous
AES work. Well-established systems, such as the PEG by Page and Paulus
(1968), use statistical techniques in implementing multiple linear regression
(MLinR), where features, such as essay length, number of prepositions, and
uncommon words, are applied to create a model. Page and Paulus (1968)
describe this approach in a report on the PEG system to show a correlation
between the regression results and the ratings by human examiners on
the essays. Also, Attali and Burstein (2006)’s e-Rater system applies linear
regression to compute scores that represent important features. The feature
score acts as a parameter used by the e-Rater system when predicting essay
grades.
Linear regression analysis is a well-known approach in terms of solving
statistical problems. In supervised ML classification, a regression model
will find the linear relationship with the smallest error between the input
of an independent variable (x) and the output of a dependent variable (y).
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The x-variable represents input data, known as training data, whereas the
y-variable is the responding target label.
For an AES task, the x-variable may be multiple variables of different
essay features, and the y-variable is the essay grade. Each of the values in
x have a relationship with the y-variable. Through regression, the linear
relationship between the x-variables and the response y-variable is found
to fit the regression line. The regression equation is then used to predict
essay grades on other data. MLinR of n observations is defined9 as:
yi = β 0 + β 1 xi1 + β 2 xi2 + ...β p xi p + ε i f or i = 1, 2, ..., n

(6.4)

with the components of the equation:
- y = dependent variable
- x = independent variables
- β = y-intercept
- ε = error
Linear regression is relevant when modelling continuous values. An
AES task is most often a classification problem, where the goal is to
categorise essays into classes, which means the output is identified as
discrete values. Thus, applying linear regression to solve an AES task
will result in the algorithm outputting essay scores on a continuous scale.
Treating the KAL corpus as an MLinR problem will result in predicting the
essay grades to output a continuous number on a scale from 1-5 for the M87
corpus version, and 1-6 for the L97 corpus version.
Although regression problems result in continuous value output, it
is possible to convert regression to a classification problem. In terms
of experimenting with AES on the KAL corpus, regression may be
interesting to help identify boundaries between classes, as the output from
regression can be used to define threshold values for classification. A
common problem training AES models is to distinguish the classification
of larger classes in the dataset. Therefore, a goal experimenting with
linear regression for classification on the KAL essays is to see if the linear
regression can help separate the most common grades, such as the grades
G in the M87 corpus and 3 and 4 in the L97 version of the corpus.
In order to perform regression on the KAL essays, letter grades in the
M87 version of the KAL corpus must be represented as numbers. The
grades in the M87 version are converted to grades of 1-5, where 1 represents
the lowest grade (Lg) and 5 the highest grade (S) on the grade scale in order
to perform regression. The numerical grades are converted back to the
original letter grades once linear regression is done.
As threshold values for classification, the grades are separated by a 0.5value step between grade classes for both the M87 grade scale and the L97
grade scale. Table 6.4 shows the linear regression value conversion to M87
and L97 grades. Essays are, thus, classified through linear regression with
the scores presented in table 6.4.
9 http://www.stat.yale.edu/Courses/1997-98/101/linmult.htm
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(Visited: 25.11.19)

Values
> 1.5
1.5–2.5
2.5–3.5
3.5–4.5
4.5–5.5
5.5–6

M87
Lg
Ng
G
M
S
-

L97
1
2
3
4
5
6

Table 6.4: Linear regression classification values compared with M87 and
L97 grades.
The results from classification based on the output from MLinR on the
KAL corpus will be used to compare with the logistic regression results. A
goal is to see if MLinR can make a difference in terms of further defining the
class boundaries because of the imbalance of class distribution prominent
in the KAL corpus.

6.2.3

Stochastic Gradient Descent

A Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a powerful model for TML tasks, and
it can perform linear and nonlinear classification. The SVM classifier can
perform large margin classification (Géron, 2019). Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is described as a simple and efficient approach to discriminative learning of linear classifiers under convex loss functions, such as linear
SVMs and logistic regression (Pedregosa et al., 2011). An SGD classifier applies stochastic gradient descent to train a linear classifier, and it can handle
very large datasets efficiently because it deals with training instances independently (Géron, 2019). SGD classification is often proven successful
when solving problems in text classification and NLP (Pedregosa et al.,
2011).
For the AES task, the SGD classifier is implemented from Scikit-Learn10 .
This classifier implements a plain stochastic gradient descent routine and
will use the loss function hinge, which is a soft-margin function for linear
SVM. The SGD classifier supports different regularisations, and for the AES
task on the KAL corpus, `1 will be used. The `1 regularisation leads to
sparse solutions by driving the coefficients to zero (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The SGD classifier from Scikit-Learn supports multi-class classification,
and the model combines multiple binary classifiers in a ”one versus all”
scheme. The classification is described as for each of the K classes a binary
classifier is learned that discriminates between that and all other K − 1
classes. During testing, the confidence score is computed for each classifier,
and the class with the highest confidence is chosen (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
SGD can be used as an optimisation method for unconstrained
optimisation problems. The SGD classifier from Scikit-Learn approximates
the true gradient of E(w, b) by considering a single training example at
a time. The SGDClassifier model implements a first-order SGD learning
10 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.
SGDClassifier.html (Visited: 10.12.19)
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routine, and the algorithm iterates over the training examples and for each
example updates the model parameters according to the update rule given
by


∂R(w) ∂L(w T xi + b, yi )
w ← w−η α
+
(6.5)
∂w
∂w
where η is the learning rate that controls the step-size in the parameter
space. The intercept b is updated similarly without using regularisation
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).

6.3

Feature Selection

Feature ablation studies refer to the removal of one or more features while
experimenting to see how it can affect the performance of the model. It
is possible to test one and one feature, but impractical because using one
feature alone most likely will not yield a satisfactory result with AES tasks.
Feature selection can also be helpful and can decrease run-time during
experiments and help avoid overfitting the model.
Pedregosa et al. (2011)’s feature selection model, SelectFromModel11 ,
uses the coefficients from the different models to select features based
on importance weights. A coefficient is the expected amount of change
in the logit for each unit change in the predictor, and the logit is what
is being predicted. It is described as the odds of membership in the
category of the outcome variable which has been specified. The closer
a coefficient is to zero, the less influence the predictor has in predicting
the logit (Starkweather and Moske, 2011). The threshold value is used
by the feature selection model, SelectFromModel, to find features whose
importance is greater, or equal to, than other features (Pedregosa et al.,
2011). The model finds the feature combination that yields the same results
as with using all features.
After feature selection, one can identify if there are any features not
dependent on other features, and similarly find features that are dependent
on other features. The feature selection model outputs the weights of the
selected features which are needed to perform the same as with using all
features combined. As the experiments include different corpus versions
and TML models, the outcome might be that different features and feature
categories are weighted with greater importance for the different TML
experiments.

11 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.feature_
selection.SelectFromModel.html (Visited: 13.12.19)
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Chapter 7

Traditional Machine Learning
Results
The purpose of chapter 7 is to present and analyse results from TML
experiments conducted on the KAL corpus. This chapter focuses on the
results across six main dimensions that are interesting when establishing
the best performing supervised models for AES on the KAL corpus:
1. The KAL corpus consists of two parts: M87 and L97. These two parts
follow separate grading schemes. Therefore, it will be interesting to
compare the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus and see how the
classifiers perform on each of the two parts.
2. Attempt to find ways to compensate for an imbalanced class distribution in the KAL dataset. The three-labelled version experiments with
concatenating classes in M87 or L97 to reduce the class sets to three
classes; thus, the three-labelled version consists of fewer classes with
more samples per class in the merged classes. The seven-labelled version experiments with dividing the mid-classes, that have the majority of the samples, into two or three classes in order to further distinguish the essays in the mid-class(es).
3. Convert the classification results of the seven-labelled M87 and L97
versions to be evaluated on a five-labelled version (M87) and a sixlabelled version (L97), and then to a three-labelled version. The
converted classification results for the five-point (M87), six-point
(L97), and three-point grade schemes can be compared with the
M87 model, L97 model, and the three-labelled models that have a
corresponding number of classes.
4. Investigate to what degree the M87 and L97 parts can be combined
by creating one common grade scheme for M87 and L97 to train and
test as a larger unified dataset. The two corpus versions, the threelabelled version and the seven-labelled version, were made for the
M87 and L97 parts to both follow a common grade scale with either
three or seven classes.
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5. Choose the best performing models for AES on the KAL corpus by
comparing the impact of implementing different learning algorithms.
Experiments on the KAL corpus include logistic regression (LogReg),
LinReg (LinReg), and SGD classification (SGD).
6. Use feature selection to identify features that are considered important by the model. Compare the importance of specific features
between models.
The first dimension explains that the M87 and L97 parts of the
KAL corpus follow different grading schemes. According to the KAL
project’s report (see chapter 3), the two grade schemes are not directly
interchangeable, and thus, a goal with the results from the experiments
on both parts of the corpus is to compare the performance of a classifier on
the M87 and L97 parts separately.
The objective of the second dimension is to investigate what happens if
1) classes are concatenated, which will lead to fewer classes and a higher
number of samples per class in classes that are merged, or 2) majority
class(es) are divided into smaller classes, which leads to fewer samples
accumulated into one or two majority class(es). The essays in a majorityclass may have differences within the class, and by splitting the majorityclass based on the original grades that were given by human raters, these
differences may be identified by the model to provide more distinction
between essays.
For the three-labelled version, the training material consists of more
samples in the minority-classes for training and validation. The threelabelled version can be helpful to make the macro F1 -score a more stable
evaluation goal because the minority-classes in the validation set will
consist of more than ten samples. Therefore, the macro F1 -score will not be
as affected by the predictions made on one or two samples in a minorityclass. With the merged minority-classes in the three-labelled version,
minority-classes will contain more than ten samples.
For the seven-labelled version, the samples are more spread out in the
middle of the grade scale by splitting the majority-class(es), which creates
one more grade to the middle of the grade scale. Splitting classes into
one more class in the mid-spectrum of the scale means that the classifier
might not place all samples into one cluster in the middle, but be able to
distinguish the samples to be spread from the middle.
The third dimension says, expanding experiments to include the threelabelled and seven-labelled versions can make it interesting also to convert
results from seven labels into five labels (M87) and six labels (L97), and then
to three labels. By converting the classification results from a grade scale of
seven to five or six and three, it may be possible to look at the boundaries
between the essay grades and to see if classification on more classes can
yield beneficial results when merging classes post-classification.
The fourth dimension is to merge the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL
corpus to be used as one unified dataset. The three-labelled and the sevenlabelled corpus versions were created to obtain this goal. With the threelabelled version, the M87 and L97 parts both follow one common grade
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scale consisting of three classes. The seven-labelled version of the M87
and L97 parts follow the same grade scale of seven classes. Thus, training
and validating on a merged set of the M87 and L97 parts with the threelabelled and seven-labelled versions can be done. These results can be
compared with training and validating on the M87 and L97 as separate
parts to evaluate if the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus can be merged
into one common grade scale and be treated as one dataset.
The fifth dimension focuses on choosing a model for AES on the
KAL corpus.
Experiments with TML on the KAL corpus include
the implementation of LogReg, LinReg, and SGD learning algorithms.
Background information on the experiments chosen for TML experiments
on the KAL corpus is described in chapter 6. These experiments were
conducted across all parts and versions of the corpora; M87, L97, threelabelled, and seven-labelled. The results can be aligned for comparison in
order to find the best performing TML models for AES and the KAL corpus.
The sixth dimension includes using feature selection to identify the
features that are considered by the model as the most important when
predicting essay grades. It can be interesting to see if any particular features
influence the results and compare to see if the weights of the features seem
similar for all models. Features that are not considered by the model during
classification may be removed.
All six dimensions described above are evaluation goals for experiments conducted on the three-labelled and seven-labelled corpus versions.
Dimensions 1-4 are evaluated using the LogReg model with balanced class
weights, standard scaler, and no regularisation. The LogReg model is chosen
as a default model for evaluation of dimensions 1-4 as it is assumed that the
LogReg model with balanced class weights will perform well on the KAL
corpus. Because of the imbalanced class sets, a goal is to predict essays
correctly for the minority-classes, which is also a reason for the choice of
macro F1 as an important evaluation metric. However, for the small class
sets seen with the KAL corpus, MAE-score is also an evaluation goal that
will be considered when analysing model performance. Dimensions 5 and
6 focus on three TML models, LogReg, LinReg, and SGD, and go more indepth into the settings used with each classifier.

7.1

Baseline

Baseline results can through comparison against a model solution help
define what the performance of a model means. The baseline establishes
benchmark results that are not reliant on given training data and any
adjustments made to build a complex classifier. A baseline model makes
predictions on the simplest rules based on random guessing methods and
indicates what should at least be the expected outcome from a model on
the dataset (Jurafsky and Martin, 2019).
Scikit provides a dummy classifier1 to create a baseline model. Accord1 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.dummy.
DummyClassifier.html (Visited: 04.02.20)
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Baseline Model - M87
macro F1 micro F1 MAE
0.22
0.41
0.77

Baseline Model - L97
macro F1 micro F1 MAE
0.15
0.26
1.20

Table 7.1: Baseline model for
M87 corpus using DummyClassifier with strategy = stratify.

Table 7.2: Baseline model for
L97 corpus using DummyClassifier with strategy = stratify.

Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Three-Labelled Corpus
Validation set
M87
L97
M87+L97
0.37(0.71) 0.36(0.63) 0.32(0.71)
0.35(0.58) 0.34(0.57) 0.35(0.60)
0.33(0.70) 0.30(0.64) 0.34(0.62)

Table 7.3: Macro F-1 scores for baseline model using DummyClassifier with
strategy = stratified. MAE-score is seen in parenthesis.

Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Seven-Labelled Corpus
Validation set
M87
L97
M87+L97
0.12(2.32) 0.12(1.73) 0.13(2.00)
0.09(2.03) 0.11(1.63) 0.15(1.80)
0.15(1.55) 0.14(1.56) 0.14(2.01)

Table 7.4: Macro F-1 scores for baseline model using DummyClassifier with
strategy = stratified. MAE-score is seen in parenthesis.
ing to Pedregosa et al. (2011), depending on the dataset and classification
task, there are several strategy options for a baseline. The ”stratified” builtin strategy with the dummy classifier is said to, ”generate predictions by
respecting the training set’s class distribution” (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Because of the imbalanced class distribution in the KAL corpus, the
stratified option was chosen as the baseline strategy for the KAL corpus
classification task. The stratified parameter will predict based on the fact
that a certain percentage of the training data contains the most frequent
label.
Making a general prediction on the most frequent label is also an option
for a baseline model. However, this baseline approach would predict all
samples to be in the most frequent label class, which is less suited for
an imbalanced dataset like the KAL corpus. Making baseline predictions
placing all samples in the most frequent label class would give a misleading
prediction measurement of the smallest classes.
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the baseline results for the KAL corpus using
the M87 part and the L97 part. Tables 7.3 and 7.4 show the baseline
results for the three-labelled and seven-labelled corpus versions. These
tables show the macro F1 -scores, micro F1 -scores, and MAE-scores from the
evaluation on the models.
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7.2

M87 vs L97

This section focuses on the objectives of dimensions 1 and 2, where:
- Dimension 1 involves comparing classification results on M87 versus
L97.
- Dimension 2 investigates how classification on different class sets for
the KAL corpus influences classification results.
Results from TML experiments on M87 and L97 can be interesting in
terms of looking at classification trends when training and validating on
each of the two parts of the KAL corpus to see if there are any differences
between them.
Although the M87 and L97 grade schemes are said not to be directly
interchangeable, it is still interesting to investigate ways to transfer the two
parts towards a common grade scheme. The common grade schemes (three
and seven grade classes) make it possible to conduct further research on
the differences between M87 and L97. When M87 and L97 share a common
grade scheme, validation with either M87 or L97 can be carried out on both
the M87 and L97 models.
The M87 and L97 parts will be important for the final evaluation on the
test sets in chapter 10. As M87 and L97 represent the transition from the
M87 learning plan to the L97 learning plan, the tasks and evaluation goals
for the student essays may have changed during the transition. Essay tasks
that were given to the students in the M87 time period may be different
from the essay types found in the L97 part. It is interesting to see if a
model trained on the material from one of the two KAL corpus parts is
also capable of classifying material from the other KAL corpus part.
Additionally, the three-labelled and seven-labelled versions allow
for experiments with different class sets for classification. Conducting
experiments on three, five (M87), six (L97), and seven classes is possible
with the addition of the three-labelled and seven-labelled versions of the
KAL corpus.
Imbalanced class distribution is a problem for the AES task on the
KAL corpus, and especially grade(s) in the mid-spectrum on the grade
scales tend to accumulate the most samples. Therefore, experimenting on
different class sets can be useful in terms of comparing the result patterns
from classification with few classes (i.e. three-labelled version) versus more
classes (i.e. seven-labelled version). The three-labelled version is also
useful to get a more stable measurement of the macro F1 -score of a model
since all classes in the three-labelled validation sets contain more than ten
samples each.

7.2.1

M87

The M87 part of the KAL corpus consists of 909 essays for training and
102 essays for validation during development. M87 follows a five-point
grading scheme, and the distribution of samples in each class can be seen
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macro F1
micro F1
MAE

LogReg - M87
0.56
0.50
0.61

Table 7.5: Logistic Regression on M87 with class weight balanced.
in table 4.1 in chapter 4. The five grades in M87 are labelled Lg, Ng, G, M,
and S, which represent essay performance in an ascending order where Lg
is the lowest and S the highest grade. The stratified baseline model for M87
is shown in table 7.1.
An initial goal is for the model to achieve a higher performance score
than the baseline model. Table 7.1 shows a macro F1 -score of 0.22 for the
baseline model on the M87 part of the KAL corpus. The M87 LogReg
model yields a macro F1 -score of 0.56, as seen in table 7.5, which is an
improvement from the baseline model result.
The MAE-score for the M87 LogReg model is 0.61. The MAE-score
for the baseline model is at 0.77, which implies that the M87 LogReg
model makes predictions closer to the true labels compared with baseline.
Thus, the M87 LogReg model surpasses the stratified baseline model by
achieving a higher macro F1 -score, as well as a lower MAE-score.
The confusion matrix in figure 7.1 shows the classification result with
predicted labels against the true labels for the M87 LogReg model. Most
samples are classified towards the middle, which would be expected
because the majority-classes are centred towards the middle. However, the
balanced class weights seem to drive predictions towards the higher end
of the M87 grade scale, resulting in samples to be classified towards the
higher grades M and S.

Figure 7.1: Confusion matrix logistic regression on M87 with class weight
balanced.
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Table 4.1 from chapter 4, gives an overview of the sample distribution
for each class of the total M87 corpus and is a good indicator for the general
prediction pattern seen by the model on the M87 dataset. The mid-scoring
class, G, accounts for over 50% of all samples in the M87 validation set.
On both sides of G, the classes Ng and M have 16% and 21% of samples
each. This sample distribution means that the two classes on the edges of
the grade scale, Lg and S, contain only between 0.9% - 4% of the samples in
the M87 validation set.
The low sample content in the two minority-classes makes the results
vulnerable to random events. The macro F1 -score gives the same weight
to all classes present in the corpus, which means that the class F1 -score for
a small class is weighted the same as a larger class when calculating the
macro F1 -score for all classes. In the confusion matrix, the only sample in
the class Lg is classified to its true label. This means that the class F1 -score
for Lg is 1, and will increase the macro F1 -score significantly. It is not easy
to verify how well the model predicts the Lg class because validation is
done with only one sample which cannot tell if the same predictions will
be reproduced for Lg if presented with more samples.
The confusion matrix in figure 7.1 reveals that most samples are
classified along the diagonal with the true labels, leaving wrong predictions
in the corners opposite to the true-labelled diagonal empty. Most samples
are classified towards the middle-scoring class, G. This result should not be
totally unexpected as 50% of the samples are labelled G in M87, according
to the distribution in table 4.1. Samples that are incorrectly predicted
seem to be predicted towards higher grades than their true labels. This
observation may be caused by balanced class weights as it will stretch the
prediction spectrum, driving predictions also towards the minority-classes.
Consequently, it looks like predictions tend towards the highest grades, M
and S.
The M87 LogReg model’s prediction of the grades Ng and M are
interesting in terms of the model achieving a recall score above 0.5 for both
grades. Rather than solely focusing on the macro F1 -score for the model,
the results from the confusion matrix can be compared with table 5.3, which
provides an overview of marking differences between human raters on the
essays. This comparison is interesting because it is observed that in about
30% of the instances where essays were given the grade Ng, one of the
human graders would give a higher assessment. About 45% of the essays
marked M had one human grader that would give a lower assessment.
Interestingly, the M87 LogReg model would classify about 29% of the Ng
essays in the G-class.
The variance between grades given by human raters on the same essays
illustrates that essay marking differs depending on the human grader. Such
variance amongst the human graders on the KAL corpus can be compared
with the results in the confusion matrix from the supervised classification
on the KAL corpus, and it may illustrate that the model in some classes
show a similar variance pattern predicting essay grades as the human
raters.
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macro F1
micro F1
MAE

LogReg - L97
0.31
0.38
0.82

Table 7.6: Logistic Regression on L97 with class weight balanced.

Figure 7.2: Logistic Regression on the L97 corpus with class weight
balanced.

7.2.2

L97

The L97 part of the KAL corpus consists of 756 essays for training and 84
essays for validation during development. L97 follows a six-point grade
scheme, and the distribution of samples in each class can be seen in table
4.2 from chapter 4. The six grades in L97 are labelled 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6,
and represent student performance in ascending order, where grade 1 is
the lowest- and 6 the highest-scoring grade.
Table 7.6 shows results from experiments on the L97 part of the KAL
corpus that includes a LogReg model to predict the essay grades. The L97
baseline model macro F1 -score is provided in table 7.2.
An initial result is that the LogReg model achieves a higher macro F1 score compared with the baseline macro F1 -score for AES tasks on L97. The
baseline macro F1 -score is 0.15, while the L97 LogReg model achieves a
macro F1 -score of 0.31. This result is a good indicator that the model is
capable of predicting grades for L97 essays based on TML with feature
extraction, producing a macro F1 -score that is higher than merely guessing
the class distribution. The L97 LogReg model also yields an MAE-score of
0.82, which is a 0.38 decrease from the baseline result.
The L97 LogReg model’s predictions can be seen in the confusion matrix
in figure 7.2. Similar to the tendencies from the M87 LogReg model, the
confusion matrix for the L97 LogReg model shows that essay classification
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is concentrated towards the middle. In the L97 validation set, classes 1 and
6 have the least number of samples, and there is only one sample labelled
as the grade 1. In figure 7.2, no correct predictions are made on the grade 1.
There is, however, one incorrect prediction on the grade 1 on a sample that
has the true label 2.
On the opposite end of the L97 grade scale, three samples in the
validation set are labelled with the grade 6. From figure 7.2, the L97 LogReg
model correctly predicts two essays as the grade 6, and only one essay is
incorrectly predicted as the grade 5. Seeing that the grade 5 is a smaller
class than grades 3 and 4, it may indicate that the model makes strong
predictions on the grade 6. Because essays in the validation set with the
label 6 only contain three samples, results may be less reliable in terms
of reproducing predictions on essays that are considered to represent the
grade 6. Although the L97 class distribution is centred towards the middle,
it is an interesting observation that the grade 6 has two samples that are
correctly predicted by the L97 LogReg model.
With the class predictions in the middle of the L97 grade scale (3 and
4), there is more variation in the predicted labels versus true labels than
with the grades 1 and 6. As discussed above, the grades 1 and 6 have small
sample pools, which can weaken the reliability of the classification results
for these two classes. This is visualised in the confusion matrix in figure
7.2, where the model shows a tendency of more wrong predictions, the
more samples it has to classify. This observation should be kept in mind
when working with a small dataset like the KAL corpus, because the small
classes may not be able to reproduce a similar result if predictions are to be
made on a higher number of samples.
Although the sample distribution in L97 is not ideal, it is interesting
to see that the LogReg confusion matrix in the two corners opposite of
the true-labelled diagonal yield no wrong predictions. Essays seem to
be placed fairly along the true-labelled diagonal, revealing that, although
most essays are not predicted to their true label, the majority of incorrect
predictions are mostly in the neighbouring class of an essay’s true label.
The classification results may be compared with the level of agreement that
was found among the human graders for the KAL corpus in table 5.3 from
chapter 5 because, in some cases, the human graders did not agree on a
grade in the assessment.
The examiners did not land on the same grade in 25% - 30% of the
cases, as seen in table 5.3. The highest disagreement between examiners
is between the grades 3 and 4. This comparison implies that the model’s
results could be allowed to have some instances of incorrect classifications,
especially between the grades 3 and 4, as it would be similar to the
variations seen with the KAL human graders.

7.2.3

Three-labelled Version

Dimension 2 investigates classification on different class sets. The threelabelled M87 and L97 version conversions are explained in chapter 5;
section 5.2.2.
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Three-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.59 0.48
0.60
0.60 0.54
0.58
0.60 0.53
0.57

Table 7.7: Macro F1-score for logistic regression for three-labelled version
with class weight balanced.

Figure 7.3: Confusion matrix logistic regression three-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and evaluated on M87.
The three-labelled version of the KAL corpus provides an option for
experiments on essay grading using fewer classes than the original M87
(five grades) and L97 (six grades), and thus, attempt to even out some of the
class distribution imbalance in the dataset. This means that the macro F1 score may provide a more stable estimate for evaluation because all classes
in the three-labelled version contain more than ten samples each. The
grades on a three-point grade scale can be interpreted to express a below(F), on- (P), or above-average (A) performance evaluation of the essays.
Additionally, the three-labelled version makes it possible to compare
the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus since both parts are converted
into the same grade scheme. The M87 and the L97 model can be evaluated
on either M87, L97, or M87+L97 data. Performance metrics, such as
the macro F1 -score and MAE-score from experiments with the M87 and
L97 models, can be compared against each other. These experiments are
interesting because they can indicate if a model is capable of classifying
essays from another learning plan since M87 and L97 originate from the
transition from one learning plan (M87) to a new learning plan (L97).
Baseline model results for the three-labelled version are shown in table
7.3 with macro F1 -scores and MAE-scores. Results from experiments with
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Figure 7.4: Confusion matrix logistic regression three-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and evaluated on L97.
the three-labelled LogReg models can be seen in table 7.7. Confusion
matrices for the three-labelled LogReg models are provided in figures
7.3 and 7.4. The two confusion matrices show classification results from
training and validation on the three-labelled M87 and L97 versions.
Comparing the baseline model macro F1 -score with the macro F1 -score
produced from the three-labelled LogReg models shows that the LogReg
models surpass the stratified baseline model. This result provides a good
indication that the models are capable of predicting essays on a three-point
scheme beyond results based on only random guesses by a baseline model.
Table 7.7 shows that models trained on three-labelled M87, L97, or
a merged version of M87+L97 classifying corresponding validation sets,
yield similar macro F1 -score results ranging between 0.54 (L97) and 0.59
(M87) macro F1 -score. But, the type of validation set tried on each model
seems to yield different results, indicating that M87 essays are easier for all
of the three-labelled models to classify. The most interesting observation
is that even the three-labelled L97 LogReg model yields a higher macro
F1 -score classifying M87 essays compared with classifying L97 essays.
Before making conclusions on the model’s performance on M87 versus
L97 essays, it should be noted that the M87 validation set contains 18 more
essays than the L97 validation set. This means that predictions on the
smallest classes will have a stronger impact on the macro F1 -score when
classifying the L97 validation set because of fewer samples in these classes
compared with the M87 validation set.
The MAE-scores are shown in table 7.8, and can be a useful evaluation
metric together with the macro F1 -score because of the instabilities
evaluating the models with the macro F1 -score. Table 7.8 shows that the
MAE-score for the three-labelled M87, L97, and M87+L97 LogReg models
are similar when the models are classifying essays from the validation sets
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Three-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.43 0.56
0.49
0.40 0.44
0.42
0.42 0.49
0.45

Table 7.8: Mean absolute error for logistic regression three-labelled version.
that correspond with the training material for the models. As with the
macro F1 -scores, the MAE-scores show that the M87 validation set seems
easier for the three-labelled LogReg models to predict correctly. All threelabelled LogReg models experience a higher MAE-score when predicting
essays from the L97 validation set, indicating bigger classification mistakes
on L97 essays than on M87 essays.
The size of the KAL corpus should be taken into consideration when
looking at the results described above. The overall size of available data
from the KAL corpus is an important factor that should be considered when
M87 and L97 are compared against each other. Because the KAL dataset is
small, it is more vulnerable to random events, such as differences between
M87 and L97 when splitting the training, validation, and test sets. Splitting
the validation sets for M87 and L97 may randomly lead to more essays in
the M87 validation set to have more class-specific features that are easier
to predict based on the training material in both the M87 and L97 models.
These random events would be less prevalent in a bigger dataset where
there would be a more varied sample distribution for all classes in both
training and validation sets.

7.2.4

Seven-labelled Version

The seven-labelled corpus version involves seven grades for classification.
The grade 3.5 is an added grade where the goal is to create further nuance
in the mid-spectrum of the grade scale for classification. Opposed to the
central purpose of the three-labelled version, where a goal is to achieve
more samples in the smallest classes, the seven-labelled corpus aims to
further refine classification by investigating class boundaries within the
mid-classes in the KAL corpus.
The creation of the 3.5 grade in the seven-labelled corpus is in some
ways comparable with the initial goal for the KAL project in general. The
study was conducted to see if, among other things, the very large G-grade
in M87 could be separated into the grades 3 and 4 for L97. Similarly, the
seven-labelled version tries to be more detailed in the evaluation of essays
by further separating the middle section of grades into the added 3.5-grade.
Thus, the seven-labelled version includes the grades 1, 2, 3, 3.5, 4, 5, and 6,
and represents student performance in an ascending order, where grade 1
is the lowest grade and 6 is the highest grade. Grade conversion for M87
and L97 into the seven-labelled corpus is described in chapter 5; section
5.2.3.
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Seven-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.41 0.25
0.34
0.23 0.22
0.23
0.25 0.24
0.26

Table 7.9: Macro F1-score logistic regression seven-labelled version.

Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Seven-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
1.05 1.19
1.11
1.10. 1.21
1.15
1.00 1.14
1.06

Table 7.10: Mean absolute error for logistic regression seven-labelled
version.
Baseline model results with macro F1 -scores for the seven-labelled
LogReg models are shown in table 7.4. The macro F1 -scores from
experiments with the seven-labelled LogReg models can be seen in table
7.9 and the MAE-scores are provided in table 7.10. Confusion matrices for
the seven-labelled M87 and L97 LogReg models are shown in figures 7.5
and 7.6.
Table 7.9 reveals a 0.41 macro F1 -score for validation of seven-labelled
M87 essays with the M87 model, which is a 0.29 increase in macro F1 -score
from the baseline model. Also, the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model on the
L97 validation set achieves higher macro F1 -score than the baseline model.

Figure 7.5: Confusion matrix logistic regression seven-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and evaluated on M87.
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Figure 7.6: Confusion matrix logistic regression seven-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and evaluated on L97.

The general observation from the seven-labelled LogReg models is
similar to what is seen with the three-labelled LogReg models described
in section 7.2.3. All three of the seven-labelled M87, L97, and M87+L97
LogReg models yield higher macro F1 -scores when classifying M87 essays
from the M87 validation set. There are hardly any differences in macro F1 scores when the model predicts L97 versus M87 essays when analysing
the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model’s macro F1 -score. However, with
the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model, there is a 0.16 drop in macro F1 score when the model predicts L97 essays from the L97 validation set
compared with predicting the M87 validation set with M87 essays. The
M87 validation set seems easier for the seven-labelled LogReg models to
correctly classify compared with the L97 validation set.
The MAE-scores in table 7.10 are lower for the seven-labelled M87
LogReg model than for the L97 model, where the higher MAE-score for L97
suggests that the model makes classification mistakes that are further away
from true labels compared with the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model.
The most interesting observation from the MAE-scores is that the sevenlabelled L97 LogReg model yields the highest MAE-score of all sevenlabelled LogReg models when classifying the L97 validation set. For the
seven-labelled models, the differences in classification performance on the
M87 and L97 validation sets may be explained by the difference in sample
distributions between classes in M87 and L97. Considering the MAE-score
together with the macro F1 -score, the seven-labelled M87 model stands out
as a more accurate model.
An initial impression of the seven-labelled M87 and L97 models’
confusion matrices in figures 7.5 and 7.6 is that predictions occur less
densely in the middle compared with classification results with three, five,
or six classes. A likely expected confusion matrix for an imbalanced dataset
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where most samples are in the mid-classes is to see that most instances after
classification are found in the middle of the grade scale. By adding the 3.5
class to the grade scale, the aim is to find a way to make one or two classes
in the middle less dense by distributing samples from the middle class(es)
that could belong to the added grade, 3.5.
Although the confusion matrices in figures 7.5 and 7.6 give the
impression that the seven-labelled M87 and L97 models classify more
samples into classes 2 and 5, table 5.5 from chapter 5 reveals important
information to consider in the analysis of the seven-labelled confusion
matrices. From table 5.5, it is clear that the sample distributions in the seven
classes have different patterns for M87 and L97.
The seven-labelled version has a different class distribution than what is
seen with the original M87 and L97 parts, where the density of the samples
creates a top point in the mid-class(es). The seven-labelled M87 version
has three top points in the class distribution because the classes 2, 3.5, and
5 have a similar sample distribution, and the classes 3 and 4 contain fewer
samples. The number of samples in 2 and 5 are almost equal to the 3.5 class.
In M87, the majority of the samples are placed in the class 5, but
the classes 2 and 3.5 are the second and third largest classes. Thus,
these three classes have a similar high sample density in M87. On the
validation set from the confusion matrix in figure 7.7, classification is
centred towards the three grades 2, 3.5, and 5 due to the higher number of
training and validation samples in these classes. Classification tasks on the
seven-labelled M87 version experience a problem where classified samples
accumulate in the three largest classes, with a possibility that the classes 3
and 4 become masked by 2, 3.5, and 5. Classification on the seven-labelled
M87 version may, therefore, lead to a more biased classification towards
the three classes 2, 3.5, and 5, where the model struggles to classify grades
3 and 4.
In L97, the majority of the samples are placed into the classes adjacent
to 3.5. Compared with M87, the L97 part has fewer samples in the 3.5 class
for training (L97: 84 vs M87: 292). The seven-labelled L97 version also has a
class distribution that may influence classification. Predictions concentrate
towards the classes 2, 3, 4, and 5. A general observation is that many
samples are placed in the classes below the true labels on the diagonal.
Also, balancing class weights on the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model
gives an indication of predictions being drawn into the smaller classes on
both sides of the classes 2, 3, 4, and 5, which gives incorrect classification
results that are spread further away from true labels. The classification
pattern seen in figure 7.6 on the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model on
the L97 validation set, shows that the sample distribution together with
balanced class weights may be the reason for a higher MAE-score on the
L97 validation set compared with the M87 validation set.
Also, the confusion matrix in figure 7.5 visualises that the only sample
labelled 1 from the M87 validation set is correctly classified, which highly
affects the macro F1 -score. Because the seven-labelled L97 model on the L97
validation set incorrectly predicts the one sample of label 1, it is clear that
the macro F1 -score will be lower than for the seven-labelled M87 LogReg
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Train/Val.
7
5
3

Class Set Conversion M87
Val.
7
5
3
0.41 (1.05) 0.58 (0.53) 0.61 (0.38)
0.56 (0.61) 0.57 (0.45)
0.59 (0.43)

Table 7.11: Macro F1 -score for logistic regression M87 class conversions.
MAE-scores are listed in parenthesis. Models are trained and validated on
seven, five, or three classes, and then the seven-labelled and original M87
models are evaluated on five, or three classes.
model on the M87 validation set. However, as discussed in previous
sections, the validation sets for seven-labelled M87 and L97 contain only
one sample each labelled as 1 and do not reflect a reliable result. This makes
it difficult to confidently identify a best-performing seven-labelled LogReg
model among the M87, L97 and M87+L97 versions.

7.2.5

Class Set Conversions

According to dimension 3, conducting experiments on corpus versions
that consist of different class sets can be interesting for investigating the
boundaries between grades, and to make a further comparison of the
experiments with different M87 and L97 TML models. By comparing the
macro F1 -scores and MAE-scores between some of the different class set
experiments, it is possible to evaluate seven-labelled classification results
on five or six labels, and then further convert evaluation to three labels.
7.2.5.1

M87 Seven to Five and Three Classes

The seven-labelled M87 model evaluated on five labels and three labels
reveal interesting macro F1 -scores.
Table 7.11 displays a matrix with the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model
evaluated as M87 and three-labelled models. The converted results are also
compared against the five-labelled M87 and three-labelled M87 LogReg
models in the table 7.11 matrix. It is interesting to see that the sevenlabelled M87 version shows a slight increase in macro F1 -score when the
class set is converted to the five-point scale compared with classifying
directly on a five-point grade scale with the M87 LogReg model.
As described above, the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model was
converted to be evaluated on the M87 five-point grade scheme. These
results can be further converted to follow a three-labelled grade scheme.
Experiments on the three-labelled M87 version is conducted directly on
three labels (described in section 7.2.3), where the model yields a macro
F1 -score of 0.59. The seven-labelled M87 result converted to three-labelled
version result yields a macro F1 -score which implies a slightly higher
performance for the seven-labelled M87 model when evaluated as a threelabelled version compared to the three-labelled M87 LogReg model itself.
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Grade
Lg
Ng
G
M
S

M87 Class-wise
Model
M87 M87 seven
1
1
0.55
0.49
0.52
0.64
0.52
0.55
0.20
0.21

Table 7.12: Class-wise F1 -score comparison for M87 model results vs sevenlabelled M87 to five classes conversion.
In addition to the seven-labelled M87 to three-labelled result conversion,
it is also possible to convert the original M87 model’s classification result
to a three-labelled version. Thus, the three-labelled M87 version can be
compared across three separate experiments. The M87 LogReg model
evaluated on three labels yields the lowest macro F1 -score of the threelabelled experiments on M87.
The results show that classifying on seven labels and evaluating on the
M87 five-point grade scheme and the three-labelled grade scheme, achieves
a slightly higher macro F1 -score than classification with the M87 LogReg
model. The MAE-scores presented in table 7.11 also show that the MAE
is lower for the seven-labelled M87 LogReg converted models compared
with the M87 LogReg model and the three-labelled M87 LogReg model. To
further compare the classification results and the differences between the
original M87 and the seven-labelled to five-labelled conversion results, it is
possible to look at classification performance class-wise. It is interesting
because the seven-labelled to five-labelled conversion seems to perform
better than direct classification on the M87 corpus, and thus, reveals some
effect of dividing the grade G into three separate classes, namely 3, 3.5, and
4.
Table 7.12 shows the class-wise F1 -scores for the M87 LogReg model.
The grade G yields a lower F1 -score on the M87 LogReg model compared
with the same grade on the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model. Another
increase in a class’ F1 -score for the seven-labelled M87 LogReg model
evaluated on five labels is the F1 -score for the grade M versus the M87
LogReg model with a slightly lower F1 -score on the same grade. The M87
LogReg model F1 -score for the grade Ng is higher than seven-labelled M87
LogReg model evaluated on five labels. The per class F1 -scores indicate
that establishing more classes compared with classifying on a large class
yields higher performance scores for the largest class G in the M87 part of
the KAL corpus.
7.2.5.2

L97 Seven to Six and Three Classes

A conversion from the seven-labelled version to L97 can be challenging
because of the L97 six-point grade scale and the two middle-scoring grades,
3 and 4. It is unknown after classification if the grade 3.5 should be
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Train/Val.
7
6
3

Class Set Conversion L97
Val.
7
6
3
0.22 (1.21) 0.261 (0.90)/0.282 (0.88) 0.51 (0.44)
0.31 (0.82)
0.54 (0.44)
0.54 (0.44)

Table 7.13: Macro F1 -score for logistic regression L97 class conversions.
MAE-scores are listed in parenthesis. Models are trained and validated
on seven, six, or three classes, and then the seven-labelled and original L97
models are evaluated on six, or three classes.

Grade
1
2
3
4
5
6

L97 Class-wise
Model
L97 L97 seven
0
0
0.40
0.29
0.39 0.431 /0.242
0.41 0.131 /0.462
0.36
0.37
0.31
0.33

Table 7.14: Class-wise F1 -score comparison for L97 model results vs sevenlabelled L97 to six classes conversion.
interpreted as the grade 3 or 4 on the L97 six point grade scale. To compare
the seven-labelled version with the L97 version, the conversion is done
with two variations:
• Version1 translates the grade 3.5 to 3 on the L97 grade scale.
• Version2 translates the grade 3.5 to 4 on the L97 grade scale.
Table 7.13 displays a matrix with the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model
evaluated on six labels (L97) and three labels. The converted results are
shown against the L97 LogReg model and three-labelled L97 LogReg model
in the table 7.13 matrix. Version1 and version2 do not yield higher macro F1 scores or lower MAE-scores than the L97 LogReg model. Version2 achieves
a slightly higher macro F1 -score and lower MAE-score than version1 .
Table 7.14 shows the F1 -scores per class for version1 and version2 versus
the L97 LogReg model. Class-wise, it is interesting to compare the L97
model and the seven-labelled to six-labelled converted results looking at
the F1 -scores in the two largest classes in L97, grades 3 and 4. There are
smaller differences between the F1 -scores of the class 3 after conversion
than in class 4. An interesting observation is that when a large class is
divided into smaller classes for classification, the F1 -score increases when
the smaller classes are evaluated as merged post-classification.
The version1 F1 -score for grade 3 shows a slight increase of when the
class is predicted as two classes and then evaluated as a merged grade 3
post-classification. In comparison with grade 3, grade 4 was not divided
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into more grades with version1 , and the version1 F1 -score for this grade
does not yield a higher F1 -score than the L97 LogReg model.
Version2 yields F1 -scores of 0.24 for grade 3 and 0.46 for grade 4 when
looking at the class-wise F1 -scores in table 7.14 . The grade 4 in version2
yields a small increase in F1 -score compared with the L97 LogReg model.
Grade 3 in version2 yields a lower F1 -score compared with the L97 LogReg
model. This is the same tendency as seen with the version1 . Large standalone classes from the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model, when evaluated
on a six-point grade scheme, yield higher F1 -scores than the L97 LogReg
model.
The L97 LogReg model evaluated on three labels yields a macro F1 -score
of 0.54. Version1 and version2 can be converted to a three-labelled grade
scheme, where the macro F1 -score is 0.51. The three-labelled versions1+2
yield the same macro F1 -scores as the three-labelled L97 LogReg model.
The three-labelled versions1+2 result in a higher F1 -score in the largest
class compared with the L97 LogReg converted to three-labelled model.
The F1 -score for the grades F and A are lower for version1 and version2
than both the L97 LogReg model evaluated on three classes and the threelabelled L97 model. The largest class P yields a higher F1 -score with
versions1+2 compared with the three-labelled L97 LogReg model, but it
yields a lower F1 -score for both class F and A than the three-labelled L97
LogReg model. Again, the tendency seems to be higher F1 -score for the
class that is classified as two classes and then merged to become the P class
in L97.
Conversion of the seven-labelled L97 LogReg model to evaluate on
a six-point and three-point grade scale yields more correct predictions
for the majority-classes than the L97 LogReg model. These results may
indicate that larger classes have better predictions when divided into
smaller classes for classification and then converted to the original larger
classes by merging classes post-classification.

7.3

Merging M87 + L97

Section 7.3 focuses on dimension 4, which include experiments with
combining the M87 and L97 parts into a unified M87+L97 training and
validation set. The objective of merging the two parts is to create more
data material for the classifier. The three-labelled version and the sevenlabelled version allow for training and validating on a merged M87+L97
dataset because both parts follow a common grade scheme with either three
or seven classes.
Baseline macro F1 -scores can be seen in table 7.3 and table 7.4 for the
M87+L97 three and seven-labelled versions. All M87+L97 models yield
higher macro F1 -scores than the baseline results.
Table 7.9 shows that the seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model yields
a slightly higher macro F1 -score classifying the seven-labelled M87+L97
validation set compared with classifying the seven-labelled M87 and L97
validation sets separately. The difference in macro F1 -score for the seven69

Figure 7.7: Confusion matrix logistic regression seven-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and tested on M87+L97.
labelled M87+L97 LogReg model is minimal, differing 0.01-0.02 in macro
F1 -score between the performance of the classifier on the three different
validation sets. The seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model seems to have
nearly the same performance in macro F1 -score on all of the three sevenlabelled M87, L97, and M87+L97 validation sets.
Table 7.10 provides the MAE-score for the seven-labelled M87, L97, and
M87+L97 LogReg models. The seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model
seems to make fewer predictions far away from a class’ true label when
predicting essays from the M87 validation set, looking at the MAE-scores.
The MAE-score for predicting M87 essays is lower than predictions made
on L97 essays, where the seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model shows
an increased MAE-score of 0.14 when classifying the L97 validation set
compared to the M87 validation set. This observation is a tendency
discussed in section 7.2.4, where the M87 validation set seems easier for
a model to correctly predict compared with the L97 validation set.
The results from the experiments with implementing a LogReg model
on the three- and seven-labelled versions may provide some indicators
about converting essays into a common grade scale, and attempt to merge
the M87 and L97 parts to become a unified dataset. The macro F1 -scores
for the seven- and three-labelled M87+L97 models reveal that they do not
yield much higher performance results compared with the M87 and L97
models. An indicator that the seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg version
may deliver a similar or lower macro F1 -score can be seen in the figure
7.7 confusion matrix, where the model yields no correct predictions on the
class 1. Also, the three-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model’s confusion matrix
in figure 7.8 displays similar tendencies to the three-labelled M87 LogReg
model in figure 7.3 and the three-labelled L97 LogReg model in figure 7.4.
The imbalance of the data size and the small size of the datasets of
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Figure 7.8: Confusion matrix logistic regression three-labelled version with
class weight balanced. Trained and tested on M87+L97.
the M87 and the L97 parts are prone to uncertainties when evaluating
performance on an M87+L97 dataset. The M87 part contains more student
essays, and thus, may favour training and validation on the M87 part
unintentionally.
The macro F1 -score as an evaluation metric on the KAL corpus is highly
influenced by a classifier’s ability to classify the minority-classes correctly.
Seeing that both the M87 and L97 validation sets contain only 1 sample of
the lowest grade, 1, each, and below ten samples of the highest grade, 6,
the predictions made on these two classes may heavily affect the macro F1 score. Because the sample sizes in the two classes 1 and 6 are less than ten
samples in each class, the F1 -scores are vulnerable to random factors, such
as splitting of the corpus. The grade 1-text in the M87 validation set may be
very typical and easier to predict, whereas the sample with the same grade
in the L97 validation set can be an untypical sample that will be harder to
correctly predict as a grade 1.
Another important factor discussed in section 7.2.4 is the shift of
sample distribution in the seven-labelled M87 and L97 versions. There is
a difference in sample distribution across the classes between the sevenlabelled M87 and L97 versions. This difference in sample distribution
between the seven-labelled M87 and L97 parts may impact classification
with a seven-labelled M87+L97 model.

7.3.1

Class Set Conversions with Merged M87+L97

The seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg model is compared with the M87
and L97 LogReg model and the three-labelled LogReg models by doing
a conversion of classification results from seven classes to six, five, and
three classes. The conversion results are compared with the three-labelled
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Train/Val.
7
3

Class Set Conversion
Merged M87+L97
Eval.
7
3
0.26 (1.06) 0.56 (0.43)
0.57 (0.45)

Table 7.15: Macro F1 -score for logistic regression merged M87+L97 class
conversions. MAE-scores are listed in parenthesis. The merged M87+L97
model is trained and validated on seven classes and evaluated on three
classes.
M87+L97 model’s result to see if the classification on three labels yields a
better result when implementing a seven-labelled model.
The same type of experiments are described in section 7.2.5 for the M87
and L97 models. The M87 and L97 conversion results indicate that, in some
cases, a seven-labelled model yields higher macro F1 -scores for a threelabelled classification task compared with a three-labelled model.
The M87+97 conversion results are shown in table 7.15. The macro F1 score for the three-labelled M87+L97 model is similar to the macro F1 -score
of the converted seven-labelled results. It seems likely that a seven-labelled
M87+L97 model delivers similar results for a three-labelled classification
task to a three-labelled model. Also, the MAE-scores for the two models
are nearly the same, which indicate a similar degree of classification errors
on the KAL corpus.
Compared with classification results for a three-labelled task implementing an M87 or L97 model, both the seven-labelled M87+L97 and threelabelled M87+L97 models yield higher macro F1 -scores compared with the
seven-labelled L97 LogReg model. The seven-labelled M87+L97 model
evaluated on a three-point grade scheme shows an increase in macro F1 score, and a slight increase in macro F1 -score for the same M87+L97 model
compared to the L97 LogReg model evaluated on three classes. The sevenlabelled M87 model results evaluated on three classes results yields the
highest macro F1 -score with a 0.5 increase in F1 -score compared with the
M87+L97 model when evaluated on a three-point grade scale.
The overall observation seems to be that the TML models produce
similar or even higher F1 -scores and lower MAE-scores when the M87 part
and L97 part are treated as two separate corpora compared to one merged
M87+L97 corpus.

7.4

Learning Algorithms

Section 7.4 focuses on dimension 5, which involves establishing the best
TML model for AES on the KAL corpus by comparing the three different
classifiers on the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus. Experiments
with learning algorithms for TML based on feature extraction includes
classification with LogReg, LinReg, and SGD. Background information on
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Class-wise M87 and L97
Grade M87
Grade L97
Lg
1
1
0
Ng
0.55
2
0.40
G
0.52
3
0.39
M
0.52
4
0.41
S
0.20
5
0.36
6
0.31
Table 7.16: Class-wise F1 -score for M87 and L97 logistic regression model.
the three TML models is provided in chapter 6; section 6.2.1 for LogReg,
section 6.2.2 for linear regression, and section 6.2.3 for SGD.

7.4.1

Logistic Regression

The logistic regression experiments in section 7.4.1 use Scikit-Learn’s
logistic regression model with balanced class weights, no regularisation,
StandardScaler, and with all combined categories of textual features (see
section 6.1). `2 regularisation was tested in early experiments but showed
lower performance on the models compared with using no regularisation.
Section 7.4.1.1 includes experiments with the LogReg model having the
class weights setting none. Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show baseline results for
M87 and L97. All LogReg models yield higher macro F1 -scores than the
baseline results.
A challenge for the LogReg model can be predicting imbalanced
datasets. Therefore, it is interesting to also look into the class-wise F1 -scores
for LogReg on M87 and L97 to see how the sample distribution may affect
the predictions made by the LogReg model.
As mentioned, the imbalanced distribution of the KAL corpus places
over half of all samples in the mid-classes (see chapter 4; section 4.3.1). With
the LogReg model, it is expected that most predictions tend toward these
mid-classes, as they consist of the most training samples. The class weights
of the LogReg model are set to balanced to compensate for the imbalanced
classes in the KAL corpus. This means that the class weights are inversely
proportional to the number of training samples in each class, as opposed to
evaluating all class weights to equal one (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
Table 7.16 shows the class-wise F1 -scores for predictions made by the
M87 and L97 LogReg models.
The tendency for the M87 LogReg model seems to be more consistent
scores in the mid-spectrum of the grade scale (Ng, G, and M). The lowestscoring grade, Lg, has a remarkable F1 -score of 1, but the validity of this
score can be deceiving, as there is only one sample labelled as Lg in the
validation set.
The correct prediction of the Lg-sample affects the macro F1 -score, and
may make the macro F1 -score a less stable evaluation metric as both class
Lg and class S contain less than ten samples each. However, the macro F1 score is chosen as an evaluation metric because a goal is to evaluate the
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classifiers’ ability to also predict the minority-classes.
An interesting observation from the M87 LogReg classification results
is the 0.20 F1 -score of the class S. Two out of the four samples are predicted
to the correct class, which gives a recall class score of 0.50. Although the
M87 dataset is imbalanced, it seems like the M87 LogReg model does make
predictions across all classes in the M87 validation set when balancing the
class weights of the dataset.
The L97 LogReg model also shows tendencies to make predictions that
are spread across the six classes in the L97 dataset. The only sample of
the grade 1 is incorrectly predicted, as illustrated in the confusion matrix
in figure 7.2. The class with the lowest F1 -score, apart from label 1, is the
grade 6, which yields an F1 -score of 0.31, with two out of three samples
correctly predicted.
Many of the classification mistakes are made more than one class away
from the class’ true label, as seen in the L97 confusion matrix in figure
7.2. The MAE-score for the L97 LogReg model indicates some degree of
predictions further away from the true labels. When classifying the L97
validation set, the L97 LogReg model seems to make larger classification
mistakes on classes 3, 4, and 5. This tendency may be caused by balancing
the class weights to even out the majority versus minority weight for all of
the classes.
Giving equal weights to all classes seem to yield predictions that are
more spread out in the classes of the validation sets. Logistic regression
experiments with equal class weights are further described in section
7.4.1.1. Opposed to the previous statements regarding classification
challenges on imbalanced class sets and classification in the KAL corpus
tending towards the largest mid-classes, it is interesting to see that
predictions are spread across all classes, and certain classification mistakes
are made more than one or two classes away from the true labels. The L97
LogReg model reveals predictions across all classes in the L97 dataset with
balanced class weights, indicating less density tending towards the largest
classes in the mid-spectrum of the L97 grade scale.
In addition to the M87 and L97 LogReg models, it is also interesting to
further look at the three-labelled and seven-labelled LogReg models. The
three-labelled LogReg models are trained on fewer classes, where there are
more samples in the smallest classes, F and A. The macro F1 -scores for the
three-labelled LogReg models lie in the range of approximately 0.40 - 0.50,
and the MAE-score approximately between 0.50-0.60. The macro F1 -score
and the MAE-score are useful metrics for comparison of the LogReg model
against the LinReg model (see section 7.4.2) and the SGD model (see section
7.4.3).
The seven-labelled LogReg results can be analysed to see if there are
tendencies of predictions towards only the largest classes. From the
confusion matrices in figures 7.5 and 7.6, samples from the smallest classes,
Lg and S for M87 1 and 6 for L97, reveal correct predictions. These
observations are important for the M87 and L97 imbalanced datasets for
establishing the best performing TML AES models on the KAL corpus, as
correct predictions on the small classes are challenging for AES tasks.
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Class weight
None
balanced

Model
M87 L97
0.56 0.31
0.56 0.31

Table 7.17: Macro F1 -score for M87 and L97 logistic regression with
class weights = None vs class weights = balanced.

Class weight
None
balanced

Model
M87 L97
0.38 0.63
0.61 0.82

Table 7.18: MAE-score for M87 and L97 LogReg with class weights = None
vs class weights = balanced.
A general observation with the LogReg model on the KAL corpus is its
ability to classify some instances of smaller classes in the datasets correctly.
The small classes in the KAL corpus are challenging for the TML models to
predict due to shortage in the data material. However, the balanced class
weights with the LogReg model seem to yield F1 -scores above 0 for most
classes in the KAL corpus.
7.4.1.1

Class Weights

The LogReg models with balanced class weights yield predictions across
all classes present in the classification task forcing predictions away from
the largest classes to tend towards including also the smaller classes. An
interesting experiment on the LogReg models is to experiment with the
class weight parameter set to none (equal class weights). As opposed to the
class weights being balanced, equal class weights will evaluate all classes to
have the same weighting during classification, which is defaulted to 1.0 for
all classes with Scikit-Learn’s LogReg model. This means that the uneven
sample distribution in the KAL corpus is not considered, as all classes are
weighted the same.
Table 7.17 shows the macro F1 -score for the M87 and L97 LogReg
models with and without balanced class weights. The first observation is
the same macro F1 -score for both balanced and equal class weights. The
confusion matrices in figures 7.9 and 7.10 for the M87 and L97 LogReg
models with equal class weights reveal classification patterns that look
different from the models with balanced class weights.
The MAE-scores are seen in table 7.18, which show a decrease in MAEscores when class weights are not balanced. The M87 LogReg model using
equal class weights achieves an MAE-score that is lower than with balanced
class weights. The L97 LogReg model shows a similar decrease in MAEscore when class weights are equal.
The confusion matrices in figures 7.9 and 7.10 for the M87 and L97
LogReg models with equal class weights, reveal that most predictions
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Figure 7.9: Confusion matrix logistic regression M87 and class weights =
None.

Figure 7.10: Confusion matrix logistic regression L97 and class weights =
None.
tend towards the majority-classes on the mid-spectrum of the grade scale.
Although the macro F1 -score for both M87 and L97 LogReg models when
class weights are equal yield the same macro F1 -score as balanced class
weights and the MAE-score for equal class weights are lower than with
balanced class weights, it should be considered that the equal class weights
LogReg models yield almost no correct predictions on the minority-classes.
The classification pattern seen with equal class weights is similar to
what would be expected with an imbalanced dataset. As the majorityclasses in M87 and L97 are in the mid-spectrum of the grade scales,
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macro F1
micro F1
MAE

LinReg - M87
0.35
0.65
0.37

macro F1
micro F1
MAE

Table 7.19: Linear Regression on
M87.

LinReg - L97
0.47
0.49
0.55

Table 7.20: Linear Regression on
L97.

predictions are centred towards majority-classes when all classes are
weighted equally. This means a LogReg model on the KAL corpus with
equal class weights can yield a recall score equal to zero for the minorityclasses. A zero recall-score for the minority-classes reveal that the model
retrieved no instances, neither correct nor incorrect. These results show
the importance of balancing the class weights in order to have the LogReg
model predict the minority-classes, even if the tendency is that the MAEscore decreases when predictions become centred towards the middle.
It is, however, difficult to draw any conclusions to what yields the best
performance between equal class weights versus balanced class weights.
This is because, although balanced class weights seem to yield correct
predictions on minority-classes, the majority of predictions on samples
in each class are not necessarily in the true-labelled diagonal. From the
confusion matrices for M87 and L97 LogReg model in figures 7.9 and
7.10 with equal class weights, the classification patterns reveal correct
predictions to be centred down the true-labelled diagonal. The difference
between equal class weights and balanced class weights show that LogReg
models implementing equal class weights can achieve similar macro F1 scores and lower MAE-scores compared with models with balanced class
weights. Implementing equal class weights with the KAL LogReg models
may result in challenges with predicting the minority-classes.

7.4.2

Linear Regression

Experiments with classification based on linear regression may yield
different results compared with the logistic regression experiments. Linear
regression itself is not a classification problem since the linear regression
output is arranged as continuous values. By placing the KAL essays on a
continuous scale, the linear regression scores may end up classifying the
essays into other classes than a logistic regression model will. The linear
regression results are converted to a classification problem by defining
threshold values for the KAL corpus’ classes, where classification is based
on sorting the KAL essays into classes according to the linear regression
scores. This is further elaborated in chapter 6; section 6.2.2.
The results from classification with linear regression can be compared
with the results from logistic regression to see if one model appears to be
better suited for the KAL corpus AES classification task. It is also possible
to compare results to see if the models behave differently on the different
versions of the KAL corpus.
All LinReg models yield higher macro F1 -scores than the baseline
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Class-wise M87 and L97
Grade M87
Grade L97
Lg
0
1
1
Ng
0.44
2
0.35
G
0.75
3
0.55
M
0.54
4
0.53
S
0.00
5
0.37
6
0
Table 7.21: Class-wise F1 -score for M87 and L97 linear regression model.
models. Tables 7.19 and 7.20 show the results from experiments with
LinReg models on the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus.
The comparison of macro F1 -scores from the M87 LinReg model and
the M87 LogReg model show a small decrease in macro F1 -score for the
M87 LinReg model. However, an interesting result is the higher macro
F1 -score for the L97 LinReg model compared with the L97 LogReg model,
revealing that the L97 LinReg model seems to be better at predicting the
L97 validation set compared with the L97 LogReg model. The L97 LinReg
model achieves a correct prediction of the only 1-sample, as well as a higher
content of samples correctly predicted along the true-labelled diagonal
compared with the L97 LogReg model.
The M87 LinReg model yields an MAE-score similar to the M87 LogReg
model with equal class weights. The MAE-score for the L97 LinReg model
is lower than the L97 LogReg model with equal class weights. The lower
MAE-scores for the L97 LinReg model indicates that wrong predictions are
closer to the true labels for the LinReg model compared with the LogReg
model.
The MAE-scores from the M87 and L97 LinReg models and the M87
and L97 LogReg models with equal class weights show a similar score
compared with the M87 and L97 LogReg models with balanced class
weights, where the MAE-score is higher. However, compared with LogReg
models with equal class weights, LinReg models seem to be better at
correctly predicting samples from the minority-classes.
Table 7.21 shows the class-wise F1 -scores from the M87 and the L97
LinReg models. The M87 LinReg model yields zero predictions of the
grades Lg and S, which contribute to a lower macro F1 -score. The Ng-class
has a 0.11 decrease in F1 -score for the M87 LinReg model compared with
the M87 LogReg model. The F1 -score for the majority-class, G, yields a
higher F1 -score with an increase of 0.23 with the M87 LinReg model from
the M87 LogReg model.
The confusion matrix in figure 7.11 shows a tendency of the M87 LinReg
model predicting most samples as grade G and most of the predictions, in
general, are placed into the grades Ng, G, and M. The M87 LinReg model
struggles to predict essays in the minority-classes, Lg and S, as seen in
figure 7.11.
The L97 LinReg model shows different tendencies from the M87 LinReg
model. The minority-class, 1, has an F1 -score of 1. Comparing the class78

Figure 7.11: Linear regression classification on the M87 corpus.

Figure 7.12: Linear regression classification on the L97 corpus.
wise L97 LinReg F1 -scores with the scores from the L97 LogReg model
with balanced class weights, the results present different tendencies for
the two models. Overall, the L97 LogReg model makes predictions on all
classes, which result in larger classification errors, whereas the predictions
are tending towards the mid-classes with the L97 LinReg model.
The correct prediction of the class 1 with the L97 LinReg model
influences an increase in the macro F1 -score. Additionally, the L97 LinReg
model keeps predictions closer to the true-labelled diagonal. The L97
LogReg model with balanced class weights makes correct predictions on
minority-classes, but experiences predictions to spread away from the
true-labelled diagonal. The L97 LogReg model with equal class weights
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Three-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.63 0.57
0.60
0.44 0.51
0.48
0.57 0.53
0.56

Table 7.22: Macro F1-score for linear regression on three-labelled version.

Train/Val
MAE

Three-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.29 0.36
0.33

Table 7.23: Mean absolute error for linear regression on three-labelled
version.

Figure 7.13: Confusion matrix linear regression on three-labelled version.
Trained and tested on M87+L97.
makes predictions along the true-labelled diagonal and the majorityclasses. However, L97 LinReg model is capable of correct predictions on
a minority-class, as well as having predictions centred towards the truelabelled diagonal compared with the L97 LogReg model with equal class
weights. Therefore, the L97 LinReg model seems better than both of the
L97 LogReg models.
The confusion matrix in figure 7.12 shows the prediction pattern from
the L97 LinReg model, where samples are predicted along the true-labelled
diagonal, with most instances of incorrect predictions placed in the true
labels’ neighbouring classes. The L97 LinReg model does not yield any
correct predictions on the grade 6, but two out of the three samples from
the L97 validation set labelled as 6 are predicted to the adjacent grade, 5.
Table 7.22 displays the results from experiments on the three-labelled
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Seven-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.31 0.30
0.32
0.21 0.38
0.34
0.28 0.25
0.28

Table 7.24: Macro F1-score for linear regression on seven-labelled version.

Train/Val
MAE

Seven-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.77 0.88
0.82

Table 7.25: Mean absolute error for linear regression seven-labelled version.
M87 and L97 LinReg models. The macro F1 -scores on the three-labelled
LinReg models are higher than on the three-labelled LogReg models. Also,
the three-labelled LinReg models yield lower MAE-scores (see table 7.23)
compared with the three-labelled LogReg model.
The confusion matrix in figure 7.13 shows the classification results from
the three-labelled M87+L97 LinReg model on the three-labelled M87+L97
validation set. The matrix gives the impression of a more balanced
confusion matrix than with LogReg from figure 7.8. The three-labelled
M87+L97 LinReg classifier does not predict any of the labels from the
minority-classes as an opposite label, e.g. no F’s are predicted as A’s. The
three-labelled M87+L97 LinReg model is the only three-labelled model that
shows empty corners in opposite corners from the true label diagonal.
Table 7.24 displays the results from experiments on the seven-labelled
M87, L97, and M87+L97 LinReg models. Interestingly, compared with the
seven-labelled M87 and L97 LogReg models, the seven-labelled LinReg
models yield higher macro F1 -scores predicting L97 essays from the L97
validation set. The MAE-scores, shown in table 7.25 for the seven-labelled
LinReg models, are lower compared with the seven-labelled LogReg
models (see table 7.10 in section 7.2.4).
The seven-labelled L97 validation set is more challenging for the sevenlabelled LogReg models to correctly predict compared with predicting
essays in the seven-labelled M87 validation set, as discussed in section
7.2.4. As seen in table 7.24, the seven-labelled L97 LinReg classifier achieves
a macro F1 -score similar to the best macro F1 -score achieved with the sevenlabelled M87 LogReg model.
Figure 7.14 shows the confusion matrix from the seven-labelled
M87+L97 model predicting the seven-labelled M87+L97 validation set.
The confusion matrix shows that predictions are placed close to the truelabelled diagonal. The seven-labelled M87+L97 LinReg model places more
samples in the middle of the matrix compared with the seven-labelled
M87+L97 LogReg model’s matrix. The seven-labelled M87+L97 LinReg
model yields a higher macro F1 -score than the seven-labelled M87+L97 Lo81

Figure 7.14: Confusion matrix linear regression on seven-labelled version.
Trained and tested on M87+L97.
gReg model.
A general observation seen from the confusion matrices for all LinReg
experiments on the KAL corpus is that the models have tendencies of
classifying towards the classes in the middle of the grade scale. This
may explain the lower MAE-scores seen with the LinReg models because
the majority of samples are placed towards the middle, and incidents of
classification towards both ends of the grade scale are rarely observed.
The observations of prediction patterns in the LinReg models show similar
tendencies as the LogReg models with equal class weights. This is an
interesting observation because the intention of sorting the essays based on
continuous value outputs from LinReg is to see if predictions show fewer
tendencies of accumulating towards the middle compared with a LogReg
model.
Although the LinReg models struggle to predict the minority-classes,
the results reveal higher F1 -scores for majority-class predictions for the
LinReg models compared with the LogReg models. Considering this
observation, the essay scores of continuous values from LinReg used for
classification seem to help reach more of the essays that belong in the
majority-classes.
The LinReg method has been useful for the AES classification task on
the KAL corpus, as there seem to be certain features that show a linear
relationship between the feature and the grade given by the human raters.
Interestingly, the results using the L97 LinReg model to classify the L97
validation set reveals an improved macro F1 -score and a lower MAE-score
compared with the L97 LogReg model with both equal class weights and
balanced class weights. This result shows that the essays in the L97 part of
the KAL corpus may display a more linear relationship between features
and grades compared with the M87 part, which seems to yield better
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macro F1
micro F1
MAE

SGD - M87
0.39
0.55
0.56

macro F1
micro F1
MAE

Table 7.26: SGD on M87.

SGD - L97
0.30
0.39
0.83

Table 7.27: SGD on L97.

performance scores with the LogReg models.

7.4.3

Stochastic Gradient Descent Classifier

SGD is used to see if the results can improve from classification with
LogReg and LinReg models. The SGD experiments are conducted using
balanced class weights and `1 regularisation.
All SGD models yield higher macro F1 -scores on the validation sets than
the baseline models from section 7.1. Tables 7.26 and 7.27 show the macro
F1 -scores for the M87 and the L97 SGD classifier model. The M87 SGD
model on the M87 validation set yields a slightly higher macro F1 -score
than the M87 LinReg model, but a lower macro F1 -score compared with
the M87 LogReg model. The M87 SGD model has a similar MAE-score as
the M87 LogReg model, where the M87 LinReg model yields the lowest
MAE-score out of the three TML models.
The L97 SGD model on the L97 validation set yields the lowest macro
F1 -score among the three L97 TML models. However, there is only a 0.01
difference in macro F1 -score between the L97 SGD classifier model and the
L97 LogReg model, but the MAE-score for the L97 SGD model is higher
than the MAE-score of the L97 LinReg model. The L97 SGD model yields
an MAE-score similar to the L97 LogReg model.
Table 7.28 displays class-wise F1 -scores for the M87 and L97 SGD model.
The M87 SGD model shows 0 predictions of the grade Lg, while the grade
S has an F1 -score of 0.21. Both the M87 SGD model and the M87 LogReg
model yield F1 -scores in the range of 0.50-0.60 per class for the three midclasses Ng, G, and M.
The L97 SGD model yields 0-F1 -scores for the class 1. The tendency is
similar to the L97 LinReg model, where predictions seemed to be directed
towards the majority-classes in the middle of the grade scale. The L97
SGD model struggles more compared with the L97 LogReg model correctly
Class-wise M87 and L97
Grade M87
Grade L97
Lg
0
1
0
Ng
0.59
2
0.41
G
0.62
3
0.36
M
0.52
4
0.51
S
0.21
5
0.22
6
0.29
Table 7.28: Class-wise F1 -score for M87 and L97 SGD classifier model.
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Train/Val
M87
L97
M87+L97

Three Labelled Corpus
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.55 0.49
0.53
0.56 0.54
0.55
0.48 0.52
0.50

Table 7.29: Macro F1-score for SGD on three-labelled version.

Train/Val
MAE

Three Labelled Corpus
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.48 0.45
0.48

Table 7.30: Mean absolute error for SGD on three-labelled version.
classifying essays labelled 5. The L97 SGD model yields higher F1 -scores for
grades 2 and 4 than the L97 LogReg model.
Table 7.29 shows the results from experimenting on the three-labelled
version. The three-labelled SGD models have higher macro F1 -scores
compared with three-labelled LogReg models, but lower macro F1 -scores
than the LinReg models. However, the three-labelled SGD models have
slightly higher MAE-scores, as seen in table 7.30, than the three-labelled
LogReg and LinReg models. This indicates that the SGD models display a
higher rate of incorrect predictions with longer distances from the samples’
true labels. The majority of three-labelled SGD model experiments are in
the 0.5-range for the macro F1 -score. In the confusion matrix from the threelabelled M87+L97 SGD model in figure 7.15, there are incorrect predictions
for all labels.

Figure 7.15: Confusion matrix SGD on three-labelled version. Trained and
tested on M87+L97.
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Train
M87
L97
M87+L97

Seven Labelled Corpus
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.25 0.17
0.23
0.19 0.19
0.20
0.18 0.16
0.18

Table 7.31: Macro F1-score for SGD on seven-labelled version.

Train/Val
MAE

Seven-Labelled Version
Validation set
M87 L97 M87+L97
1.07 1.18
1.40

Table 7.32: Mean absolute error for SGD seven-labelled version.

Figure 7.16: Confusion matrix SGD on seven-labelled version. Trained and
tested on M87+L97.
Table 7.31 shows the macro F1 -scores from experiments on the sevenlabelled version with SGD classification. The three seven-labelled SGD
models yield the lowest macro F1 -score compared with the seven-labelled
LogReg and LinReg models. Also, the MAE-scores shown in table 7.32 are
the highest among the three types of TML models for the seven-labelled
version.
The confusion matrix from the seven-labelled M87+L97 SGD model
in figure 7.16 is somewhat similar to the seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg
confusion matrix in figure 7.7. The SGD confusion matrix shows that the
model is unable to correctly predict the two samples from the class 1.
The model correctly predicts four out of seven samples from the class 6.
The other labels are distributed as incorrectly predicted in multiple labels,
which can explain the high MAE-score for the seven-labelled SGD models
compared with the seven-labelled LogReg and LinReg models.
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The overall results reveal that the SGD models yield similar macro
F1 -score to the LogReg models and generally higher MAE-scores than
the LogReg models. The impression is that the LogReg models and the
LinReg models yield higher performance scores for TML on the KAL
corpus compared with the SGD model. The LogReg models and the LinReg
models yield the best performance scores depending on the type of training
and validation material (M87 versus L97).

7.5

Feature Selection

Section 7.5 and dimension 6 is about feature selection. Background
information on feature selection for TML experiments is explained in
chapter 6 section 6.3. The features are further elaborated in section 6.1
explaining feature extraction, which also provides an overview of all
feature abbreviations used to identify features shown in tables 6.1, 6.2, and
6.3.
Logistic Regression
M87
• EssayLen, AvgWordLen, NumSent, PercLongSent, PercShortSent,
PercLongWords, NumComplex, NumUnique, NumSpell, NumArgWords,
TagNum, VerbsNum, PronNum, TTR, DepOver4, VerbsPerc, PronPerc, PercArgWords
L97
• AvgWordLen, NumSent, PercLongSent, NumShortSent, NumComplex, PercComplex, NumUnique, NumArgWords, TagNum, NounsNum, VerbsNum, PronNum, AdpNum, Noun/Verb, TTR, DepOver4, AvgDepth, VerbsPerc
Linear Regression
M87
• EssayLen, NumSent, NumShortSent, NumUnique, NounsNum,
LexDens, TTR, ModRatio, NounsPerc, VerbsPerc, AdverbsPerc, PercUnique
L97
• EssayLen, NumSent, NumUnique, TagNum, VerbsNum, LexDens,
TTR, ModRatio, NounsPerc, VerbsPerc, AdverbsPerc, PercUnique
SGD Classifier
M87
• AvgWordLen, PercLongSent, NumShortSent, PercShortSent, PercLongWords, NumComplex, NumUnique, NumSpell, AdjNum,
TTR, DepOver4, AvgDepth, DeepestDepth, VerbsPerc, PronPerc, PercUnique
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L97
• AvgWordLen, NumSent, PercLongSent, NumShortSent, PercComplex, NumUnique, NumArgWords, TagNum, Noun/Verb, Pron/Noun,
TTR, DepOver4, AvgDepth, DeepestDepth, VerbsPerc, PronPerc, PercArgWords, PercSpell
The features listed above are weighted differently for the LogReg
models, the LinReg models, and the SGD models. The three types of TML
models show some minor variations in feature selection depending on the
training and validation material used with the model (M87 or L97). With
feature selection on the LogReg models, LinReg models, and SGD models,
it can be interesting to see if there is a correlation in the features described in
the KAL project and the features considered important by the TML models.
Section 6.1.1 describes some of the general types of features (e.g.
textual lengths of words and sentences) that the KAL project identified as
correlating with the grades given by human raters. Interestingly, these
types of features are selected in the M87 and the L97 LogReg models.
The average word length is an important feature for evaluation both in
M87 and L97 LogReg models, together with the features: average sentence
length, percentage of complex words, and number of unique words. These
types of features are correlated to the grades given by human raters as
they, according to the KAL project, are related to the language diversity
mastered by the student (Berge et al., 2005b). Additionally, according to
Östling et al. (2013), features, such as word length and sentence length, may
reflect the degree of readability of an essay. Some of the features selected
in the LogReg models seem to correspond with the features described by
the KAL project. These features are described in section 6.1.1 as general
features. Also, lexical-morphological features related to tag counts, which
are described in section 6.1.3 to reflect a variety of language used in the
essay, are considered important by the LogReg models.
The LinReg model displays a similar feature selection compared with
the LogReg model. There are fewer features selected with the LinReg
model, and the majority of the features are not part of the general feature
category. Essay length is selected as important by the LinReg model for
M87. However, this is not a feature mentioned explicitly by the KAL
report to be seen as a direct correlation to grading done by the human
raters. From the general feature category, the only other feature than essay
length selected in the LinReg model is unique words. Most of the features
selected in the LinReg model are lexical-morphological features. This
observation of feature selection for the LinReg model shows that essays
may be differentiated and graded based on lexical diversity in the language
present in the essays.
The SGD models seem to weight similar features as the LogReg model.
The similarities in feature selection between LogReg and the SGD may be
because both models are classification methods. The LinReg model is a
regression method, where the features are given continuous values based
on the linear relationship between a feature and given grade. Therefore,
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the LinReg model may display a different feature selection compared to
the LogReg and the SGD models.

7.6

Summary

Results from TML experimentation were presented and analysed in chapter
7. The results were generated across six dimensions that focused on
1) comparing M87 versus L97, 2) experimentation with class sets, 3)
converting results from seven to M87 and L97, 4) merging M87 + L97, 5)
establishing a supervised learning model, and 6) feature selection.
- Dimension 1 focused on the M87 versus L97 parts of the KAL corpus.
Results from experiments with the M87 and L97 LogReg models
involved looking at tendencies within the two models. The grades
from the M87 and L97 parts could not be directly compared against
each other because they follow two different grade schemes. For
an accurate comparison between the M87 and L97 parts, both parts
were experimented on using the same class set. The class set types
involved a seven-labelled and a three-labelled version. The macro F1 scores and MAE-scores revealed that the M87 model yielded a higher
macro F1 -score and a lower MAE-score for the AES classification
task with LogReg when comparing the results from M87 and L97
conducted on the same class sets (three-labelled and seven-labelled
version).
- Dimension 2 experimented with the number of classes involved in
the AES classification task. The seven-labelled version involved
experiments on seven classes, where the added grade, 3.5, divided
the majority class(es) in M87 and L97 creating the seven-point grade
scale. The seven-labelled version added more nuance to the midspectrum of the grade scale and tried to distinguish between the
grade G in M87 and the two grades 3 and 4 in L97.
The three-labelled version directed classification towards three
classes reflecting evaluation to below-, on-, and above-average. The
goal with the three-labelled models was to see if training samples
could be more evenly distributed across all classes, in order to see if
the classifier would be able to predict essays with similar performance for all classes and not only for the majority-class(es). The threelabelled version was also less vulnerable to random factors that could
influence performance scores, such as the F1 -score for very small
classes.
- Dimension 3 also involved experiments on different class sets.
However, the focus was result conversions from the seven-point
grade scheme to a five/six-point grade scheme and a three-point
grade scheme. The seven-labelled models’ results were evaluated
as the M87 and the L97 model and the three-labelled M87 and L97
models. Experiments with class set conversions yielded interesting
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Model
Baseline
LogReg bal
LogReg none
LinReg
SGD

Three Labelled
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.37 0.34
0.34
0.59 0.54
0.57
0.65 0.56
0.61
0.63 0.51
0.56
0.55 0.54
0.50

Seven Labelled
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.12 0.11
0.14
0.41 0.22
0.26
0.31 0.33
0.22
0.31 0.38
0.28
0.25 0.19
0.18

Table 7.33: Comparison of macro F1 -scores with training and validation
with the different models. L97 = trained and validated on L97, M87
= trained and validated on M87, L97+M87 = trained and validated on
L97+M87.
results, revealing that class-wise F1 -scores were higher for the
majority-classes when classifying with a seven-labelled model and
converting the results to an M87 five-point or L97 six-point grade
scale compared with classification on the M87 or the L97 model.
- Dimension 4 had the goal of investigating if the M87 and L97 parts
of the KAL corpus could be merged to create a unified dataset for
AES classification. The main reason for merging the parts was to
create a bigger dataset for training and evaluation of the models. The
merger of M87 and L97 created more data material for classification.
However, results showed that the macro F1 -scores were generally
higher or the same and MAE-scores lower when M87 and L97 were
treated as separate parts for supervised ML.
- Dimension 5 focused on establishing the best performing TML
learning algorithm for the KAL corpus’ AES classification task. The
experiments included comparing results from classification between
three TML algorithms. LogReg, LinReg, and SGD models were
compared, where both the LogReg models and the LinReg models
were identified as the overall best performing models on the KAL
corpus, depending on the M87 or the L97 part used with the
classification task.
The original assumption of balanced class weights performing better
than equal class weights revealed that, although predictions on the
minority-classes were included by the LogReg model, predictions
were made on a broader spectrum of the grade scale for all classes,
resulting in higher MAE-scores. The LogReg model with equal class
weights revealed a tendency of classification towards the majorityclasses in the middle of the grade scale. The LogReg model with
balanced class weights made the basis for result comparison of the
three dimensions 1, 2, and 3.
The three-labelled LinReg models yielded macro F1 -scores that were
higher than the three-labelled LogReg models, as seen in table 7.33.
The same table reveals that the SGD yielded lower performance
scores than both the LogReg and the LinReg models. Overall, the
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Model
Baseline
LogReg bal
LogReg none
LinReg
SGD

M87
F1
MAE
0.22 0.77
0.56 0.61
0.56 0.38
0.35 0.37
0.39 0.56

F1
0.15
0.31
0.31
0.47
0.30

L97
MAE
1.20
0.82
0.63
0.55
0.83

Table 7.34: Comparison of macro F1 -scores and MAE-scores with training
and validation with the different models. L97 = trained and validated on
L97, M87 = trained and validated on M87. LogReg bal = Logistic regression
balanced class weights. LogReg none = Logistic regression no balanced
class weights.
seven-labelled LinReg models yielded higher macro F1 -scores and
lower MAE-scores than the seven-labelled LogReg and SGD models.
The LogReg model for M87 yielded higher scores than the M87
LinReg model and the SGD model, as presented in table 7.34. The
L97 LinReg model seems to be the best model when classifying L97
essays, outperforming both the L97 LogReg model and the L97 SGD
model.
- Dimension 6 involved looking at feature selection for classification
on the LogReg, LinReg, and SGD models. This dimension was
considered important because the KAL project described certain
textual features, such as word length and sentence length, to be
influencing factors when human raters graded the essays. While
the LogReg models and the SGD models weighted general features
to be more important for the classification tasks, the LinReg models
showed a tendency of weighting lexical-morphological features to be
important.
The feature selection results for the LogReg and SGD models show
a correspondence in feature selection with the features identified as
important by human raters when grading the KAL essays. However,
feature selection on the LinReg models showed that some features
displayed a stronger linear relationship between the features and the
given grade, such as the feature essay length.
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Chapter 8

Deep Learning Experiments
This chapter describes the procedures used for applying deep learning (DL)
techniques on the KAL corpus for AES.
DL is defined by Goldberg (2017) as a branch of machine learning (ML)
and is a re-branded name for neural networks. Artificial neural networks
(ANNs) are a family of learning techniques, inspired by the computational
neurology of the human brain. DL provides a powerful framework
for supervised learning tasks, as the introduction of layers with hidden
units provide functions of increased complexity (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Traditional ML (TML) approaches learn to make predictions based on past
observations and rely on structured data, while DL approaches learn to
predict while also correctly representing the data to suit the prediction
through layers of ANNs.
According to Goldberg (2017), supervised TML algorithms attempt to
infer usage patterns and regularities from a set of pre-annotated input
and output pairs. For natural language processing (NLP) with supervised
DL algorithms, an embedding layer is used for mapping discrete symbols
to continuous vectors in low dimensional space. Word embeddings are
transformed into mathematical objects from distinct symbols. During the
training of a DL model, this type of word vector representation is learned.
DL algorithms are used on the KAL corpus for AES to compare with the
results from the TML algorithms from chapter 7. With feature extraction,
the techniques differ between TML and DL. The features extracted for
TML in chapter 6 are based on beforehand-knowledge of what the KAL
project focused on and the types of features that have been used in previous
AES projects. With supervised DL, the features will be created based on
vectorisation of words and the building of vocabularies.
There exist DL algorithms that are generalisations of linear models,
while models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are, according to
Goldberg (2017), more advanced. There are two major neural network architectures: Multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs) and recurrent neural networks
(RNNs). RNNs are specialised models for sequential data, and they take a
sequence of items as input and produce a fixed-size vector that summarises
that sequence.
There are different types of RNN models, the simplest being the Elman
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RNN, also called simple-RNNs (S-RNN) (Elman, 1990). However, the SRNN models can be challenging to efficiently train due to the so-called
vanishing gradients problem. Therefore, gated architectures of RNNs
were invented, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997), and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Chung et al.,
2014). These types of gated RNNs are designed to capture long-range
dependencies which are difficult to learn with S-RNNs. Gated architectures
provide more controlled memory access for the model, solving the
vanishing gradients problem (Goldberg, 2017).
DL experiments for AES on the KAL corpus include the implementation
of S-RNN models and LSTM models. As part of the experiments with
supervised learning using DL models on the KAL corpus, testing out
different values of hyperparameters in the neural networks is important
as it may help fine-tune the model to fit the AES task. Therefore,
hyperparameters, such as the activation function and learning rate, are
tuned to fit the validation sets. Fine-tuning the hyperparameters is
important, as previous studies related to AES classification tasks, such as
the project by Lilja (2018) using RNNs to classify Swedish student essays,
report hyperparameter tuning to be an important factor for establishing the
best-performing models.

8.1

PyTorch

There are different frameworks available for DL, such as TensorFlow,
DyNet, Keras, Theano, and PyTorch.
PyTorch was developed by the Facebook team and is an open-sourced
framework, with detailed information about the framework available
from the PyTorch website1 . In Julian (2018)’s guide on DL, Julian (2018)
explains DL with PyTorch and defines PyTorch as a dynamic tensor-based
DL framework for experimentation. According to Julian (2018), Pytorch
stands out from other frameworks because PyTorch is able to dynamically
implement computational graphs, where the neural net can change as it is
being run.
The dynamical implementation in PyTorch means that gradients can
be calculated on the fly and changed at each function call. With other
typical frameworks, the network has to be rebuilt to change behaviour
(Julian, 2018). On the other hand, Google has added major changes to
the TensorFlow framework in the release of TensorFlow 2.02 . The newly
released framework is described as being more consistent in its APIs
and easier to debug. With using TensorFlow 2.0 with tf.keras APIs, the
framework is more similar to PyTorch. DyNet is also described as a
dynamic deep learning toolkit, but TensorFlow, Keras, and PyTorch seem
to be the most prominent frameworks used in research with DL.
PyTorch is often used for research on DL and has increased its
dominance as a framework since its release. In experiments on the KAL
1 https://pytorch.org

(Visited: 12.03.20)

2 https://www.tensorflow.org/guide/effective_tf2
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corpus with AES, PyTorch will be used as the framework for creating
the DL models due to its popularity, dynamic implementation, and welldescribed documentation.

8.2

Pretrained Word Embeddings

Word embeddings provide a dense representation where each word is
represented by a vector of real numbers. With word embeddings, the
dimension size of the word embedding vectors varies according to the
vocabulary size. The dimension size refers to the length of the word
embedding vectors. The word embedding vectors can be used to create
features for NLP classification tasks. Many word representation methods
rely on the distance or the angle between word vector pairs to represent
intrinsic quality information (Pennington et al., 2014). An approach
suggested by Mikolov et al. (2013) examines the difference between word
vector dimensions by encoding vector equations that give dimensions that
may represent the meaning of a word.
Generally, with small datasets, such as the KAL corpus, training word
embeddings is not meaningful. Instead, it is possible to use pretrained
word embeddings trained on different data corpora (Mitchell et al., 2019).
Although pretrained word embeddings are helpful on small datasets, using
pretrained word embeddings can have some limitations on the KAL corpus
due to the types of domain pretrained word embeddings are trained on.
Word embeddings that are trained on, for example, a newspaper corpus,
may result in a different word representation than what would be most
suitable for student essays since most student essays are not newspaper
texts. Therefore, it can be helpful testing out different versions of the
pretrained word embeddings to find models that are helpful for the KAL
corpus essays.
Word embeddings are downloaded and mapped to a vocabulary during
experimentation. When working with vectors in PyTorch, they return a
torch tensor in the shape of vocabulary size x dimensions which contains
the pretrained embeddings. The pretrained word vectors are used in the
experiments as they are, and are, therefore, not normalised to unit length.
The NLPL word embedding repository3 , provided by the Language
Technology Group (LTG) at the University of Oslo, feature models trained
on linguistically preprocessed corpora. They offer several types of word
embedding models in different algorithms, such as Global Vectors (GloVe)
(Pennington et al., 2014), in Norwegian Bokmål. GloVe is defined as an
unsupervised learning algorithm for obtaining vector representations for
words4 .
The LTG repository features models from the GloVe algorithm, with
corpora from NoWaC, NBDigital, and Norsk Aviskorpus. For the KAL
corpus, the word embedding models are from unlemmatised models, as
the essays feature embeddings are created from unlemmatised texts.
3 http://vectors.nlpl.eu/repository/

(Visited: 09.04.20)
(Visited: 15.04.19)

4 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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For the AES DL experiments, these word embedding models are used:
1. Model 79: NoWaC + NBDigital + Norsk Aviskorpus unlemmatised vocabulary size: 4.480.047
2. Model 88: NoWaC unlemmatised - vocabulary size: 1.356.633

8.3

Data Preparation

The procedure for data preparation of the KAL corpus for experiments with
DL is described in section 4. The experiments include using the L97 corpus,
the seven-labelled L97 version, the M87 corpus, and the seven-labelled
M87 version separately. Also, the seven-labelled M87 and L97 versions
are concatenated to create the merged seven-labelled M87+L97 version.
The seven-labelled M87+L97 version gives the opportunity of training and
validating on the whole KAL corpus represented with converted grades.
The conversion of the seven-labelled corpus version is described in chapter
5; section 5.2.3.
The datasets are split the same as with the TML experiments, described
in chapter 5; section 5.1. The distribution is, therefore, of approximately 8010-10 for the training-, validation-, and final testing-sets with stratification
based on grades. The stratification helps to give a more evenly distribution
of the grades so that all the split sets of the data contain samples of
all grades. Additionally, 205 essays from the L97 corpus were extracted
before the splitting as a separate final testing set, which is described in
section chapter 5; section 5.1.1. The splitting is executed the same for all
experiments so that the results between the TML models and DL models
can be directly compared without taking into consideration different data
in the training and validation sets.
Because the features used in the TML experiments, from chapter 6
(section 6.1), will not be used in DL experimentation; the KAL corpus is
prepared with building vocabularies for the essays with words represented
as vectors using dense word embeddings.

8.3.1

Building Vocabulary

When working with TML in chapters 6 and 7, some of the essays’ features
were represented as discrete, categorical features. These types of features
can be of, e.g. words, sentences, or Part-of-Speech(PoS)-tags. With DL
techniques, the feature types need to be encoded to suit a statistical
classifier (Goldberg, 2017). Features in DL algorithms can, amongst others,
be values representing words, characters, or n-grams, which can be used to
find patterns in texts and essays. For the KAL corpus, the DL algorithms
use numerical values as features which represent each word in an essay
sequence.
First, a dictionary is built for the datasets (i.e. training datasets,
validation datasets, and final testing datasets). The dictionary for each
essay consists of
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1. each word in the essay connected to its index (word to index)
2. each index connected to its word (index to word)
3. the length of the vocabulary (i.e. the number of words in the essay)
Using the word to index value, each essay is sent to a method used to
tokenise the essay. The tokenising splits the essay’s sentences based on
punctuations, and all punctuations are removed.
The vocabulary consists of the whole essay, but all essays are of the
same sequence length. Essays shorter than the sequence length, which is
set to the longest essays’ length, need to be padded into the same length as
the other essays.
8.3.1.1

Padding and Unknown Words

The vocabulary for the KAL corpus is built with right-sided padding on
sequences of words, i.e. on the texts. Padding is done so that the models
are not looking for features (words) that do not exist, for example, if a text is
shorter than other texts (Goldberg, 2017). A padding symbol is added to the
vocabulary if the feature does not exist, identified as <PAD>. A maximum
sequence value is used to define how long the texts should be, including
the padding symbol. If a text consists of 500 words, and the maximum
sequence length is 600, this means that the essay sequence will have 100
padding symbols on the right side of the essay sequence.
Unknown words are words not available in the training vocabulary,
which means that there does not exist an embedding vector for the word.
Therefore, the word is unknown for the model and is treated as such. The
word is not padded, as with non-existent endings of sequences, because the
word does exist, but rather defined as an unknown token in the vocabulary
(Goldberg, 2017). Unknown words will most likely include words written
with untypical spelling errors. Typically misspelt words may be included
as some essays in the training dataset will most likely have common
spelling errors. Unknown words are identified as <UNK>.
8.3.1.2

Feature Embeddings

The inputs into the DL algorithms are based on the built vocabulary,
including the tags PAD and UNK. The essays are sent as input into an
embedding layer in the forward loop of the algorithms. This type of word
embedding is a dense encoding of the features (words), where each feature
is embedded into a d-dimensional space and represented as a vector in that
space, where the dimension size d is for most cases smaller than the number
of items in a feature vocabulary (Goldberg, 2017). With the built vocabulary
being, e.g. of 40,000 items, it can be represented as a 100-dimensional
vector. The embeddings will be used as parameters in the DL algorithms.
The words from the essays are converted into vectors shaped as
PyTorch tensors. These vectors will be used as features during training and
evaluation. The vectors are numerically represented using whitespace as
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delimiters, as explained above in section 8.3.1, with punctuations removed
from the essays.
With dense vectors, similar features will have similar vectors in the
training of the model. This means that if essays are similar in topic,
the dense feature embeddings can help find this similarity in the essays.
Information can, therefore, be shared between similar features (Goldberg,
2017).
In total, there are 26 different tasks through the KAL project years of
examinations, and with dense feature embeddings, it can be possible for
the algorithms to find similarities between the essays that have written the
same tasks. The embedding layer uses pretrained word embeddings to
create the dense feature embeddings.

8.4
8.4.1

Learning Algorithms
Simple Recurrent Neural Networks

The simple recurrent neural network model (S-RNN) is also known as
the Elman RNN (Elman, 1990), and is the simplest of the RNN models
(Goldberg, 2017). Elman (1990) suggested the need for memory networks
in order to represent implicit types of information related to temporal
events, which is an important side of understanding human behaviour.
Representation of implicit information would be achieved through learning
from the effects of processing, rather than spatial representations, which only
provide explicit types of information.
The approach described by Elman (1990) produces a rich structure
and has the capability to learn more abstract patterns. The rich structure
represents highly context-dependent information, as well as the ability
to express generalisations over class content across the classes. The
memory mechanism is implemented into the network through recurrent
connections to achieve such representation of data. It is the recurrent
connections that provide the network with a memory component. Elman
(1990) describes that ”recurrent” connections of the neural network allow
the network’s hidden units to see its own previous output. Thus,
subsequent behaviour is shaped by previous responses.
This approach works by augmenting a context unit at the input level.
The context units are not associated with anything outside of the hidden
nodes and work exclusively with nodes that are internally found in the
network. According to Elman (1990), it is the input unit and the context
unit that activate the hidden unit of the RNN architecture. The context unit
has the memory function where it is capable of remembering the previous
internal state.
As the hidden units consist of both the input unit and the context unit,
the hidden unit maps the internal information gathered from the context
unit with the external input of the input unit. The hidden units feed back
and activate the output units, and this is known as the forward activation
mechanism in the RNN architecture.
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The learning phase happens at backwards propagation. With supervised learning, the output is compared with the true labels. When output
and true labels are compared, the back propagation error is used to adjust the strength of the connection between output and labels incrementally. However, the recurrent connections are not subject to any adjustment
as they are fixed by the connection relation between the hidden units and
context units. For example, if the association between each hidden unit and
each context unit is a one-to-one relation, the recurrent connection would
be fixed at a value equal to 1.0.
The process above explains the first processing of a sequence. The
sequence is then repeated, and the context unit works as a memory by
storing the value equal to the hidden unit values from the previous internal
state (Elman, 1990).
Goldberg (2017) implements a function as an abstraction to describe the
components in RNN models. Simply put, an RNN takes a sequence of
arbitrary length input, which is described with the term x1: j . This term is
an ordered sequence of vectors and denotes the vector sequence from xi ,...,
x j . The input to the RNN function is a sequence of n-dimensional vectors.
The RNN then returns a single-dimensional vector yn as the output. This
function is defined by Goldberg (2017) as:
yn = RNN ( x1:n )
(8.1)
xi e IRd in , yn e IRd out
Goldberg (2017) explains that the input sequence of the RNN is an
ordered sequence. The RNN is a recursive function and is not too different
from the continuous-bag-of-words (CBOW) function. It is the linear
transformation followed by the implementation of a nonlinear activation
function that Goldberg (2017) defines as g. The output is passed through
g, and it is this mechanism that differentiates the RNN from CBOW and
makes the RNN function more complex.
The commonly used nonlinear activation functions are ReLU and tanh.
The use of a nonlinear activation function with an S-RNN model makes the
model sensitive to ordered sequences, which again makes RNNs suitable
for classification based on sequence information. The S-RNN function is
defined by Goldberg (2017) as:
si = RSRNN ( x1 , si − 1 ) = g(si − 1 W S + xi W X + b)
yi = OSRNN (si ) = si

(8.2)

si , yi e IRds , xi e IRdx , W e IR(dx +ds )×ds , b e IRds
In the function above, the current state si is made up of the input from
xi and the previous state si−1 where both are linearly transformed. These
are sent through the nonlinear activation function g. The output yi is then
equal to the hidden state of the position i (Goldberg, 2017).
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According to Elman (1990), the RNN requires representation input
patterns. This means that the RNN model will need large amounts of
training data to identify such input patterns.

8.4.2

Long Short-Term Memory

The S-RNN is known to have difficulties learning long-dependencies because of how the S-RNN handles input memory. Goldberg (2017), amongst
others, describes something called the vanishing gradients problem, where
gradients vanish and eventually become very close to zero. The vanishing
gradients problem is a memory deficiency linked to the way the S-RNN
reads the memory input and store the output state during training. Goldberg (2017) explains input to be read by the R function as xx+1 together
with the memory state si . The output with the previous state is saved to
the memory state si+1 . However, this way of processing the memory by
the S-RNN architecture is not controlled, as each memory state has to be
read and written in its entirety each time the S-RNN operates through new
input.
Gated architectures are designed to solve the vanishing gradient
problem by creating a way for constant error flow. Implementing an
LSTM architecture, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) aims to prevent
the vanishing gradients problem by using so-called ”memory cells”. The
LSTM network is a complex RNN architecture that, according to Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber (1997), is implemented with a gradient-based algorithm.
Thus, gradient flow for long durations is ensured through the internal
recurrence of the memory cells (Goodfellow et al., 2016). The input gate
can also use memory input from other memory cells, and then decide if
certain information in a memory cell should be accessed.
There is a constant error flow (CEF) with each memory cell of the LSTM.
Because of the CEF, an LSTM has the ability to bridge very long time lags,
which is the problem with vanishing gradients and S-RNNs. The LSTM is
secured against leaks in the error flow through the constant error carousel
(CEC) in the backward pass with a so-called truncated formula. This
ensures that memory that was forgotten in the input gate can not re-enter
the memory cell through the output gate (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997).
Goldberg (2017) describes that the LSTM architecture works by splitting
the state vector si in two, making it possible to have one half of the state
vector si act as a memory cell, while the other half acts as working memory.
The gating components in the architecture are controlled through adding
a binary vector, where the state of the memory cells is operated through
which components that simulate logical gates Goldberg (2017). These gates
are used at every input state to decide whether the input should be saved,
and which parts in the current state may be forgotten by the memory cell.
An example of LSTM architecture may be defined mathematically as
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(Goldberg, 2017):
s j = R LSTM (s j−1 , x j ) = [c j ; h j ]
cj = f

c j −1 + i

hj = o

ReLU (c j )

z

i = σ( x j W xi + h j−1 W hi )
f = σ ( x j W x f + h j −1 W h f )
o = σ( x j W xo + h j−1 W ho )
z = ReLU ( x j W xz + h j−1 W hz )
y j = OLSTM (s j ) = h j
s j e IR2·dh , xi e IRdx , c j , h j , i, f , o, z e IRdh , W xo e IRdx ×ds , W so e IRds ×ds
(8.3)
In the function above, the current state is seen as s j , where the vectors
c j and h j make up the state at the time j. i, f, and o represent the input
gate (i), the forget gate (f ), and the ouput gate (o). A forget gate was
not part of the original LSTM proposal by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber
(1997), but is found in many variants of LSTM architectures. The values of
these three gates are computed from the current input of x j and the linear
combinations related to the previous state of h j−1 , which is passed through
a sigmoid type of activation function. The linear combination between the
current input and previous state is computed as z, passed through a ReLU
activation function. In the LSTM function, the c j unit is defined as the
memory. Memory is updated by the forget gate, that calculates the amount
of previous memory to keep, and the input gate calculates the amount of
updated input to keep. The output y j , which is the hidden state h, at the
current time j is calculated from the memory content c j when the memory
is passed through the ReLU activation function and lastly sent through
the output gate. This gated LSTM architecture ensures gradients from the
memory c j to be of a constant high flow for long ranges of time (Goldberg,
2017).

8.4.3

Softmax

The softmax function can be used for log-linear multi-class classification
to pass the score vector through to transform the linear prediction into a
probability estimate. Softmax can be calculated as:
so f tmax ( x )[i] =
which results in:

e x [i ]
x
∑ j e [ j]

(8.4)

ŷ = so f tmax ( xW + b)

ŷ[i] =

e(xW +b)[i]
∑j e
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( xW +b)[ j]

(8.5)

y is the true label, while ŷ is the predicted label. The vector x is the input
to the function, and the matrix W and the vector b are the parameters. [i]
and [ j] represent the ith and jth element of the vectors and matrices. e is the
exponential, and this computes the exponential of the input parameters
and the sum of the exponential parameters of all existing values in the
input.
Softmax forces the values in ŷ to be positive and sum to 1, which makes
them interpretable as a probability distribution (Goldberg, 2017).
After the output and the hidden vectors are sent through the linear
layers, the output vector is sent to a LogSoftmax layer. PyTorch’s
LogSoftmax can be calculated as
!
exp( xi )
LogSo f tmax ( xi ) = log
(8.6)
∑ j exp( x j )
The output vector after the LogSoftmax calculation is in the same shape as
the input (Paszke et al., 2019).

8.4.4

Loss

A loss function quantifies the loss suffered when predicting the incorrect
label. For the loss function L(ŷ, y), where ŷ is the predicted label and y the
true label, a numerical score is assigned to the predicted label given the
true label. If the loss is minimised at all costs, this may result in overfitting
of the training data (Goldberg, 2017).
The categorical cross-entropy loss can be used to give a probabilistic
interpretation of the scores. The loss function measures the dissimilarity
between the true label distribution y and the predicted label distribution ŷ
(Goldberg, 2017). PyTorch’s CrossEntropyLoss-class combines LogSoftMax
and NLLLoss in a single class5 . NLLLoss calculates the negative log
likelihood loss. Softmax is a function that rescales its input so that elements
in an n-dimensional output lie in the range [0, 1] and sum to 1. LogSoftmax
applies the log(So f tmax ( x )) function to an n-dimensional input (Paszke
et al., 2019), and is further described in section 8.4.3.
The CrossEntropyLoss-class gives the option to weight the classes,
which is useful for unbalanced datasets (Paszke et al., 2019). Because the
KAL corpus is unbalanced, a weight value is set at number 1o f items per class.
The number of items per class includes all essays in the development sets,
the sets that are used for training and evaluation. This will help give
higher weight values to the smaller classes, while larger classes, such as
the middle-scoring grades, will get smaller weight values. As an example,
the M87 corpus will have the weight


1 1
1
1 1
weight =
,
,
,
,
(8.7)
6 274 553 272 19
The weights are in the shape of torch tensors, where the number of items
differ between the corpus types, as they have different numbers of classes.
5 https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/nn.html
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The first item of the weight in the example equation is for Lg, while the
second is Ng, and so on.
The CrossEntropyLoss method from PyTorch can be calculated as




loss( x, class) = weight[class] − x [class] + log

∑ exp(x[ j])


(8.8)

j

The method expects the class index in the range [0, C − 1] as the target for
each value of a 1D tensor of the size of the minibatch. A minibatch is the
samples that are processed before the model is updated, and the size is the
number of samples. Minibatches are further explained in section 8.5.4. Loss
is calculated and averaged across observations for each minibatch (Paszke
et al., 2019).
The loss is calculated during each epoch to evaluate the models’ loss.
During evaluation in the training of the model, the loss is calculated for
the training set and for the validation set. The values for the loss of the
training set is compared with the validation set loss in a plotted graph. If
the validation set loss is much higher than the training set loss, this can
mean that the training set is overfitted. On the other hand, if the validation
set loss is much lower or equal to the training set loss, this can mean that
the model is underfitted.
8.4.4.1

Optimisation

Optimisation is needed with most types of DL models. The optimisation
task is to alter x of the loss function f(x), where the optimisation problem
usually is to minimise f(x). Most optimisation algorithms for DL can be
described as stochastic methods, where the stochastic variables come from
one or a few samples at a time through sub-sampling using minibatches
(Goodfellow et al., 2016). Gradient-based optimisation is a common
approach for optimisation, where the loss is repeatedly computed on the
training set, and the parameter gradients are computed based on the loss
estimate. The parameters are then moved in the opposite direction of the
gradient (Goldberg, 2017).
Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is possibly the most used optimiser
algorithm with DL models. The SGD algorithm requires a learning rate (see
section 8.5.5 for explanation), where the best learning rate is usually found
through experiments observing the learning curve. The reason SGD with
minibatches is a preferred method for optimisation is because the number
of training examples does not increase with the updates in computation
time. This is an important feature with the SGD optimiser algorithm
since gradient convergence continues even with a high number of training
samples (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
However, as the SGD optimiser method can be slow, learning may
be accelerated through the introduction of a momentum method. Briefly
explained, the momentum algorithm adds velocity to the optimisation.
It ensures a momentum in the movement of the parameter through the
parameter space away from the gradient. Gradient descent without a
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momentum algorithm would be to find the norm of the gradient and then
multiply by the learning rate. The momentum gradient descent depends
on the size and the alignment of the gradient sequence, making larger steps
down the gradient according to the successive amount of gradient points
directing descend towards that direction (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
The Adam optimiser, with its name derived from adaptive moment estimation, only requires first-order gradients with little memory requirement. Adam’s advantages are told to be that ”the magnitudes of parameter updates are invariant to rescaling of the gradient, its stepsizes are
approximately bounded by the stepsize hyperparameter, (...), and it works
with sparse gradients” (Kingma and Ba, 2015). Kingma and Ba (2015)
report Adam to show a similar convergence for gradient descent as an
SGD+momentum model. Compared with SGD, the Adam model is much
better at learning rare features, and the convergence rate is much higher
with Adam. The Adam optimiser will be used in the DL experiments on
the KAL corpus. Adam is one of the many available optimiser functions
that are supported via PyTorch.

8.5

Hyperparameter Tuning

Tuning hyperparameters when training neural networks is important to
find which settings are most suited for the task. In the AES experiments, the
nonlinear activation functions, dropout value, number of epochs, size of
mini-batches, learning rate value, and number of hidden layers are tuned.
The best hyperparameter combination can be identified using different
approaches; manually, using automatic hyperparameter optimisation algorithms, random searches, or model-based hyperparameter optimisation.
A grid search will explore different hyperparameter settings where a
small set of values are tested using a grid search algorithm. The model is
trained at every joint hyperparameter value from the cartesian product of
every value point of all the hyperparameters to be tested (Goodfellow et al.,
2016). The best hyperparameter combination is then identified through the
results of the validation set.
Values chosen for a hyperparameter grid search should cover a selected
range that could be inspired from experiences with similar experiments
or research from a related field. As the number of experiments grows
exponentially with the number of hyperparameters tested with a grid
search model, the weaknesses with this approach are potentially high
computational costs and limitations in the scope of hyperparameter
settings that are possible to test (Goodfellow et al., 2016). On the
other hand, a grid search makes it possible to experiment with many
hyperparameter combinations easily. Therefore, a grid search will be the
method used for hyperparameter tuning of the AES model on the KAL
corpus.
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8.5.1

Nonlinear Activation Functions

The AES task on the KAL corpus will use the nonlinear activation functions
tanh, ReLU, and Swish. In the RNN module from PyTorch, the nonlinear
activation functions must be of either tanh or ReLU. This means that when
using Swish, it will be added as an extra activation function in the forward
pass with the linear layer for both the output value and the hidden value.
8.5.1.1

tanh

The hyperbolic tangent (tanh) is an activation function often used for
neural network algorithms, such as the RNN. It is an S-shaped function
that squeezes a real-valued number in the range of −1 and 1 (Goldberg,
2017). tanh can be calculated as
tanh( x ) =

(e x − e− x)
(e x + e− x )

(8.9)

Both ReLU and tanh units are known to significantly outperform the
logistic activation function (Goldberg, 2017), which is often referred to as
the sigmoid function. For this AES task, testing out both of these activation
functions may help fine-tune the models in combination with tuning other
settings to fit the model best.
8.5.1.2

ReLU

The Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) function is described by Goldberg (2017)
as a simple activation function used in neural networks. It returns 0 if it
receives any negative input. For a positive value of x, ReLU returns that
value back. ReLU can help the optimiser find the right set of weights
sooner by converging the stochastic gradient descent faster. By choosing
the learning rate carefully, one can avoid ReLU becoming non-responsive,
which creates dead neurons (Mitchell et al., 2019). In combination with
a dropout regularisation, ReLU performs well for many tasks (Goldberg,
2017). ReLU can be calculated as
f ( x ) = max (0, x )
8.5.1.3

(8.10)

Swish

As ReLU is said to have issues regarding the creation of dead neurons, as
stated by Mitchell et al. (2019), and tanh being avoided over ReLU, it can
be interesting testing other activation functions. A proposed function is
Leaky ReLU, which attempts to solve the dead neurons creation. According
to Maas et al. (2013), the function ”allows for small, non-zero gradients
when the unit is saturated and not active without diverging from taking
overly large steps”. Leaky ReLU can provide good performance on neural
network algorithms but is said by Mitchell et al. (2019) to be an inconsistent
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activation function. Leaky ReLU, (Maas et al., 2013), can be calculated as
(
x
if x ≥ 0
f (x) =
(8.11)
αx
if x < 0
where α = 0.01. According to Ramachandran et al. (2017), Leaky ReLU
enables a small amount of information to flow when x < 0.
Instead of Leaky ReLU, the Swish activation function will be used, as
it has been discovered to match or outperform ReLU on deep networks
(Ramachandran et al., 2017).
Swish is an activation function that can be calculated as
f ( x ) = x · sigmoid( βx )

(8.12)

where β is a constant or trainable parameter.
The function is
implemented according to Ramachandran et al. (2017)’s article on Swish.
With S-RNN, Swish will be used in combination with either tanh or ReLU,
and added into both the hidden layer and the output layer.
In the S-RNN model, Swish will be used in combination with ReLU,
as the S-RNN module model from PyTorch requires a nonlinearity to be
either tanh or ReLU. Therefore, Swish is added as an activation function
in the linear layers of the hidden output and the output. Because ReLU
returns 0 if it receives any negative input, Swish will keep the same value.
For a positive value, ReLU returns that value back, and this value will be
passed into the Swish function.

8.5.2

Dropout

Dropout is described by Goldberg (2017) as a method for preventing models from overfitting the training data. Dropout is a type of regularisation
in neural networks and is designed to prevent the network from learning
to rely on specific weights (Goldberg, 2017). The dropout-term refers to
dropping out hidden and visible units in a neural network. When a unit
is dropped, it is temporarily removed from the network with its incoming
and outcoming connections (Gal and Ghahramani, 2015). Dropout is used
during training of the model, and all removed units are kept during testing.
In the experimentation with the KAL corpus, the dropout values used
are 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. These values are chosen because early testing
showed that the models stopped learning early in the epochs with higher
dropout values. It is also interesting to see whether the model overfits with
smaller dropout values during training. The dropout layer in PyTorch’s
RNN and LSTM models is introduced on the outputs of each RNN and
LSTM layer except the last layer.

8.5.3

Epochs

The number of epochs can be defined as the number of times the learning
algorithm goes through the entire training set, where an epoch consists of
a number of batches decided, as defined in section 8.5.4. The number of
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epochs can be high, often ranging between 10 and 1000, but it can go much
higher.
The plotted graph of the loss values from the training set and the
validation set can be used to see if the loss decreases or increases during the
epochs. Because the models can overfit or underfit, using the loss values,
explained in section 8.4.4, can be of help to see if the model stops training
after a certain number of epochs. If the models seem to either overfit or
underfit after, e.g. 20 epochs, other hyperparameters may need to be tuned,
or the number of epochs needs to decrease.
During experiments, the number of epochs will range between 10 and
30. The KAL corpus is of a rather small size, and using more than 30 epochs
will not necessarily help the model learn as it can turn out to be overfitted
or unable to learn using more epochs. The wide range of epochs is used to
fine-tune the models to fit the training dataset best.

8.5.4

Mini-Batch Size

The batch size can be defined as the number of samples that are processed
before the model is updated. Predictions the models make are compared
with the true labels after each batch. This calculation can show how many
errors the models made (Paszke et al., 2019).
As the KAL corpus types consist of different sizes, using the same batch
sizes for all the experiments will result in the last and final batch consisting
of fewer samples than the other batches. The batch sizes that are used in
the experiments are 32, 64, and 128, as these are typical values used for DL
experiments.

8.5.5

Learning Rate

Learning rate is an essential parameter in neural networks, which controls
how quickly or how slowly a model learns a problem. One can tune the
learning rate by looking at the models’ loss over time, and then decrease the
learning rate once the loss stops improving on a held-out test set (Goldberg,
2017).
Usually, the learning rate is set in a range between 0.0 and 0.1, always
being a small positive value. The value of the learning rate updates the
weights in the network with learning rate value times estimated weight
error each time the weights are updated. A high learning rate can prevent
the model from converging on an effective solution, while a small learning
rate can take much time to converge (Goldberg, 2017).
During the AES experimentation, the learning rate values will follow a
logarithmic scale from 0.1 to 10−4 .

8.5.6

Hidden Unit Size

The hidden unit size represents the width of the hidden layer(s). The RNN
models for AES experiments on the KAL corpus implement one hidden
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layer. A higher number of hidden layers in a DL model represents a deeper
model.
As the hidden layer in the network is a vector, the size of the unit
determines the dimensions of the hidden layer. Neural networks are often
described as a brain analogy, so it is the units found in the hidden layer
that are supposed to imitate the function of neurons in a human brain. This
means that the elements of the hidden vector act together receiving input
from many elements. The hidden layer creates a function that goes from a
multi-dimensional vector direction to a one-dimensional scalar magnitude,
an activation value (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Tuning the hidden unit size can be useful since increasing the size
of hidden units will increase the representational capacity of the model.
Increasing the hidden unit size does require a lot of time and memory
resources during all operations of the model (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Tuning this hyperparameter is important, as an increased hidden unit size
may give a broader representation for the model, but the hidden unit size
does have computational limitations that have to be considered as well.
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Chapter 9

Deep Learning Results
This chapter will present and analyse the results from the DL experiments
on the KAL corpus. The DL models implement an S-RNN or LSTM
architecture. There are four main models created from the DL experiments,
and the four models exist in each of the three corpus versions used for DL
experiments on the KAL corpus.
The KAL corpus versions that are chosen as relevant for the DL
experiments include M87, L97, and the seven-labelled versions. The
three-labelled versions of the KAL corpus, which is used with the TML
experiments, are excluded from the DL experiments. The three-point
grading scheme contains fewer classes than real-life examples from essay
grading of Norwegian student essays today. The results from the TML
experiments (see chapter 7) do not seem to yield information that is much
different compared with TML experiments conducted on class sets of five,
six, or seven classes. Although this may not be the case for DL experiments,
the main focus will be on classifying essays with five, six, or seven labels as
these numbers of labels are more compatible and comparable with real-life
student essay exams.
To enable testing of the final test set on L97 with the year 2000 task
number 2 (y00t2) essays on the M87 versions of the models, the sevenlabelled M87, L97 and M87+L97 versions are included to create sevenlabelled DL models. This gives the option to test whether the M87 models
are able to predict completely unseen tasks from the KAL corpus, and also
essays from the L97 version of the corpus.

9.1

Model Setup

The S-RNN models implement tanh or ReLU as nonlinear activation
functions. An additional S-RNN model is created by using ReLU as an
activation function in the initialisation of the model and also using Swish
in the linear layers of the hidden output and the output. The four models
created are:
1. S-RNN with tanh as the activation function
2. S-RNN with ReLU as the activation function
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3. S-RNN with Swish(ReLU) as the activation function in the linear
layer
4. LSTM with ReLU as the activation function
All hyperparameters in the models are fine-tuned for training the
different corpus versions. The hyperparameters are previously explained
in chapter 8; section 8.5. All models are created from a grid search to find
the best hyperparameter settings for each model, with variations of the
following settings:
– Hidden size: 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, or 100
– Batch size: 32, 64, or 128
– Learning rate: 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, or 0.0001
– Embedding model: 79 or 88
– Dropout: 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, or 0.5
– Epochs: 10, 15, 20, or 25
The grid search is based on early manual experiments to test which
hyperparameters values fit together with the different activation functions
and corpus versions. Hyperparameter settings were based on previous DL
research, as well as trial-and-error observations of early DL experiments
before implementing a grid search. During the early experiments,
implementing the same settings of, e.g. the activation function ReLU, it
showed that results vary between the corpus versions.
For all models, the pretrained word embedding model 79 seems to
work best to achieve the highest macro and micro F1 -scores. This may be
because the pretrained word embedding model 79 has a vocabulary size
that is 3 million higher than the pretrained word embeddings model 88.
The pretrained word embeddings model 88 yield somewhat comparable
results, but classification results on the validation set increase when using
pretrained word embeddings model 79.
With the TML experiments, equal class weights for all classes in the
LogReg models yield higher performance scores in terms of a lower
MAE-score, as well as an equal macro F1 -score compared to the LogReg
models implemented with balanced class weights. However, balanced
class weights for the LogReg experiments do help the classifier to correctly
predict some samples in the minority-classes compared to using equal class
weights for all classes was the LogReg models struggle with the minorityclasses. The initial DL experiments included models using equal class
weights and models using balanced class weights to create comparable
results. Because the models using equal class weights gave overall lower
performance scores than using balanced class weights, class weights are
balanced for all DL models.
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tanh
ReLU
Swish(ReLU)

Settings for M87 S-RNN models
lr
ep hsz bsz emb dropout
0.001 15 90
64
79
0.5
0.001 20 90
64
79
0.5
0.001 20 80
32
79
0.5

Table 9.1: Hyperparameter settings for M87 S-RNN models. lr = learning
rate, ep = epochs, hsz = hidden size, bsz = batch size, emb = embedding
model.

9.2

Simple Recurrent Neural Networks

The S-RNN models are created as explained in chapter 8; section 8.4.1.
The S-RNN models are used with the nonlinearities tanh and ReLU as
activation functions. The Swish(ReLU) model is created with an S-RNN
model that uses ReLU in the initialisation of the S-RNN model, and with
Swish in the forward loop added on both the output and the hidden layer.
The Swish(ReLU) model is, therefore, created with a ReLU S-RNN model
with Swish as an additional nonlinearity in the linear layers of the function.
The Swish(ReLU) model is further explained in section 8.5.1.3.
The resulting hyperparameter settings can be seen in table 9.1 for the
M87 S-RNN models, and in table 9.3 for the L97 S-RNN models. In
general, a learning rate of 0.01 or 0.001 works best for all the S-RNN
models. The number of epochs ranges between value-points 10, 15, and
20, as experiments with a higher number often result in the models’ loss
increasing and the accuracy decreasing.
Varying the hidden unit size seems to impact the results, but generally,
hidden unit sizes of 50, 60, 70, and 80 work well. For some experiments,
the hidden size 100 fits best for the model. The dropout value is tested with
ranging values on a 0.1-interval scale from 0.1 - 0.5, and overall, the value
0.5 works well as the dropout value for the models.
The next section focuses on the M87 S-RNN models that are trained
and evaluated on the M87 corpus. Further, the L97 S-RNN model results
are presented. Lastly, the seven-labelled S-RNN models are presented.

9.2.1

M87

The M87 part of the KAL corpus is trained and evaluated on the S-RNN
models using different settings for hyperparameters. The hyperparameter

Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

M87 - S-RNN
tanh ReLU Swish
0.33
0.54
0.39
0.38
0.50
0.55
0.72
0.55
0.48

Table 9.2: S-RNN on M87 with tanh, ReLU, and Swish(ReLU) as activation
functions. Settings.
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Figure 9.1: Confusion matrix S-RNN tanh on M87.
settings are shown in table 9.1. Results from the M87 S-RNN models
are shown in table 9.2, displaying the macro F1 -score, micro F1 -score
(accuracy), and MAE-score for each S-RNN model.
The M87 tanh model has the lowest performance scores on the M87
validation set out of the three S-RNN models. The M87 ReLU model
yields the highest macro F1 -score of the three M87 S-RNN models. The
Swish(ReLU) model achieves a lower macro F1 -score than the ReLU model,
but does have higher accuracy and a lower MAE-score. This scores can be
an indication that the ReLU model has more instances of the small samples
correctly predicted, which increases the macro F1 -score.
The accuracy score seems to be inversely correlated to the MAEscore. Models with high accuracy scores tend to yield lower MAE-scores.
This observation implies that a model may yield a higher macro F1 -score
compared with other models, but if the accuracy score is lower, the MAEscore will consequently be higher; which can be seen by comparing the M87
ReLU model with the M87 Swish(ReLU) model in table 9.2. The M87 ReLU
model yields a higher macro F1 -score but lower accuracy score compared
with the M87 Swish(ReLU) model, where the latter model yields a lower
MAE-score.
Figures 9.1, 9.2, and 9.3 show the confusion matrices from the M87 SRNN models. As seen from the MAE-score, the M87 tanh model makes the
biggest errors compared with the other M87 S-RNN models; also visible
in the figure 9.1 confusion matrix. The model correctly predicts the one
sample in Lg; however, there are no correct predictions of the grade S.
There is also a broader tendency of confusion over the mid-classes Ng, G,
and M, where incorrect predictions are made across most classes present
in the M87 version, except the minority-class, Lg, that has no incorrect
predictions. The M87 ReLU and Swish(ReLU) confusion matrices show
larger pools of samples correctly predicted.
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Figure 9.2: Confusion matrix S-RNN ReLU on M87.

Figure 9.3: Confusion matrix S-RNN Swish(ReLU) on M87.

The M87 ReLU model achieves the highest macro F1 -score among the
three S-RNN models. This is due to the correct prediction of the grade
Lg and two correct predictions of the grade S; both minority-classes in the
M87 version. The M87 Swish(ReLU) model yields a lower macro F1 -score
compared with the M87 ReLU model, as it cannot correctly predict the
minority-class Lg. The model correctly predicts one out of the four samples
in the class S. However, the confusion pattern for the M87 Swish(ReLU)
model shows a tendency for fewer classification mistakes further away
from the true labels. The predictions are centred along the true-label
diagonal, and they do not seem to diverge more than one class away from
the true label. The macro F1 -score for the M87 Swish(ReLU) model seems
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Figure 9.4: Learning curves for S-RNN tanh on M87.

Figure 9.5: Learning curves for S-RNN ReLU on M87.

Figure 9.6: Learning curves for S-RNN Swish(ReLU) on M87.
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to be affected by the incorrect classification of the one sample in class Lg.
Thus, based on the macro F1 -score as an evaluation criterion for identifying
the M87 ReLU model as the best M87 model, the confusion matrices may
suggest that the M87 Swish(ReLU) model is equally as good, if not possibly
better.
Figures 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 show the learning curves of the three M87 SRNN models. The irregularities in the training loss for all three M87 SRNN models can be caused by the training set being small, which can lead
to this type of behaviour during training. The learning curves for the three
S-RNN models do not show particular signs of overfitting the dataset.

9.2.1.1

TML vs DL on M87

Compared with the TML results described in chapter 7, the M87 S-RNN
models yield somewhat similar results as the M87 LogReg model. The
M87 LogReg model with balanced class weights produces a macro F1 -score
similar to the M87 ReLU model. The M87 LogReg model achieves a lower
MAE-score than the M87 ReLU model, which suggests that the M87 ReLU
model makes larger prediction errors than the M87 LogReg model. The
macro F1 -scores for the M87 LogReg model and the M87 ReLU model are
almost the same value, and the accuracy scores are identical. The MAEscores for the DL models are, however, less similar to the LogReg model
where the latter model seems to make fewer big classification mistakes than
the S-RNN model does.
The M87 LinReg model from the TML experiments achieves a lower
macro F1 -score than both the M87 LogReg model and the M87 ReLU model.
This suggests that the M87 LogReg model and the M87 ReLU model are
able to correctly predict samples in the smaller classes of the M87 validation
set, which can increase the macro F1 -score. The M87 LinReg model does,
however, have the highest accuracy score; 0.15 higher than the other two
models, as well as the lowest MAE-score at 0.37.
In the final testing of the models, the small dissimilarities between the
models’ predictions may be more prevalent, which can give a better view
on which of the models perform the best on unseen test sets.

tanh
ReLU
Swish(ReLU)

Settings for L97 S-RNN models
lr
ep hsz bsz emb dropout
0.01 15 90
32
79
0.5
0.01 15 80
32
79
0.5
0.001 20 100 32
79
0.5

Table 9.3: Hyperparameter settings for L97 S-RNN models. lr = learning
rate, ep = epochs, hsz = hidden size, bsz = batch size, emb = embedding
model.
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Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

L97 - S-RNN
tanh ReLU Swish
0.32
0.42
0.40
0.44
0.43
0.35
0.70
0.67
0.75

Table 9.4: S-RNN on L97 with tanh, ReLU, and Swish(ReLU) as activation
functions. Settings can be viewed in table 9.3.

9.2.2

L97

The hyperparameter settings used for the three L97 S-RNN models are
presented in table 9.3. The settings for batch size, embedding model, and
dropout value are the same for all L97 S-RNN models.
Table 9.4 shows results from L97 S-RNN experiments listing evaluation
metrics for macro F1 -score, micro F1 -score (accuracy), and MAE-score for
each of the three L97 S-RNN models classifying the L97 validation set.
From the results in table 9.4, the L97 ReLU model is seen to produce the
highest macro F1 -score, and the lowest MAE-score on the L97 validation set
amongst the three L97 S-RNN models. The L97 tanh model has a 0.10 lower
macro F1 -score than the L97 ReLU model, but the models share similar
accuracy scores. Overall, the L97 tanh model has the lowest performance
tendencies on the L97 validation set compared with both the L97 ReLU and
the Swish(ReLU) model based on the macro F1 -score and MAE evaluation
metrics.
The confusion matrix in figure 9.7 gives the impression that the lower
macro F1 -score with the L97 tanh model compared with the L97 ReLU
model (see confusion matrix, figure 9.8) and L97 Swish(ReLU) model (see
confusion matrix, figure 9.9) models may be due to the incorrect prediction

Figure 9.7: Confusion matrix for L97 S-RNN tanh model.
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Figure 9.8: Confusion matrix L97 S-RNN ReLU model.

Figure 9.9: Confusion matrix L97 S-RNN Swish(ReLU) model.
on the only 1-sample by the L97 tanh model. The 1-sample is correctly
predicted by both the L97 ReLU and Swish(ReLU) model. The accuracy
score, however, is highest for the L97 tanh model amongst the three L97 SRNN models, but the difference in accuracy score between tanh and ReLU
is almost none, with a difference of 0.01.
The L97 S-RNN Swish(ReLU) model displays a lower performance
classifying the L97 validation set compared with the L97 S-RNN ReLU
model across all of the three evaluation metrics included in table 9.4.
Referring back to the metrics in table 9.4, the L97 S-RNN Swish(ReLU)
model has the highest MAE-score out of the three L97 S-RNN models.
Figure 9.9 shows the L97 Swish(ReLU) model’s confusion matrix, where a
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Figure 9.10: Learning curves for L97 S-RNN tanh model.

Figure 9.11: Learning curves for L97 S-RNN ReLU model.

Figure 9.12: Learning curves for L97 S-RNN Swish(ReLU) model.
tendency seems to be that predictions are sparesly spread out from the true
label-diagonal compared with L97 ReLU model’s confusion matrix (figure
9.8) and L97 tanh model’s confusion matrix (figure 9.7)
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Figures 9.10, 9.11, and 9.12 show the learning curves for the models. The
training loss for all models is irregular but eventually decreases through
the epochs. The learning curves for the L97 ReLU model shows a bigger
distance between the training loss and the validation loss than the other
model’s learning curves.
Comparing the macro F1 -score and MAE-score metrics for evaluation
on the three L97 S-RNN models, it is clear that the L97 ReLU model
outperforms both the L97 tanh and the Swish(ReLU) model classifying the
L97 validation set.
9.2.2.1

TML vs DL on L97

In comparison with the best L97 TML model, LinReg, the L97 ReLU model
yields a higher MAE-score. Both the macro F1 and accuracy scores are
higher when validating the L97 validation set on the L97 LinReg model
than on the L97 ReLU model. The L97 LogReg model achieves the lowest
macro F1 and accuracy scores out of the three models, as well as the highest
MAE-score.
The observations from the MAE-scores suggests that the L97 LinReg
model performs best on the L97 validation set compared with the L97
LogReg model and the L97 ReLU model. The L97 ReLU model’s scores
are similar, where the balanced class weights seem to be an important
parameter that force predictions to include the minority-classes.
Interestingly, compared with the M87 LogReg results (see section
9.2.1.1), the L97 LogReg model has the lowest performance scores on the
L97 validation set. The M87 ReLU model and the L97 ReLU model have
similar scores compared with the best TML models for each corpus version,
but the M87 ReLU scores are more similar with the M87 LogReg scores in
contrast with L97 ReLU scores which are more similar with the L97 LinReg
scores.

9.2.3

Seven-Labelled Version

The seven-labelled S-RNN ReLU models are created for the seven-labelled
M87 corpus, L97 corpus, and M87+L97 corpus. The hyperparameter
settings for the models are presented in table 9.5. The seven-labelled
models are implemented with ReLU as the activation function because it
is the activation function that performs best with both the M87 part and
the L97 part of the KAL corpus.
The seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model is trained and validated on the
M87 part of the KAL corpus, and similarly, the seven-labelled L97 S-RNN
model is trained and validated on the L97 part of the KAL corpus. The
seven-labelled M87+L97 S-RNN model merges the two corpus parts and is
trained and validated on the merged parts of the KAL corpus.
The seven-labelled M87+L97 version provides more training and
validation material compared with the training set and validation set for
the seven-labelled M87 or seven-labelled L97 version. As seen with the
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M87
L97
M87+L97

Settings for Seven-Labelled S-RNN models
lr
ep hsz bsz emb
dropout
0.01 10 60
64
79
0.5
0.01 10 50
32
79
0.5
0.01 10 60
32
79
0.5

Table 9.5: Hyperparameter settings for seven-labelled S-RNN models. lr
= learning rate, ep = epochs, hsz = hidden size, bsz = batch size, emb =
embedding model.

Train/Val
Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

Seven-Labelled - S-RNN
M87 L97
M87+L97
0.43 0.15
0.37
0.42 0.27
0.32
0.88 1.08
0.91

Table 9.6: Results from S-RNN with ReLU activation function on sevenlabelled corpus version.

Figure 9.13: Confusion matrix S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on sevenlabelled M87.
TML models (see chapter 7; section 7.2.4), a seven-labelled M87+L97 SRNN model does not necessarily perform better compared with the sevenlabelled M87 or the L97 S-RNN model.
9.2.3.1

Seven-Labelled M87

The seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model produces higher macro F1 and
accuracy scores compared with the seven-labelled L97 and M87+L97
models, as seen in table 9.6. Compared with the five-labelled M87 S-RNN
model (see section 9.2.1), the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model has a lower
macro F1 -score and a higher MAE-score. This is expected because the
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Figure 9.14: Learning curves for S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on sevenlabelled M87.
dataset consists of two more classes with the same essay data for the model
to classify.
From the confusion matrix in figure 9.13, it appears that the sevenlabelled M87 S-RNN model is unable to predict any samples of the labels
3 and 6 neither correctly nor incorrectly. The model manages to predict
the only 1-sample, which influences the macro F1 -score. Also, the model
manages to predict eleven samples of the label 2 correctly and 27 samples
of the label 3.5. Other than that, it seems that the model has difficulties in
placing the samples correctly, and many samples are incorrectly predicted
as the label 3.5. This could be connected to the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN
model being trained and validated on a sample distribution where 3.5 is
the largest class.
Figure 9.14 shows the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model’s learning
curves with the training loss and validation loss. Both the training loss and
the validation loss decreases slowly during the epochs, which can indicate
that the model learns slowly during the first epochs.
9.2.3.2

Seven-Labelled L97

The seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model yields a macro F1 -score similar to, but
a bit over, the stratified baseline model (see chapter 7; section 7.1), which
shows tendencies of the model being unable to properly learn during
training. The accuracy score is higher than what the stratified baseline
model is expected to achieve, but overall, the seven-labelled L97 S-RNN
model does show signs of overfitting the data.
The confusion matrix in figure 9.15 backs this claim up, where the
prediction pattern shows that no samples are predicted as the labels 1, 2,
or 3. Additionally, the model’s learning curves, visualised in figure 9.16,
shows signs of overfitting because of the distance between the training loss
and validation loss, and the irregular behaviour from the validation loss.
Overfitting was the case for all hyperparameter settings during the grid
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Figure 9.15: Confusion matrix S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on sevenlabelled L97.

Figure 9.16: Learning curves for S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on sevenlabelled L97.
search for the seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model, where all models created
in the grid search seemed unfit to learn. Reasons for this may be that
the dataset is small and that there are seven classes to predict. The sixlabelled L97 S-RNN ReLU model (see section 9.2.2) also showed tendencies
of overfitting, but the learning curves were less irregular during the ten first
epochs (see figure 9.11).
9.2.3.3

Seven-Labelled M87+L97

Merging the seven-labelled M87 and L97 corpus versions gives a model
with a macro F1 -score similar to the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model.
Additionally, the macro F1 -score is over double of the seven-labelled L97
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Figure 9.17: Confusion matrix S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on the
merged seven-labelled M87+L97 version.

Figure 9.18: Learning curves for S-RNN ReLU trained/validated on the
merged seven-labelled M87+L97 version.

S-RNN model.
The confusion matrix in figure 9.17 shows that the model is able to
predict at least one sample for each true label correctly. The confusion
matrix does show the same tendencies as seen with the M87 and L97 parts
where predictions are squeezed towards the middle classes. Eighty-three
predicted samples are placed in the label 3.5 by the seven-labelled M87+L97
S-RNN model, where only 22 of the samples are predicted correctly.
The learning curves in figure 9.18 shows that the training loss decreases
slowly, and starts increasing after eight epochs, but subsequently decreases
again after the 9th epoch. The validation loss slowly increases during
the start of the training, and rapidly increases after approximately seven
epochs.
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The distribution of samples in the merged seven-labelled M87+L97
development set is more even compared with the M87 and L97 parts
separated. There are, however, more samples in the classes 2, 3, and 5 than
in the classes 3.5 and 4.
9.2.3.4

TML vs S-RNN on Seven-Labelled Version

The seven-labelled S-RNN models are compared with the corresponding
seven-labelled LinReg and LogReg models.
The seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model produces higher macro F1 and
accuracy scores than both the seven-labelled M87 LinReg and the sevenlabelled M87 LogReg models. The MAE-score for the seven-labelled M87
S-RNN model is higher than for the LinReg model, but lower than the
LogReg model. The seven-labelled M87 LinReg model has fewer large
errors while classifying the validation set than the other models, but also
has the lowest macro F1 -score.
The seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model produces the lowest macro F1 score compared with the LinReg and LogReg models. Its macro F1 -score
is similar to a baseline model result, but the accuracy score is higher than
the LogReg model. The MAE-scores are high for the seven-labelled L97 SRNN and LogReg models, which suggests that the models have challenges
in correctly placing the samples and that they are often placed more than
one label away from their true label. The seven-labelled L97 LinReg model
produces the best overall performance scores on the seven-labelled L97
validation set.
The seven-labelled M87+L97 S-RNN model has the highest macro F1 scores compared with the seven-labelled M87+L97 LogReg and LinReg
models. The accuracy scores are similar for the S-RNN and LogReg models,
while the LinReg model has the highest score, as well as the lowest MAEscore.

9.3

LSTM

The LSTM algorithm is explained in chapter 8; section 8.4.2. Five
LSTM models are created for the different corpus version and all models
implement ReLU as the nonlinear activation function. ReLU is used
because it gave the best overall results in the S-RNN models from the
previous section, section 9.2.
Although LSTM approaches often perform better than S-RNN models
for certain deep learning tasks, this may not be the case for classification
on the KAL corpus. One of the issues using LSTM and some of the other
DL algorithms for AES tasks is that smaller datasets often are harder to
train and predict, especially when there are small classes that contain few
samples. This can lead to the models not being able to distinguish between,
e.g. the KAL corpus’ lowest-scoring grade, Lg and its adjacent grade, Ng.
Table 9.7 shows the hyperparameter settings used in the five LSTM
models. For comparison, the S-RNN models’ hyperparameter settings can
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M87
L97
Seven-M87
Seven-L97
Seven-M87+L97

lr
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.01
0.01

Settings for LSTM models
ep hsz bsz emb dropout
15 100 32
79
0.5
10 50
32
79
0.2
20 60
64
79
0.3
10 32 100
79
0.5
10 90
64
79
0.3

Table 9.7: Hyperparameter settings for all LSTM ReLU models. lr =
learning rate, ep = epochs, hsz = hidden size, bsz = batch size, emb =
embedding model.

Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

M87 Corpus
0.29
0.47
0.55

Table 9.8: Results from LSTM on the M87 corpus version.
be seen in tables 9.1, 9.3, and 9.5. The embedding model setting is the
same for all DL experiments, using the 79 model. With S-RNN, the dropout
value was at 0.5 for all models, while it varies more with the LSTM models,
ranging between the integer points 0.2, 0.3, and 0.5. The hidden size also
has more variety in the LSTM models than in the S-RNN models.

9.3.1

M87

The M87 LSTM results are shown in table 9.8, with the confusion matrix
in figure 9.19, and learning curves in figure 9.20. The macro F1 -score for
the M87 LSTM model is lower than the M87 LogReg model, where the
M87 LogReg model produces a macro F1 -score 0.25 higher than the LSTM
model.
The M87 LSTM MAE-score is at 0.55, which is reflected in the confusion
matrix figure where no samples are predicted more than one grade away
from its true label. The M87 LSTM model is unable to correctly predict the
lowest- or highest-scoring grades, Lg and S, but these are predicted as their
adjacent grades, which can be a reason for the model having a rather low
MAE-score. Twenty-eight G-samples are predicted as the grade M, while
only 19 are correctly predicted as G. A reason for the low macro F1 -score
may be that neither Lg nor S have any correct predictions, which highly
impacts the macro F1 -score.
The learning curves with the training loss and the validation loss show
that the training loss decreases through the epochs, while the validation
loss stays approximately the same until around the 13th epoch. After this
epoch, the validation loss increases, and training of the model stops.
The M87 LSTM model has lower macro F1 and accuracy scores than the
M87 S-RNN ReLU model. While the MAE-scores are the same for the M87
S-RNN and the M87 LSTM models, the macro F1 -score is 0.25 higher for the
M87 S-RNN ReLU model.
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Figure 9.19: Confusion matrix M87 LSTM model.

Figure 9.20: Learning curves for M87 LSTM model.

9.3.2

L97

The L97 LSTM model yields a macro F1 -score that is lower than the L97 SRNN models’ scores. Figure 9.21 shows the confusion matrix for the model,
where some samples are spread widely around. For example, the true label
3 has predicted samples on the labels 1, 2, 4, and 5. Only six samples of the
label 3 are correctly predicted.
The learning curves in figure 9.22 show that the training loss and
the validation loss are far from each other, as well as the validation loss
increasing somewhat between the second and fifth epoch. The training
loss behaves differently from the M87 LSTM model, where the L97 LSTM
train loss does not decrease a lot and almost continues with the same
values. The learning curves for most experiments with the L97 LSTM
models behaved as in figure 9.22, where other experiments’ learning curves
showed evidence of either overfitting or underfitting of the models. This
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Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

L97 Corpus
0.31
0.30
0.83

Table 9.9: Results from LSTM on the L97 corpus version.

Figure 9.21: Confusion matrix L97 LSTM model.

Figure 9.22: Learning curves for L97 LSTM model.

can indicate that the LSTM algorithm has troubles with predicting the L97
corpus, where the model is either overfitted or underfitted.
The L97 S-RNN ReLU model achieves a macro F1 -score of 0.42, which is
higher than for the L97 LSTM ReLU model. Additionally, the L97 S-RNN
model has a lower MAE-score than the L97 LSTM model.
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Train/Val
Macro F1 -score
Micro F1 -score
MAE

Seven-labelled Corpus
M87 L97 M87+L97
0.27 0.07
0.32
0.41 0.13
0.37
1.05 1.23
0.88

Table 9.10: Results from LSTM on seven-labelled corpus models.

Figure 9.23: Confusion matrix LSTM trained/validated on seven-labelled
M87.

9.3.3

Seven-Labelled Version

The seven-labelled LSTM models were challenging to create as they
behaved differently from the original-labelled M87 and L97 models. The
hyperparameter settings impact the models a lot between each setting
pair, and occasionally the models seem to be completely unable to predict
any samples, resulting in accuracy scores of 0.0 or 0.01. When eventually
finding the best hyperparameter settings, the models end up working, in
regards to training and learning, but shows signs of having some trouble in
predicting some of the classes. The settings for the models can be viewed
in table 9.7.
9.3.3.1

Seven-Labelled M87

Table 9.10 shows the macro F1 , accuracy, and the MAE-scores from the
experiments with LSTM. The MAE-score is rather high for the sevenlabelled M87 LSTM model. The high MAE-score is an indication of the
model being unable to place the samples correctly. Figure 9.23 shows the
confusion matrix from the seven-labelled M87 LSTM model. The model is
unable to correctly predict any samples of the labels 1, 3, and 4. The label
3.5 is, however, correctly predicted for 19 samples, but overall the model
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Figure 9.24: Learning curves for LSTM trained/validated on seven-labelled
M87.

Figure 9.25: Confusion matrix LSTM trained/validated on seven-labelled
L97.

shows the incapability of placing samples correctly, which may be due to
the added 3.5-label or that LSTM, in general, seems to have challenges
with classifying such small datasets. The seven-labelled M87 dataset has
an uneven distribution, where the classes neighbouring the largest class,
3.5, have fewer samples than classes such as 2 and 5. Because the sevenlabelled M87 dataset has more samples in the classes 2, 3.5, and 5, this may
be the reason for the challenges in predicting the other classes with fewer
samples.
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Figure 9.26: Learning curves for LSTM trained/validated on seven-labelled
L97.
9.3.3.2

Seven-Labelled L97

The seven-labelled L97 LSTM model produces performance scores as
low as, and even lower than, the stratified baseline model using the
DummyClassifier. The stratified baseline model had a macro F1 -score of
0.11 and an MAE-score of 1.63. This means that the seven-labelled L97
LSTM model is unable to perform better than random guessing, which
is reflected in the confusion matrix in figure 9.25. The MAE-score for
the seven-labelled L97 LSTM model is, however, lower than the baseline
result. This suggests that the LSTM model has fewer incorrect predictions
far away from the true label compared with the baseline model.
The learning curves in figure 9.26 show signs of overfitting where the
training loss and the validation loss curves have a big distance from each
other. This is similar to the seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model, which also
had challenges in learning during training, although the S-RNN model did,
however, outperform the LSTM version.
The seven-labelled L97 LSTM model did not improve using other
hyperparameter settings and seems to be affected by the small number of
samples in the seven-labelled training set and validation set.
9.3.3.3

Seven-Labelled M87+L97

The seven-labelled M87+L97 LSTM model yields a macro F1 -score higher
than both the seven-labelled M87 LSTM model and the seven-labelled
L97 LSTM model. With comparing the L97 and the seven-labelled M87
LSTM models with the seven-labelled M87+L97 model, it seems that using
the merged dataset produces higher performance scores, although the
accuracy score from the seven-labelled M87 LSTM model is 0.04 higher.
Merging the datasets seems to help the LSTM model be able to learn,
although no samples are predicted as the labels 1 or 3. The predictions
(see figure 9.27) are squeezed towards the middle-scoring label, 3.5, and all
true labels, except label 1, have incorrect samples predicted as the label 3.5.
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Figure 9.27: Confusion matrix LSTM ReLU trained/validated on the
merged seven-labelled M87+L97 version.

Figure 9.28: Learning curves for LSTM trained/validated on the merged
seven-labelled M87+L97 version.

The seven-labelled M87+L97 LSTM model is also able to correctly predict
four of the seven samples of the label 6 correctly.
The learning curves from the seven-labelled M87+L97 LSTM model in
figure 9.28 shows irregular patterns in the training loss and the validation
loss. The validation loss is lower than the training loss through the eight
first epochs, where it increases and surpasses the training loss until the 10th
epoch. This pattern seems to be an ongoing challenge for the LSTM models,
where the training curves show irregular patterns which could be due to
the small dataset and other factors, such as hyperparameter tuning. The
seven-labelled M87+L97 LSTM model produces a higher macro F1 -score
than the seven-labelled M87 LSTM model as well as a lower MAE-score.
But, there is not a too big difference between the seven-labelled M87+L97
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LSTM model and the seven-labelled M87 LSTM model, where the sevenlabelled M87 LSTM model does have a higher accuracy score than the
seven-labelled M87+L97 LSTM model.

9.4

Summary

In this chapter, the S-RNN and LSTM model’s results were presented and
analysed. The S-RNN models produced results that are similar to the TML
results, while the LSTM models did have problems correctly predicting the
samples.
With the S-RNN models, the ReLU activation function was chosen as
the best activation function for the KAL dataset, which continued onto
the LSTM models. The S-RNN M87 model gave similar macro F1 -scores
and accuracy scores as the TML LogReg model. The MAE-score was, on
the other hand, slightly higher for the S-RNN model. Overall, both the
M87 and L97 S-RNN models gave descent results compared with the TML
LinReg and LogReg models.
The seven-labelled S-RNN models did also yield good performance
scores for the seven-labelled M87 model and the seven-labelled M87+L97
model. The seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model did, conversely, yield
low performance scores, where the model showed tendencies of having
challenges with learning. The model also showed tendencies of overfitting
the data, which happened during all grid search experiments. This was
presented as a challenging factor produced by a small dataset consisting of
seven classes. The L97 development set has 84 samples in the validation
part spread out in seven classes, which may have caused the learning and
training issues.
The LSTM models showed tendencies of not being able to learn after a
certain number of epochs, as well as being vulnerable to random factors,
where a simple change in the hyperparameter settings could lead to the
models yielding scores of 0.0. This was mentioned to possibly be a result of
the small size of the KAL datasets. When training the seven-labelled LSTM
models, these vulnerabilities were even more prevalent. The performance
scores for the seven-labelled LSTM models showed low macro F1 -scores
and high MAE-scores. The seven-labelled L97 LSTM model showed similar
tendencies as the seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model, where small changes in
the settings affected the results negatively. The model also had challenges
with training and learning, which is reflected in the model’s performance
scores.
In comparing the S-RNN models with the LSTM models, the S-RNN
models did perform best on the KAL dataset, both the original versions and
the seven-labelled versions. The S-RNN models gave interesting results,
showing how small hyperparameter setting changes can improve or impact
the models’ results. With a larger dataset than the KAL corpus, both the SRNN and LSTM algorithms may be able to produce stronger results for an
AES classification task.
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Chapter 10

Evaluation on Final Test Sets
This chapter evaluates the ML models selected from the TML (see chapter
7) and DL (see chapter 9) experiments on the final test sets. The metrics
used for the evaluation of performance on the test sets are macro F1 score (F1 macro), micro F1 -score (accuracy), and MAE-score (MAE). The
evaluation metrics are described and explained in chapter 5; section 5.3.
The tables with results from final testing highlight the best performance
in bold text for each set (validation or test) on the metrics: Macro F1 (F1 ),
accuracy (A), and MAE.
The TML models chosen for the evaluation of the final test sets are
LogReg models (see chapter 6; section 6.2.1) and LinReg models (see
chapter 6; section 6.2.2). The reason behind choosing two TML models
for the final testing is because of the differences in the results between the
two original corpus versions; M87 and L97. The TML models use all 40
extracted features (see chapter 6; section 6.1), StandardScaler for scaling
feature vectors, and no regularisation. Additionally, LogReg models use
balanced class weights.
The DL models chosen are the S-RNN models, which outperformed the
LSTM models. The S-RNN models use ReLU as the nonlinear activation
function, balanced class weights, and different hyperparameter settings for
the various datasets (see chapters 8 and 9). Because the LogReg models also
use balanced class weights, the two model-types’ results can be compared
without considering class weights.
The evaluation goals for the ML models on the final test sets run across
three main dimensions:
1. Training vs testing.
2. Differences between ML models during final testing.
3. In-domain vs held-out essay tasks in test sets.
Dimension 1 focuses on the results from the development process versus
the results from final testing; specifically if the choices made during
development influence the performance of the models on a test set.
Unexpected results on the test sets and significant differences between
validation sets and test sets may reveal if a model was overfitted to match
the validation set during development.
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Dimension 2 is already discussed for the development results in
chapters 7 and 9 when choosing the best-performing models from TML
and DL experiments. The TML and DL models may still behave differently
on the test sets compared with the initial results from the development
process. The observations from ML experiments report TML models and
S-RNN to produce similar results classifying the validation sets. It will be
interesting to see if the TML and S-RNN models also show equally strong
performances on the final test sets as on the validation sets.
Dimension 3 looks at the results from testing on two different types
of test sets. The test sets can be chosen from in-domain material that are
part of the same type of data material a model has been trained on; i.e.
M87 models are trained and validated, and subsequently tested on M87
data. The same principle applies to the L97 models and all seven-labelled
models.
Since essay tasks are likely to change every year, using a test set with
an unseen task can be helpful to see if the models are capable of classifying
completely unseen essays. As described in chapter 5.1.1, one of the essay
tasks was excluded from the development set and extracted into a separate
final testing set. This held-out task provides an opportunity to test a
model’s performance on an essay task that has never been seen by the
model during development. Classifying the L97 year 2000 task 2 (y00t2)
test set can show if a model is capable of predicting unseen essay tasks, and
thus, indicate if the model will be able to transfer and reproduce similar
classification results from one school year to the next school year. The L97
y00t2 test set cannot be tested on the original-labelled M87 models, and
dimension 3 is, therefore, not applicable for the M87 models.

10.1

Test Sets

The M87 test set and the L97 test set are used for evaluating the best TML
and DL models. The six-labelled L97 test set is tested on six-labelled L97
models, and the five-labelled M87 test set is tested on five-labelled M87
models. Because the L97 test set cannot be tested directly on the M87
models and vice versa, the seven-labelled versions of the test sets are used
and tested on seven-labelled models. This enables testing the L97 y00t2 test
set on M87 models.
The test sets have different number of samples - the same number for
original version and seven-labelled version:
– M87 test sets: 113
– L97 test sets: 94
– L97y00t2 test sets: 205
– MergedM87+l97 test set: 207
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M87 Models
M87 val set

M87 test set

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

LinReg

0.35

0.65

0.37

0.23

0.33

0.70

LogReg

0.56

0.50

0.38

0.35

0.55

0.52

S-RNN

0.54

0.50

0.55

0.26

0.45

0.67

Table 10.1: Results from validation and testing on the M87 models.

10.2

M87 Models

The M87 models are evaluated against:
- Dimension 1: Training vs testing.
- Dimension 2: Differences between ML models during final testing.
Dimension 1 focuses on the results from training and validating the
models versus testing the models on the final test set. The objective is to
determine if a model shows similar tendencies on the test set as on the
validation set. Table 10.1 shows the validation results on the M87 models
using the M87 validation set (M87 val set) and the final testing results with
the M87 test set.
All of the M87 models display a lower performance on the M87 test
set compared with the M87 validation set, which is expected because the
models are tuned to fit the validation set during training. The macro
F1 -scores and MAE-scores show the highest variance from validating to
testing on the M87 models.
Out of the three M87 models, the M87 LinReg model shows the most
significant gap between validation results and test results. The M87 LinReg
model has a drop in macro F1 -score and accuracy score on the M87 test set
from the classification results on the M87 validation set. Also, the MAEscore increased in the test by almost 50% from the validation set MAEscore. These results imply that the M87 LinReg model has more difficulty
correctly classifying the M87 test set than the M87 validation set.
The M87 LogReg model shows tendencies to struggle with predictions
on the smallest classes in the test set, as the macro F1 -score experiences
a 0.21 drop from the validation set to the test set. Also, the MAE-score
increases on the test set compared with the validation set; from 0.38 to 0.52,
which indicates bigger classification mistakes on the test sets. Interestingly,
the accuracy score for the M87 LogReg model increases on the test set from
the validation set. From these results, the M87 LogReg model seems to
have difficulties classifying the smaller classes but seems to maintain an
expected accuracy score.
The M87 S-RNN model shows similar performance on the M87
validation set as the M87 LogReg model. During testing, the M87 SRNN model experiences a drop in the macro F1 -score compared with the
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M87 LogReg model, which had similar results on the validation set. The
accuracy from the validation set to the test set for the M87 S-RNN model
seems to be fairly stable, showing a 0.05 decrease between the test set and
the validation set. The MAE-score on the test set experiences an increase,
which means that also the M87 S-RNN model has larger classification
errors on the test set compared with predictions made on the validation
set.
Dimension 2 evaluates the differences between the models during final
testing. The objective of this dimension is to investigate if the models that
were chosen from development still perform well on the test set. From
validation, it was clear that the two models with the highest performance
scores on the M87 validation set were the M87 LogReg model and the M87
S-RNN model.
An interesting observation on the M87 test set results is the difference
between the M87 LogReg model and the M87 S-RNN model. These two
models show differing performances on the test set in contrast to what was
seen on the validation set. During the training of the S-RNN model, the
training loss versus validation loss showed irregularities and some cases
of large distances between the validation loss and training loss. This can
suggest that the model has started to overfit during validation, which could
be the reason for the high macro F1 -score during validation and the drop in
macro F1 -score during testing.
The M87 LinReg model is outperformed by both the M87 LogReg model
and the M87 S-RNN model on the M87 test set. The M87 LinReg model
produced the lowest macro F1 -score of the three M87 models but achieved
both the highest accuracy and the lowest MAE-score on the validation set.
The M87 LinReg model shows the lowest performance on the test set with
lower performance scores across all three evaluation metrics.
Overall, the M87 LogReg model outperforms both the M87 LinReg
model and the M87 S-RNN model on the test set. Out of the three M87
models, the M87 LogReg model is the only model that achieves a higher
accuracy score on the test set compared with the accuracy on the validation
set.

10.3

L97 Models

LinReg
LogReg
S-RNN

L97 val set
F1
A
MAE
0.47 0.49 0.55
0.31 0.38 0.82
0.42 0.43 0.67

L97 Models
L97 test set
F1
A
MAE
0.32 0.53 0.54
0.35 0.40 0.74
0.20 0.38 0.77

L97 test set y00t2
F1
A
MAE
0.32 0.50 0.54
0.33 0.40 0.78
0.16 0.10 1.30

Table 10.2: Results from validating and testing on the L97 linear regression,
logistic regression, and RNN models.
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The L97 models are evaluated against the three dimensions:
- Dimension 1: Training vs testing.
- Dimension 2: Differences between ML models during final testing.
- Dimension 3: In-domain vs held-out essay tasks in test sets.
Dimension 1 shows some of the same tendencies for the L97 models
as seen with the M87 models explained in section 10.2. There is an overall
performance drop on the L97 test set from the L97 validation set for the L97
LinReg and L97 S-RNN models. The L97 LogReg model, on the other hand,
achieves slightly stronger performance scores on the test set compared to
the results from the validation set. For the L97 test set on the L97 LogReg
model, all performance scores are slightly better than the validation scores.
The L97 LinReg model shows a lower performance on the L97 test
set than the validation set in terms of a drop in macro F1 -score. This
result indicates that the L97 LinReg model struggles with the smallest
classes in the L97 test set. The accuracy scores and MAE-scores from the
validation set and the L97 test set on the L97 LinReg model are not very
different. The results from the evaluation metrics on the L97 test set gives
an impression of the predictions most likely being centred towards the
middle to the majority classes, which was a tendency seen with the L97
LogReg models using equal class weights, described in chapter 7.4.1.1.
Classification towards the middle and the majority-classes may explain
why the accuracy scores and the MAE-scores remain stable for the L97
test set and the L97 validation set. The drop in the macro F1 -score can be
explained by the prediction pattern affecting the smaller classes on the L97
LinReg model on the L97 test set.
The L97 S-RNN model is the model with the biggest performance
gap between the L97 validation set and the L97 test set. While the
accuracy scores and MAE-scores for the L97 S-RNN model display smaller
differences between the L97 validation set and the L97 test set, the macro
F1 -scores may reveal that the L97 S-RNN model has difficulties classifying
the L97 test set. These results correspond with the observations made on
the M87 S-RNN model in section 10.2, where there is a drop in performance
scores from the validation set to the test set for DL models.
With dimension 2, an interesting shift in identifying the best L97 model
appears. The L97 LinReg model produced the strongest performance scores
on the L97 validation set. From table 10.2, it is clear that the L97 LogReg
model was the lowest-scoring classifier on the L97 validation set across all
three performance metrics. The L97 S-RNN model produced the secondbest results on the L97 validation set of the three L97 models. The L97
LogReg model achieved the highest macro F1 -score on the L97 validation
set, and an increased performance in terms of a higher accuracy score and a
lower MAE-score on the L97 test set. Still, taking all evaluation metrics into
consideration, the L97 LinReg model displays the strongest performance on
the L97 test set. The difference in macro F1 -scores between the L97 LogReg
model and the L97 LinReg model on the L97 test set is only 0.03, which
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could be considered as almost no difference at all. The L97 LinReg model
yields the best results for accuracy and the lowest MAE-score of all three
L97 models on the L97 test set, suggesting the L97 LinReg model to also be
the best model classifying the L97 essays.
A shift in performances predicting the validation set and the L97 test
set is seen with the L97 S-RNN model. The L97 S-RNN model on the
validation set achieved the second-best scores out of the three L97 models.
On the L97 test set, however, the L97 S-RNN model experiences a drop in
all performance metrics, leading to the L97 S-RNN model having the lowest
performances of the three models on the L97 test set. The challenges with
training DL models without overfitting validation data was discussed in
section 10.2, where the M87 S-RNN model displayed weaker performances
on the test set than the two TML models. These results may illustrate the
challenges with training DL models without overfitting the development
data. The TML models seem to produce more stable results on the test sets
than the DL model.
Dimension 3 includes testing on the held-out L97 y00t2 test set as an
evaluation goal. The y00t2 test set shows similar tendencies on the L97
models as seen with the L97 test set. Generally, the two TML models
produce similar results on the L97 y00t2 test set and the L97 test set. As
previously reported, the TML models seem more stable in the predictions
on test sets than the DL models.
The L97 S-RNN model seems to struggle to classify the L97 y00t2
test set. In fact, the performance of the L97 S-RNN model on the L97
y00t2 test set does not beat the stratified baseline, described in chapter
7.1. The stratified L97 baseline model is evaluated on the L97 validation
set, and therefore, not an evaluation goal for the L97 S-RNN model. The
comparison of L97 baseline results with the L97 S-RNN model results on
the L97 y00t2 test set can be used to illustrate the general impression of a
surprising drop in performance for the L97 S-RNN model on the L07 y00t2
test set. These results indicate that the L97 S-RNN model is not capable of
predicting the samples in the L97 y00t2 test set. In comparison with the
TML models, the TML models achieve performance scores similar to the
scores on the L97 test set when predicting the L97 y00t2 test set, in contrast
with the S-RNN model.
Since the two TML models yield equal results classifying the L97 test
set and the L97 y00t2 test set, the explanation for why the DL L97 S-RNN
model is unable to predict the L97 y00t2 test set would most likely not be
caused by the material in L97 y00t2 differing from the L97 development
data to a degree where the content is of a totally different character. It is
interesting that the TML models produce similar results on the L97 test
set and the L97 y00t2 test set, and that the differences between the models
capable of classifying the L97 y00t2 test set and the one model that fails to
do so are the two different types of ML techniques that are implemented
with the models. Therefore, when speculating on a reason for the L97
S-RNN model to fail to predict the L97 y00t2 test set, the reason may be
related to the DL approach that is taken with this model.
The TML models are feature-based where features contain information
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about an essay’s, e.g. language, composition, and PoS-tags. The DL models
are trained on word embeddings, which means the models look at the
relationship between the words in the essays. The features evaluated by the
TML models may show more similarities between essay tasks in an essay
corpus that can be used to predict a held-out dataset, such as the L97 y00t2
test set, compared with looking at word representations. Another challenge
training DL models on the KAL corpus has already been mentioned, where
the DL models are in need of extensive amounts of training material in
order to properly train a classifier. Taking these observations from the
performance of a DL model on the held-out dataset into consideration,
it is interesting to look at classification outcomes with the seven-labelled
models for further evaluation of dimension 3 in the section below.

10.4

Seven-labelled Models

The main purpose of including the seven-labelled models for evaluation
on final test sets is to evaluate the result outcome of two types of test sets
for dimension 3. Dimension 3 aims to test if a model seems to be capable
of classifying essays from an essay task that is not a part of the training
material for the model compared with the performance a model shows on
an in-domain test set. The seven-labelled models all follow the same grade
scheme, which allows testing of the L97 task 2 year 2000 (y00t2) test set
across the M87, L97, and M87+L97 models.
The seven-labelled models were validated on the seven-labelled corpus
versions and tested on the seven-labelled test sets M87 (see table 10.3),
L97 (see table 10.4), and M87+L97 (see table 10.5) using the corresponding
seven-labelled models. Additionally, all seven-labelled models are tested
on the L97 y00t2 test set. Dimension 3 is evaluated per model (M87, L97,
and M87+L97) by comparing the results on the in-domain test set against
results on the L97 task 2 year 2000 test set.

10.4.1

Seven-Labelled M87

Testing the L97 y00t2 test set on seven-labelled M87 models is interesting
because the essay task derived for the held-out test set originates from the
L97 part. This means that the held-out test set is not a part of the M87
curriculum, but instead a part of the L97 curriculum. The essays found
in the M87 and L97 parts are although most likely of a similar character
as they all are part of the student evaluation goals for essay writing in
the Norwegian primary school system. A drop in performance scores
classifying the y00t2 test set on the seven-labelled M87 models is, however,
expected.
Table 10.3 shows the results from classifying the M87 validation set,
M87 test set, and the L97 y00t2 test set on the seven-labelled M87 models.
Two TML models and one DL model were selected from the TML and DL
experiments to be included for final evaluation. The seven-labelled M87
models seem to, in general, perform to an expected outcome on the M87
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Seven-Labelled M87 Models
Val SM87

Test set SM87

Test set y00t2

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

LinReg-SM87

0.31

0.39

0.77

0.25

0.38

0.81

0.31

0.37

0.80

LogReg-SM87

0.41

0.35

1.05

0.22

0.35

1.07

0.31

0.34

0.98

S-RNN-SM87

0.43

0.42

0.88

0.34

0.43

1.00

0.21

0.36

0.93

Table 10.3: Results from final testing on seven-labelled M87 models
Seven-Labelled L97 Models
Val SL97

Test set SL97

Test set y00t2

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

LinReg-SL97

0.38

0.36

0.88

0.30

0.45

0.75

0.29

0.41

0.72

LogReg-SL97

0.22

0.24

1.21

0.32

0.35

0.89

0.26

0.29

0.98

S-RNN-SL97

0.15

0.27

1.08

0.22

0.43

0.69

0.26

0.40

0.70

Table 10.4: Results from final testing on seven-labelled L97 models
Seven-Labelled M87+L97 Models
Val SM87+L97

Test set SM87+L97

Test set y00t2

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

F1

A

MAE

LinReg-SM87+L97

0.28

0.39

0.82

0.29

0.41

0.78

0.28

0.38

0.74

LogReg-SM87+L97

0.26

0.30

1.06

0.31

0.40

0.91

0.30

0.34

0.93

S-RNN-SM87+L97

0.37

0.32

0.91

0.36

0.37

0.86

0.30

0.47

0.62

Table 10.5: Results from final testing on seven-labelled M87+L97 models
test set. The seven-labelled M87 models produce lower performance scores
on the M87 test set compared with results on the M87 validation set. The
result tendencies are similar to what was seen from both the M87 models
(see section 10.2) and the L97 models (see section 10.3), where the two
TML models seemed to produce more stable results compared with the
DL model.
All three seven-labelled M87 models display a drop in macro F1 -score
on the M87 test set from the M87 validation set. As discussed in previous
chapters, the macro F1 -score may be an unstable metric for evaluating
performance on the validation and test sets from the KAL corpus because
the smaller classes are prone to be affected by random factors. These
random factors could, e.g. be correctly predicting a small class, which
impacts the macro F1 -score, and can in some cases, produce deceiving
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results. The macro F1 -score would be more reliable if all classes in the KAL
corpus contained more than ten samples.
Although the macro F1 -score can be an unstable evaluation metric, it
is interesting to see the change in macro F1 -score for the seven-labelled
M87 LogReg model on the M87 test set. Compared with the macro F1 score produced on the M87 validation set, the seven-labelled M87 LogReg
model shows a 0.19 drop in macro F1 -score on the M87 test set. As the
accuracy score and MAE-score remains the same for the M87 validation set
and the M87 test set, the macro F1 -score indicates that the seven-labelled
M87 LogReg model struggles to predict the smallest classes in the M87
test set. The seven-labelled M87 LinReg model displays a lower degree of
decreased macro F1 -score on the M87 test compared with validation scores,
which means that the model performance of the seven-labelled M87 LinReg
model would be closer to an expected result on the M87 test set out of the
three seven-labelled M87 models.
The DL models were the most unstable models on the test sets for the
original-labelled M87 and L97 models. For both the M87 S-RNN and the
L97 S-RNN model, the performance on the test sets revealed the largest
gap between testing and validation compared with the TML models. The
tendency for the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN does not correspond with the
results observed from the M87 and L97 S-RNN models when comparing
the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model against the two seven-labelled M87
TML models on the M87 test set. The seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model
experiences a drop in macro F1 -score on the M87 test set from the M87
validation set. Compared with the two seven-labelled M87 TML models,
the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model achieves the highest macro F1 -score
out of the three seven-labelled M87 models. Also, the accuracy remains
stable for the M87 validation set and the M87 test set on the seven-labelled
M87 S-RNN model. This is an interesting observation, as it to some
degree proves the perception that DL models are more unstable on smaller
datasets. The TML models display a more expected behaviour on a test set,
whereas the DL model is unstable in the way that results vary from very
weak to strong during final testing.
Interestingly, results from the M87 and the y00t2 test sets do not
necessarily give the impression that the seven-labelled M87 models
struggle anymore with predicting the y00t2 essays than the M87 test set.
In fact, table 10.3 reveals that some performance scores for seven-labelled
M87 models are better on the y00t2 test set than on the M87 test set. The
two TML models produce higher macro F1 -scores on the L97 y00t2 test set
compared with the M87 test set. The accuracy score and the MAE-score
remain stable for both test sets on the TML models.
The M87 S-RNN model delivers performance results on the L97 y00t2
test set that can be expected on a new, unseen, test set. From classification
on the M87 test set compared with the L97 y00t2 test set on the sevenlabelled M87 S-RNN model, there is a decrease in macro F1 -score and
accuracy score. The MAE-score for the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model
is lower on the L97 y00t2 test set compared with the M87 test set, and a
positive observation is that the seven-labelled M87 S-RNN model seems
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capable of predicting grades on the L97y00t2 test set.
Taking the results from the L97 y00t2 test set into consideration, it seems
that all three seven-labelled M87 models are capable of classifying the heldout test set somewhat similar to the in-domain M87 test set. The sevenlabelled M87 S-RNN model yields a lower macro F1 -score on the heldout test set compared with the in-domain test set, which, again, proves
that the DL model displays a more unstable behaviour than the two TML
models. Although the L97 y00t2 test set is an unseen test set during M87
development, there is a possibility that the M87 training material already
consists of essay tasks similar to task 2 year 2000 from L97. The goal of
introducing the held-out essay task to the final models is to see if the ML
models could handle the classification of new essay tasks. Essay tasks may
change from year to year, so the L97 y00t2 test set may give indications of
the models’ abilities to be used for AES in future assessments.

10.4.2

Seven-Labelled L97

Similar tendencies from testing L97 models (see section 10.3) on the L97
and L97 y00t2 test sets are expected when evaluating dimension 3 on the
seven-labelled L97 models. The test sets for the L97 model and sevenlabelled L97 models are essentially the same, although the number of labels
differentiates from six to seven labels.
The two TML seven-labelled L97 models show similar tendencies as
the TML six-labelled L97 models. The macro F1 -score is increased on the
L97 test set from the L97 validation set with the seven-labelled L97 LogReg
model. The seven-labelled L97 LogReg model shows a decrease in macro
F1 -score on the seven-labelled L97 test set compared to the seven-labelled
L97 validation set. For both TML seven-labelled models, the accuracy
scores and MAE-scores improve from validation results to the sevenlabelled L97 test set results. These results correspond with the observations
from the TML L97 models on the same L97 validation set and L97 test set.
An interesting observation is the classification results for the sevenlabelled L97 S-RNN model, which indicate the challenges with instability in
the DL model. The seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model’s performance scores
are increased on the L97 test set from the L97 validation set results. This is
opposite to what was seen from the L97 S-RNN model in section 10.3 on
the L97 test set. These results indicate that hyperparameter-tuning plays
an important role in the DL models, which was also reported for the DL
seven-labelled experiments in chapter 9.3.3.
On the seven-labelled L97 y00t2 test set, the seven-labelled L97 LinReg
model performance scores remain stable. The performance scores on the
seven-labelled L97 y00t2 test set are almost identical to the performance
scores achieved on the seven-labelled L97 test set. The seven-labelled L97
LogReg model, however, displays a drop in performance scores achieved
on the seven-labelled L97 test set. The seven-labelled L97 LogReg model on
the L97 y00t2 test set displays a drop in scores on all performance metrics.
This result is expected because the L97 y00t2 test set is derived from a
different task than the data the model was trained on. The two TML models
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have, for previous evaluation of dimension 3, displayed similar results that
do not deviate to a larger degree from the classification on the in-domain
test sets to the L97 y00t2 held-out task.
The seven-labelled L97 S-RNN model achieves, generally, stronger or
equal performance scores on the seven-labelled L97 y00t2 test set compared
with the seven-labelled L97 test set’s scores. From the tendencies seen for
other DL models on the seven-labelled L97 y00t2 test set, the performance
scores seem to be lower than the results for in-domain testing. The sevenlabelled L97 S-RNN model clearly outperforms the seven-labelled L97
LogReg model on the seven-labelled L97 y00t2 test set, where the LogReg
models have previously, for other corpus versions, proved to produce
stable results in the transition from classifying in-domain data to the heldout essay tasks in L97 y00t2.
Another observation is the comparison of the seven-labelled M87
models and the seven-labelled L97 models on the L97 y00t2 test set. An
expected outcome would be for the seven-labelled L97 models to produce
higher performance scores on the L97 y00t2 test set because this test set
derives from the L97 curriculum. This is also the general observation from
both seven-labelled M87 and seven-labelled L97 models, except the sevenlabelled M87 LogReg model, which achieves better performance scores on
the L97 y00t2 test set. Although the seven-labelled L97 models generally
seem to perform better on the L97 y00t2 test set, the differences between a
seven-labelled M87 model and seven-labelled L97 model on the L97 y00t2
test set are not very prevalent.
A theory for the seven-labelled M87 model’s performance on the L97
y00t2 test set could be that students were given similar essay tasks under
the M87 learning plan as with the L97 learning plan. Another aspect to
consider on the L97 y00t2 test set would be the sample distribution pattern
with seven labels in the L97 y00t2 test set. Seeing that task 2 in year 2000
was the most popular essay task from the L97 tasks, the sample distribution
would most likely be centred towards the middle-scoring grades. When
converting the L97 y00t2 test set to a seven-labelled test set, the sevenlabelled L97 y00t2 sample distribution pattern may have ended up being
more similar to the seven-labelled M87 training material than the L97
training material. The seven-labelled sample distribution is discussed in an
earlier chapter (see chapter 7; section 7.2.4), where the sample distribution
in the L97 y00t2 test set could match the sample distribution in the sevenlabelled M87 training set better than the seven-labelled L97 training set.
Therefore, there is a chance that the seven-labelled M87 models may
achieve similar performance scores on the L97 y00t2 test set if the sevenlabelled M87 models are trained on a more similar sample distribution
compared to the seven-labelled L97 models.

10.4.3

Merged M87+L97

The seven-labelled M87+L97 models are developed on a merger of M87
and L97 essays. The performance on L97 y00t2 test set by the M87+L97
models is interesting because the models are trained on both M87 and
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L97 curriculum. The three seven-labelled M87+L97 models deliver some
different performance results in comparison to the seven-labelled M87 and
L97 models, which can bee seen in table 10.5.
The initial impression, looking at performance scores for the sevenlabelled M87+L97 models is that the results seem more stable for all three
models across all of the three validation, in-domain, and held-out test sets
compared with the M87 and L97 models. The three M87+L97 models
produce slightly stronger performance scores on the M87+L97 test set
compared with on the validation set. Also, the seven-labelled M87+L97
S-RNN model does not show the same degree of instability classifying the
test sets as seen with other DL models that were evaluated during final
testing.
On the L97 y00t2 test set, the performance scores remain fairly stable
from the M87+L97 test set scores. Comparing the seven-labelled M87+L97
model’s performance on the L97 y00t2 test set with the seven-labelled
M87 model and the seven-labelled L97 model, the results correspond well
with what is expected from development on M87+L97 training material.
The seven-labelled M87+L97 model yields performance scores close to the
median of the seven-labelled M87 model and the seven-labelled L97 model
on the L97y00t2 test set. The impression of the outcome from final testing
on in-domain versus held-out test sets for dimension 3 is that the ML
models generally seem capable of classifying both types of test sets to
a similar degree. Further, the final testing does not necessarily produce
one ML model as a clear candidate for AES on the KAL corpus, because
variations are seen across all dimensions the ML models are evaluated on.

10.5

Summary

This chapter presented the evaluation of final test sets for ML models that
were selected for final testing. The models chosen for final testing were
the models with the strongest development results from the TML and
DL experiments. Two TML models and one DL model for each corpus
version were involved with final testing. The corpus versions included
for final testing were M87, L97, and seven-labelled versions of M87, L97,
and merged M87+L97. The TML and DL models were evaluated on three
dimensions:
- Dimension 1 focused on the development results vs final test
results. The general observation was that the models produced
somewhat weaker results on the test sets compared with the results
from development. This outcome can be expected because the
development process was based on experiments where the models
were evaluated on the validation sets.
The TML models seemed to deliver more stable results between the
observations on the test sets and the validation sets compared with
the results from the DL models. The TML models would mostly
produce either slightly weaker or similar results on the test sets as
seen on the validation sets.
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Final testing of DL models revealed that they seemed to produce
varying results on the test sets compared to what was expected
from the validation results. Some DL models would display a
larger gap between classification on the test sets and what was seen
from development, where performance scores would drop when
classifying the test sets.
- Dimension 2 compared the difference between the ML models during
final testing with the results from predicting the validation sets. The
DL S-RNN models were reported to deliver similar results on the
validation set as the TML LogReg models. After final testing, these
two models did not yield similar results on the test sets.
The two types of TML models delivered results that were more
similar to each other compared with the results from the DL models.
The DL models produced more unstable results on the test sets,
where some DL models would give weak performance scores,
and other DL models would outperform TML models on the test
sets. The challenges training DL models to not overfit validation
data, balancing the tuning of hyperparameters, as well as having
a small dataset could be explanations for the DL models’ varying
performance on the test sets compared with the TML models.
- Dimension 3 looked at classification outcomes for in-domain test sets
and held-out test sets. The objective of the held-out test set was to
investigate to what degree a model could classify an essay task that
was not included during training. Dimension 3 was included as an
evaluation goal because essay tasks often change every year.
On the held-out test set, the models delivered slightly varying results.
For models trained on M87 material, the held-out essay task actually
yielded better performance results compared with M87 in-domain
testing. The L97 models delivered slightly weaker results on the
held-out test set than the L97 in-domain test set. The difference in
performance between M87 and L97 models on the held-out test set
could be explained by different factors; e.g. the sample distribution
of the seven-labelled M87 and L97 training material compared with
the seven-labelled held-out test set, excluding an important essay task
for training from the L97 part, as well as just random factors.
Generally, all models seemed to classify the held-out test set to a
somewhat similar degree to what was seen predicting the in-domain
test sets. The models produced results varying from slightly weaker,
equal, or slightly stronger classifying the held-out test set compared
to results on the in-domain test sets.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion
The purpose of this master’s thesis was to investigate the potential for AES
on Norwegian student essays from the KAL corpus. The KAL corpus
consists of essays written by students on a primary school level (10th
grade) in Norway, and it is comprised of essays representing two different
learning plans; M87 and L97. The two different learning plans and their
composition reflect many choices made during the work on this master’s
thesis.
The direction of the thesis developed into analysing dimensions
relevant for the evaluation of AES on the KAL corpus through experiments
implementing different ML techniques. Research from previous work with
AES on student essays showed that traditional ML (TML) methods often
gave stronger results on small datasets compared with deep learning (DL)
methods. The initial experiments with AES on the KAL corpus began with
TML because of the size of the KAL corpus. TML experiments included
feature-based supervised ML algorithms inspired by feature extraction
and supervised learning algorithms from previous AES projects. DL
approaches followed the TML experiments based on the findings from the
TML results and research on AES with DL methods.
TML experiments were evaluated across six dimensions: Classifying
on M87 vs L97, experimenting using different class sets, evaluating
classification results converted into smaller class sets, evaluating the M87
and L97 parts as one dataset, identifying the best-performing algorithms
for TML on the KAL corpus, and looking at how features were selected in
each learning algorithm.
Two RNN architectures were implemented in the DL experiments:
Simple RNN (S-RNN) and LSTM models. The DL models were created
to see if they could perform better than the TML models based on an evaluation of metrics, including macro F1 , accuracy, and MAE. Additionally,
heatmaps visualising the confusion matrices from the models were used
during the evaluation and comparison of the TML and DL models.
An initial goal in the master’s thesis was to create an AES system that
performed better than a stratified baseline. The DL LSTM models showed
tendencies of being affected by the small datasets and gave predictions on
the validation sets that indicated challenges in learning and differentiating
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between the grade classes. The S-RNN models and all TML models
had few large errors in classification, as reflected in the MAE-scores, and
performed better in terms of macro F1 -scores than the stratified baseline
models for all evaluation metrics.
Although most models performed better than a stratified baseline
during training and final testing, the models are not reliable enough to be
used on real-life student essay exams. The TML models’ features capture
many of the aspects described by the KAL project as important during the
assessment. The amount of different essay tasks present in a student essay
corpus, however, makes it difficult to know if an ML model is capable of
classifying all types of essay tasks. The classification errors produced by
the models are ongoing and seem to be caused by insufficient amounts of
data material.
A limitation with the KAL corpus is the smallest grade classes 1 and 6
(L97), and Lg and S (M87). These classes represent the lowest- and highestscoring grades in the KAL corpus, and they also consist of the smallest
sample pools. Challenges often occur when datasets have an imbalanced
class distribution, especially with a smaller dataset like the KAL corpus.
Because some classes only contain a few samples in both the training sets
and validation sets, the ML algorithms may not be able to find enough
characteristics during training to differentiate between the true label and
adjacent labels. The KAL corpus, which has the majority of samples in the
middle-scoring classes, experience that most predictions will be tending
towards these majority-classes.
A direct comparison of the M87 and L97 parts of the KAL corpus
proved challenging because of the incompatible grade schemes. The threelabelled and seven-labelled grade schemes were created to generate a more
even basis for comparison of the M87 and L97 parts. Although the two
learning plans were not directly compatible, merging M87 and L97 and
experimenting across the two parts was interesting in terms of finding
key features and tendencies from the parts combined as well as separated.
Likewise, experimenting on the two original-labelled parts separated gave
some differences between features selected in the TML models, which
could show how some characteristics in the assessment changed between
the two learning plans.
The final evaluation of the TML and DL models included three test
sets: M87, L97, and L97 year 2000 task 2 (y00t2). The test sets were in
their original grade form and as seven-labelled test sets. The M87, L97, and
seven-labelled LogReg and LinReg models were chosen as best-performing
from TML experiments, and M87, L97, and seven-labelled S-RNN models
were chosen from the DL experiments. The M87 and L97 test sets delivered
higher performance scores on the feature-based TML models than the
DL model. The L97 y00t2 test set was tested on the L97 models, where
the TML models yielded the strongest performance scores. The test sets
experienced a drop from the validation set scores to the test set scores on the
S-RNN models. The seven-labelled test sets experienced more variations in
performance scores on the different seven-labelled models.
To summarise the results from the TML and DL AES experiments on the
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KAL corpus, the results indicate that the KAL corpus is too small for an ML
model to correctly classify the essays, which is reflected in the results for all
experiments. DL methods can be more reliable with a much larger dataset,
and the RNN architecture shows promising tendencies and potential of
outperforming TML models if provided with more data material. Despite
the ML models not being able to differentiate between all grade classes, it
is clear that an AES system for Norwegian student essays can be created
using either TML or DL methods.

11.1

Future Work

AES in Norwegian is exciting because it can be a useful tool to score student
essays from primary school and high school in Norway. It can be used
as a tool for teachers and examiners to assess and evaluate essays that
the teachers and examiners find hard to grade, or where, e.g. examiners
are uncertain of which grade to give. AES in Norwegian can in the
future be used on its own or as a supplement during an assessment to
create more reliable assessments so that assessments can be less biased.
Additionally, AES may save the teacher and examiners time and resources
by letting a computer system automatically score the essays. Suggestions
for future AES in Norwegian are proposed based on the results and
research conducted for this AES task on the KAL corpus.
Ideally, ML models for AES should be trained on a newer and more
representative student essay corpus. If presented with more training and
testing material, DL models can achieve stronger classification results on
Norwegian student essays, possibly outperforming feature-based TML
models. Preferably, a student essay corpus should consist of a common
grade scheme that is used in the Norwegian primary school today, with the
grades 1 to 6, to avoid incompatible data material types.
Feature-based TML classification can be used with more genre-based
features to capture the distinct characteristics from each genre type.
With DL approaches, other data representations of essays can be further
investigated, where, e.g. bag-of-words classification can be useful for
classifying certain student essays. Other RNN architectures can also be
interesting to implement for an AES task, such as GRU and BiLSTM.
Generally, experimenting with more types of ML models on a larger dataset
can give good results on AES, as tendencies from this thesis showed that
the models had a capability of, to some level, differentiating between larger
grade classes using either feature-based approaches or word embedding
representations.
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